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Abstract

Development of transparent oxide semiconductors (TOS) from Earth-abundant materials is of great interest for cost-effective thin film device applications, such as solar cells, light emitting diodes (LEDs), touch-sensitive displays, electronic paper, and transparent thin film transistors. The need of inexpensive or high performance electrode might be even greater for organic photovoltaic (OPV), with the goal to harvest renewable energy with inexpensive, lightweight, and cost competitive materials. The natural abundance of zinc and the wide bandgap (∼3.3 eV) of its oxide make it an ideal candidate. In this dissertation, I have introduced various concepts on the modulations of various surface, interface and bulk opto-electronic properties of ZnO based semiconductor for charge transport, charge selectivity and optimal device performance. I have categorized transparent semiconductors into two sub groups depending upon their role in a device. Electrodes, usually 200 to 500 nm thick, optimized for good transparency and transporting the charges to the external circuit. Here, the electrical conductivity in parallel direction to thin film, i.e bulk conductivity is important. And contacts, usually 5 to 50 nm thick, are optimized in case of solar cells for providing charge selectivity and asymmetry to manipulate the built in field inside the device for charge separation and collection. Whereas in Organic LEDs (OLEDs), contacts provide optimum energy level alignment at organic oxide interface for improved charge injections.
For an optimal solar cell performance, transparent electrodes are designed with maximum transparency in the region of interest to maximize the light to pass through to the absorber layer for photo-generation, plus they are designed for minimum sheet resistance for efficient charge collection and transport. As such there is need for material with high conductivity and transparency. Doping ZnO with some common elements such as B, Al, Ga, In, Ge, Si, and F result in n-type doping with increase in carriers resulting in high conductivity electrode, with better or comparable opto-electronic properties compared to current industry-standard indium tin oxide (ITO). Furthermore, improvement in mobility due to improvement on crystallographic structure also provide alternative path for high conductivity ZnO TCOs.

Implementing these two aspects, various studies were done on gallium doped zinc oxide (GZO) transparent electrode, a very promising indium free electrode. The dynamics of the superimposed RF and DC power sputtering was utilized to improve the microstructure during the thin films growth, resulting in GZO electrode with conductivity greater than 4000 S/cm and transparency greater than \( \sim 90\% \). Similarly, various studies on research and development of Indium Zinc Tin Oxide and Indium Zinc Oxide thin films which can be applied to flexible substrates for next generation solar cells application is presented. In these new TCO systems, understanding the role of crystallographic structure ranging from poly-crystalline to amorphous phase and the influence on the charge transport and optical transparency as well as important surface passivation and surface charge transport properties.
Implementation of these electrode based on ZnO on opto-electronics devices such as OLED and OPV is complicated due to chemical interaction over time with the organic layer or with ambient. The problem of inefficient charge collection/injection due to poor understanding of interface and/or bulk property of oxide electrode exists at several oxide-organic interfaces. The surface conductivity, the work function, the formation of dipoles and the band-bending at the interfacial sites can positively or negatively impact the device performance. Detailed characterization of the surface composition both before and after various chemicals treatment of various oxide electrode can therefore provide insight into optimization of device performance. Some of the work related to controlling the interfacial chemistry associated with charge transport of transparent electrodes are discussed. Thus, the role of various pre-treatment on poly-crystalline GZO electrode and amorphous indium zinc oxide (IZO) electrode is compared and contrasted. From the study, we have found that removal of defects and self passivating defects caused by accumulation of hydroxides in the surface of both poly-crystalline GZO and amorphous IZO, are critical for improving the surface conductivity and charge transport. Further insight on how these insulating and self-passivating defects cause charge accumulation and recombination in an device is discussed.

With recent rapid development of bulk-heterojunction organic photovoltaics active materials, devices employing ZnO and ZnO based electrode provide air stable and cost-competitive alternatives to traditional inorganic photovoltaics. The organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) have already been commercialized, thus to follow in the footsteps of this technology, OPV devices need further improvement in power conversion efficiency and stable materials resulting in long device
lifetimes. Use of low work function metals such as Ca/Al in standard geometry do provide good electrode for electron collection, but serious problems using low work-function metal electrodes originates from the formation of non-conductive metal oxide due to oxidation resulting in rapid device failure. Hence, using low work-function, air stable, conductive metal oxides such as ZnO as electrons collecting electrode and high work-function, air stable metal such as silver for harvesting holes, has been on the rise. Devices with degenerately doped ZnO functioning as transparent conductive electrode, or as charge selective layer in a polymer/fullerene based heterojunction, present useful device structures for investigating the functional mechanisms within OPV devices and a possible pathway towards improved air-stable high efficiency devices. Furthermore, analysis of the physical properties of the ZnO layers with varying thickness, crystallographic structure, surface chemistry and grain size deposited via various techniques such as atomic layer deposition, sputtering and solution-processed ZnO with their respective OPV device performance is discussed. We find similarity and differences in electrode property for good charge injection in OLEDs and good charge collection in OPV devices very insightful in understanding physics behind device failures and successes. In general, self-passivating surface of amorphous TCOs IZO, ZTO and IZTO forms insulating layer that hinders the charge collection. Similarly, we find modulation of the carrier concentration and the mobility in electron transport layer, namely zinc oxide thin films, very important for optimizing device performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Renewable Energy

Clean, renewable energy is in high demand, as traditional fuel resources are either limited in supply or have a very negative impact on our global health. With the rising population, now crossing 7 billion, we need to either consume less energy so that existing supply of energy is sufficient or we have to find better ways to produce more. The global consumption of energy is currently \( \sim 15 \text{ TW} \), but only \( \sim 0.3 \text{ TW} \) of that is from renewable energy. It has been estimated that global demand for energy will rise to around 28 TW by 2050. (See Figure 1.1). “How are we going to produce twice as much energy?” has been the scientific as well as the social challenge we face today.

One way to get there is to harvest incident solar power into electricity. With about \( \sim 86,000 \text{ terawatts} \) of solar power striking the earth at any given moment, solar energy has enough capacity to meet a major portion of our future energy
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Figure 1.1: Lewis and Nocera, Proceedings of the National Academy of Science, Perspective, 2006.

needs. (1) Harvesting solar energy using solar panel is not a new concept, but the challenge lies in harvesting the energy in a relatively inexpensive manner, as well as developing the required infrastructure at a rate that is sustainable to our rising energy demands. Current estimates on total number of photovoltaic (PV) installed in the world is around 100 GW (Figure 1.2).

1.2 Flexible Thin Film Devices

Organic photovoltaics (OPV) are under consideration as we seek to manufacture the solar cell with similar efficacy as printing a newspaper. We need to produce solar panels at the same rate as we pave the roads. (2, 3) OPV for solar energy harvesting hold tremendous potential as an inexpensive renewable energy source due to their light weight, versatility in design of new absorber material and
ease of processing flexible large area devices. (4, 3, 5, 6) However, to compete effectively with other alternative solar energy, the efficiency of the OPV cells need to be further improved. (7)

How far are we at realizing that goal of printing the solar cell like a newspaper? Not that far, because we have made a tremendous progress in the last few years (Figure 1.4). OPV devices have reached >10% cell efficiency ($\eta$) mostly resulting from development of new photo-active materials. Further research is ongoing to increase overall device performance. In addition, one can highlight the fact that curved televisions on flexible substrates based on the organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs), thin-film cousins of OPV, where carbon-based materials convert electricity into light, have been commercialized (LG Electronics, 2013).
Figure 1.3: Research and development guiding principles for photovoltaics.

Figure 1.4: OPV efficiency growth chart: Compiled by Karl Leo, IAPP Dresden.
1.3 Earth Abundant Semiconductor Material

So what are the hurdles? Development of transparent oxide semiconductors (TOS) from Earth abundant materials is of great interest for device applications, such as solar cells, light emitting diodes, touch sensitive displays, electronic paper, and transparent thin film transistors so on. Lighting consumes 22% of the electricity used in the United States. Currently, indium tin oxide (ITO) is the most commonly used commercial material for optoelectronic TCO applications including OLEDs for displays, liquid crystal displays (LCDs), solar panels etc. (8, 9, 10) Typically material for these anode applications uses an In:Sn ratio of 10:1. It is known that ITO has interfacial charge transport problems and is chemically unstable in organic device applications. (11)

The research and development of low- or no indium content TCOs that will lead to a lower cost by reducing or eliminating the expense of indium, thereby decreasing optoelectronic device cost. One of the primary areas of research is based on the zinc based electrodes due to the high natural abundance, see Figure 1.5. In the figure, as shown by arrows, we find that zinc is three magnitudes of order more abundant compare to indium. (8, 9) As the demand for display technologies and other application grows, so will the demand for high performance TCOs.

Transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) are an important optoelectronic component of many photovoltaic (PV) technologies. (12) Even the existing silicon based solar cells can benefit from use of TCOs either by increasing the grid spacing and increasing the area of photocurrent collection, or due to improved light trapping in
Figure 1.5: The natural abundance of Zinc is higher compare to Indium.

The need for inexpensive electrodes might be even greater for organic photovoltaics (OPV), with the goal to harvest renewable energy with inexpensive, lightweight, and cost competitive material. The natural abundance of zinc and the wide bandgap (~3.3 eV) of its oxide make it an ideal candidate. With recent rapid development of bulk heterojunction organic photovoltaic active materials, devices employing ZnO and ZnO based electrodes provide air stable and cost competitive alternatives to traditional inorganic photovoltaics. The organic LEDs have already been commercialized, thus to follow the footsteps, OPV devices need further improvement in power conversion efficiency and stable materials
resulting in long device lifetimes. Use of low work function metals such as Ca/Al in standard geometry do provide good electrode for electron collection, where transparent electrode harvest holes, but bigger problem using low work function metal electrode is with formation of nonconductive metal oxide due to oxidation resulting in rapid device failure. (13) Hence, using low work function, air stable, conductive metal oxides such as ZnO as an electron collecting electrode and high work function, air stable metals or metal oxides such as silver for harvesting holes, has been on the rise. (7)

Understanding the charge transfer characteristics at the organic interface for both organic light emitting diodes (OLED) and organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices will be pivotal for the development of efficient devices. Moreover, there is a need for development of contact electrodes that are superior compared to indium tin oxide (ITO) with either improved carrier injection/extraction at the interface and/or greater mechanical/chemical stability for improved device performance.
Chapter 2

Tools for Development of Oxide and Organic Semiconductors

The research, development and application of semiconductors in optoelectronic devices involves a comprehensive understanding of semi-conductors, both individually and together in a stack in a device. (8, 9, 10, 7) The diodes in this study, both organic solar cells and organic LEDs are ensemble of oxide semiconductors, metals, organic polymers and functional materials with varying bulk, surface or interface properties. An accurate characterization of these properties, especially the optical and the electrical properties of thin films and devices with nanoscale morphology has become increasingly important both for fundamental physics as well as industrial applications. (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 14)

Some electrical measurements of the completed devices are relatively straightforward, but trying to co-relate those measurements to a basic physical property, especially the bulk and surface properties of the standalone layers, and once they
are stacked together in a device are much more challenging. The challenge arises from the mere fact that the various layers in the device undergo changes in the property due to the thermal, the chemical, the mechanical interactions such as stress and strain when a subsequent layer is deposited on to it. Another challenge is due to the inter-dependence of various physical properties, making it very difficult to control one parameter or one variable at a time. For example if the thin film transitions from the amorphous phase to the crystalline phase, we find drastic changes in electrical and mechanical properties, and those changes in the electrical and the mechanical properties can further impact other physical properties such as optical properties. Thus, controlling and retaining the property of the layer, namely the variable in the experiment, during the deposition and during the fabrication of subsequent layers, and during post analysis of the device performance makes it both interesting to study as well as a challenging task.

In this chapter we introduce the tools that are used for depositing the various layers of solar cells and LEDs, followed by a study of various physical properties of the individual layers and the completed device. This chapter will thus provide some prospective on why certain methods are implemented and how we collect and analyze those data in order to relate the physical properties of materials at a basic science level and understand their functionality on completed devices. In the process of describing various tools and techniques I have used some of the figures, equations and graphs from various works we published previously.
2.1 Simplified Architecture of OPV and OLEDs

Organic solar cells and organic LEDs are thin film devices consisting of various layers, whose thickness are in nanometer scale. A simplified diagram of the device is shown in Figure 2.1. In the device, oxide semiconductors and metals act as electrodes for charge transport, the organic polymer layer functions as light harvesting in OPV or light creation in OLED. A few other layers which we call functional layers are added for energy alignment and controlling the interfaces for efficient charge collection or injection. (15)

Most of our study focuses on understanding the bulk and surface properties of an oxide electrode towards developing high efficiency opto-electronics devices. We will primarily focus our discussions on the thin film characterization involving the transparent electrode. To further simplify the scope of this work, transparent
electrodes are divided into two sub groups depending upon their role in a device. The first sets are called the contact electrodes, usually 200 to 500 nm thick. These are optimized for transparency as well as transporting the charge to the external circuit. Here, the electrical conductivity in parallel direction, and optical property in perpendicular direction to the thin film is important, as shown by arrows marking A in Figure 2.1.

The other group are classified as selective contacts or interface modifier, usually 5 to 50 nm thick, optimized for providing charge selectivity (electrical property in perpendicular direction) and providing asymmetry/built in field inside the solar for charge separation and collection or better charge injection in LED device. These selective contacts help collect or inject charges and transport in organic/oxide interface, or in perpendicular direction to the thin film as indicated by arrows labeled B and C in Figure 2.1. In particular, the work presented in this dissertation explores the modulations of various surface, interface and bulk opto-electronic properties of ZnO based semiconductor when used both as the contact electrode and as a selective contact to understand the role of these properties on on charge transport, charge selectivity and device performance. Accordingly, the physical properties and the characterization of ZnO based semi-conductor and devices employing them will be discussed.
2.2 Thin Film Deposition

Physical properties of thin film are very dependent upon the tools or techniques used. During the deposition, various variables that can be varied systematically. In this section we will briefly discuss the methods employed to deposit the organic and metal oxide semiconductor films and highlight the merits and demerits of the technique used. (9, 8)

2.2.1 Pulse Laser Deposition (PLD)

The pulse laser deposition technique employs a high power, pulsed laser beam inside a vacuum chamber to ablate the material that is to be deposited, see Figure 2.2. Our system has $\lambda = 248$ nm KBr laser as the source and high purity stoichiometric oxide target (ZnO), or oxide alloys (ZnSnO$_3$, In$_2$O$_3$ :ZnO) as the material to be deposited. The ablated materials form a plasma plume with high energetic ions, and get deposited onto a heated substrate. (16) Thin film growth dynamics can be altered by changing variables such as rate, energy
or wavelength of laser pulse, the distance from the substrate and the target, the substrate type, the temperature of substrate, ion assist, and the partial pressure of the deposition chamber by introducing gas of ones choice such as O₂, N₂, H₂O. PLD has very good control over various aspects of film growth. It is known to retain the composition of target material and provide more flexibility in tuning the oxidation state of the film. Plus, it yield thin films with better adhesive strength and homogeneity. Thus, this is a preferred method of growing high quality thin films used in material exploration and optimization by various researcher. (8, 9)

Some of the recent work we have done in our group to optimize the p-type oxides such as CoNiO (17) or NiOx (18), to understand and improve hole collection in the electrodes for improving the performance of OPV devices, were done via PLD technique. For a given material, film thickness is primarily controlled by varying the partial pressure and the number of pulses. Under a nominal condition, 20 pulses of laser yield 1 nm of ZnO film over 1 sq inch area. Due to the firm control over the thickness of film, we have created thin film stacks, which we call digital alloying, such as one shown in Figure 2.3. Study on varying the electrical property of ZnSnO₃ material for understanding the charge injection in OLED devices were done using the PLD system and will be discussed in later chapters.

2.2.2 Plasma Sputtering

Various metal oxides in this study are deposited via the sputtering process, which is the industry standard for deposition of transparent oxides. The sputtering method involves the creation of a gas plasma with inert Argon as processing gas
Figure 2.3: Cross-sectional TEM image of GZO and IZO thin film deposited using PLD with 6 nm periodicity.

Figure 2.4: A systematic diagram of sputtering technique, and plasma glow during oxide deposition.
and by applying RF or DC voltage between a cathode and anode. The cathode consist of source material (Zn metal, ZnO or other mixed composition oxide) and the anode is the substrate (glass or TCO coated glass) as shown in the Figure 2.4. Source material is subjected to intense bombardment by ions. By momentum transfer, particles are ejected from the surface of the cathode and they diffuse away from it depositing a thin film onto a substrate. (16, 8, 9) Some of the critical parameters that can be controlled for good film growth using sputtering technique are: deposition time which controls the thickness, the substrate temperature \( T_s \), the RF or DC power applied to the target, the distance between substrate to target \( D_{ts} \), the partial pressure of gas in the chamber such as O\(_2\), Ar, N\(_2\), H\(_2\)O. Film growth dynamics are controlled by three things: the manipulation of mean free path of the ions, the energy and number of ions that travel to the substrate, the energy available for ions to move around in the surface of film during growth provided by lattice of substrate, and the thermal energy of the substrate. The sputtering process provides a very good control over thickness and composition. Since the film growth occurs in a vacuum chamber, it is a highly reproducible technique with high film quality compare to some CVD techniques. Sputtering techniques has slightly worse control and quality compare to PLD, but it yields thin films with good enough electrical and optical property for various device application. (16)

Moreover, sputtering allows large scale production, hence it is heavily used by the industry for coating application. Incorporation of other metals such as Al, Ga or B onto a ZnO lattice is done via use of alloy targets. Some of the studies on TCOs such as GZO, IZO and IZTO involving optimization of sputtering parameters to obtain thin films with desired physical property for specific experiments are
discussed in Chapter 3, 4 and 7 respectively. Similarly, the studies where the electrical property of ZnO, both mobility ($\mu$) and carrier concentration ($N$) are varied using the sputtering parameters and their impact on efficient electron transport in OPV devices will also be provided in Chapter 6.

I have stayed away from discussion of p-type oxides to minimize the length of this dissertation. We have employed the sputtering method to develop and understand the role of p-type oxides such as NiOx (19) and Zn-Ni-Co-O (20) for improving OPV devices. Also, we have used sputtering for the development of nano-structured arrays, see Figure 2.5, for creating nanostructured silver, ITO or IZO electrode structures over large areas that are capable of producing high aspect ratio nanoscale structures with feature sizes below 100 nm and a large range of dimensional tunability. (21)
2.2.3 Atomic Layer Deposition

Atomic layer deposition involves sequential oxidation or decomposition of compounds on to a substrate, one layer at a time. The desired metals or ions travel to deposition surface as a compound, where decomposition occurs. The decomposition can be assisted by either plasma or thermal energy from the heated substrate. The deposition is done via one atomic layer at a time with each sequence in the deposition cycle as self-limiting. Thus the ALD technique has super accurate control over the film thickness. The process requires knowledge of chemistry for controlling the various aspects of film formation including defects, foreign contaminants, doping desired atoms and if done properly yields highly stochiometric films. This process is scaleable, and film morphology is dependent upon the nature of chemical reaction.

In one of the studies using ALD (22) we studied the incorporation of Al in ZnO by varying the stoichiometry, thus obtaining high quality TCO for use in OPV devices. The films $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 :\text{ZnO}$ with 1:20 periodicity are found to exhibit the highest values of electrical conductivity ($1.2 \times 10^3$ S/cm; more than six times higher than for neat ZnO films), while retaining a high optical transmission ($\geq 80\%$ in the visible region) and a low work function (4.0 eV). The studies of the electrical property of ZnO, both $\mu$ and N are varied for evaluation in OPV device, some subsection of ZnO films are deposited using atomic layer deposition, and details will be discussed in Chapter 6 as well. The rational behind choosing this method for depositing thin films is to provide an alternative deposition tool to validate the observations seen via sputtering and other deposition technique and vice versa. In
this way, the trends observed in certain experiments would be deposition system independent and the co-relation can be extracted between the physical property of the film and the device made across the different film fabrication techniques.

2.2.4 Solution Precursor Spin Cast

In this study, solution processing is used for depositing both organic and oxide semi-conductors. Solution processing can be done via various techniques such as drop casting, spin-coating, doctor-blading, inkjet printing. We have primarily used spin-coating techniques for depositing organic layers, where excess amount of solution containing the semi-conducting material of interest, is placed on the substrate, which is then rotated in high speed in order to spread the fluid by centrifugal force, see Figure 2.6.

The uniform film obtained goes through further processing such as annealing at elevated temperature to either oxidize or remove the excess solvent. This method
is very fast, and easy to use with inexpensive deposition tools but the details of the highly-folded nanostructures in the film are largely dependent on the kinetics of phase-segregation and self-aggregation, solvent evaporation, and substrate influence. Atmospheric pressure solution routes provide an attractive alternative to conventional high-vacuum PVD techniques due to their ease of fabrication, scalability, and potential to lower device manufacturing costs. A lot of research has been dedicated to develop solution routes to TCO materials that are comparable to those of PVD materials. (16, 8, 9) In Chapter 6, we will discuss various OPV devices fabricated with organic films deposited via spin coating directly onto either the TCO films or on TCO films covered with a ZnO electron transport layer deposited from a diethyl zinc solution precursor. The ZnO oxide films deposited via solution route provides alternative method for comparing the films deposited via techniques mentioned earlier.

We have done various other studies, not included in this dissertation, to understand the charge transfer properties of solution processed ZnO oxides. In one of the studies, we have evaluated solar cells with Cu$_2$O /ZnO junctions, with ZnO layer fabricated via various solution processing routes such as use of Diethylzinc (DEZ) or Zinc acetate (ZnAc) precursor, and electrodeposition. (23) Similarly, we have used solution processing method for surface modification of oxide electrodes for improving energy alignment and performance of OPV devices. Both NiOx (24, 25) and MoOx (26) thin films studies provided an avenue for understanding and improving hole collection in the electrodes for improving the performance of OPV devices.
2.2.5 Evaporation

In all our devices, we have used metal or metal oxide top electrode deposited via evaporation. Semi-conductor or metals of interests are evaporated in a vacuum, where evaporated particle travel directly to the substrate and condense back to a solid state thin layer. This method is suitable for large scale production. The thickness of the film is monitored using quartz crystal microbalance which measures the changes in mass per unit area as the change in frequency of a quartz crystal resonator. (16, 8, 9) Most of the OPV devices discussed in Chapter 6 consist of metal electrode that are deposited by thermal deposition of 100 nm Ag electrodes with an area of 11 mm$^2$ via a shadow mask at a base pressure of $\sim 3 \times 10^{-8}$ Torr.

Various OPV devices use low work function metals such as Ca/Al, which are primarily deposited via evaporation. In this standard geometry, Ca/Al with low workfunction provide energy alignment suitable for electron collection. The bigger problem of using low work-function metal electrode is with formation of non-conductive metal oxide due to oxidation resulting in poor charge collection and thus the rapid device failure.

Since these type of devices need to fabricated and evaluated in inert atmosphere, most of the work in this dissertation involves use of low work-function, air stable, conductive metal oxides such as ZnO as a electron collecting electrode and high work-function, air stable metals such as silver for harvesting holes. Note: Ag is self-limiting, and even if silver oxidizes, the resultant oxide is still semiconducting and helps improve the device performance. (13) Although oxidation of thin film
on most cases is undesirable, conversely, in one of the studies we have utilized
the rate of oxidation of 100 nm evaporated Ca, to monitor the water ingress and
to evaluate the small atmosphere chamber that allows optical and electrical device
categorization of OPV and OLED devices outside a glovebox. (27)

2.3 Thin Film Characterization

The range of thin films we have studied in this work ranges from mono-layer
which are sub < 1 nm to 500 nm. Changes in one physical property can have
drastic influence on other physical properties and vice-versa. In this section we
will discuss some direct and indirect measurement of physical properties pertinent
for optoelectronic thin film devices.

2.3.1 Structural

As discussed earlier, we have thin films with varying structural properties.
Some of the techniques we use to directly measure bulk structural properties such
as microstructure, crystallinity, grain size of the crystallites are done via X-ray
diffraction (XRD), or Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), while surface
properties such as surface roughness are evaluated by Scanning Electron Mi-
croscopy (SEM) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). Thickness measurement is
done directly using Dektek/AFM, or indirectly via optical method such as variable
angle spectroscopic ellipsometry, cross-sectional SEM and cross-sectional TEM.
Mostly, we have used XRD to evaluate grain size, crystallographic orientation,
X-ray Diffraction

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is used to identify the specimen’s crystalline phases and various other structural properties such as strain, epitaxy and the size and orientation of the crystallites. The X-ray diffraction system we have are a Bruker Discovery 08 with a large area detector, and a Rigaku Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer both using Cu-Kα radiation with $\lambda = 1.54 \, \text{Å}$. As seen in Figure 2.7, two
beams with identical wavelength and phase approach a crystalline solid and are scattered off two different layers within it. The lower beam traverses an extra length of \(2dsin\theta\), where, \(d\) is the spacing between atomic planes in the crystalline phase, and \(\theta\) is the angle of incidence. Constructive interference occurs when this length is equal to an integer multiple of the wavelength of the radiation. Very strong intensities are obtained in the diffraction pattern when scattering waves satisfy the Bragg’s law, see equation 2.3.1. By measuring the intensity of the diffracted X rays as a function of the diffraction angle \(2\theta\) and the specimen’s orientation, one can determine the d-spacing.

Bragg’s Law

\[ n\lambda = 2dsin\theta \]  

(2.3.1)

Most of the thin film TCOs we investigate are poly-crystalline with multiple phases present in the film. An example measurement on 21 nm and 49 nm ZnO
film deposited via ALD is shown in Figure 2.8. The 21 nm film has only (002) plane of wurtzite ZnO with the c-axis oriented perpendicular to the plane of the substrate, while (100, 002, 101) planes are seen for 49 nm film. Measurement can also be done on amorphous materials to determine atomic arrangements. Moreover, X-ray diffraction can identify the phase separated impurities which may hinder the charge transport. The average grain size is estimated using the Scherrer equation,

\[
D = \frac{0.9\lambda}{\beta \cos \theta}
\]  

(2.3.2)

where D is the average crystallite diameter, \(\lambda\) is the wavelength of Cu K\(\alpha\) radiation, \(\beta\) is FWHM of the (002) peak, in radians, and \(\theta\) is equal to the Bragg angle. This formula is applied to XRD data taken for each sample and the calculations yield average grain size in a direction that is orthogonal to the plane of the film.

Structural information, especially the surface topography of organic or oxide semiconductor was obtained using Atomic force microscopy (AFM). In AFM, interatomic forces between the atoms on the surface and those on the tip cause the deflection of a micro-fabricated cantilever. By measuring the deflection, one can measure the force, and thus the distance between the surface and the tip. AFM is a versatile tool with varying modes providing various physical properties: Tapping mode (height topography, grains), Contact mode (height topography, lateral frictional force), Conductive mode (surface electronic heterogeneity), Kelvin probe mode (electrostatic distribution), Magnetic mode (magnetic domains). (8, 9) Some details of the measurement, such as conductive mode AFM will be discussed in chapter pertaining to the study of TCO surfaces. Further structural information can
be obtained via some other techniques such as angle-dependent near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy and polarization modulation infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS). We have employed some of these techniques in conjunction with density functional theory (DFT) to determine the molecular orientations of a model phenylphosphonic acid on TCOs. (28) Here, the dipolar phosphonic acids form a self-assembled monolayer (SAMs) at the interface between organic semiconductors and transparent conductive oxides modifying interface properties such as work function and wettability at the critical interface. (24) We will briefly discuss the role of dipoles and their impact on charge transport behavior in Chapter 6.

2.3.2 Electrical

Conductivity - Ohm’s law

\[ J = \sigma E \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.3.3)

where \( J \) is the current density and \( E \) is the electric field. Conductivity \( (\sigma) \) is related to \( \mu \) and \( N \) by following formula.

\[ \sigma = N \times q \times \mu = \frac{1}{R_s \times t} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.3.4)

For a thin film, conductivity can also be calculated using sheet resistance \( (R_s) \) of the thin film measured by four point probe, and thickness \( (t) \) of the film by various other techniques. Measurement of fundamental properties of materials such as the type and the concentration of electric charge carriers are important for a broad range of semiconducting devices. Various transparent electrodes in our study have
utilized the hall measurement system as we focus on developing the novel oxide materials with the goal of achieving simultaneous high optical transparency and high electrical conductivity. Hall measurement done in room temperature provides $\mu$, $N$, and carrier type of a semi-conductor. Measurement of the $\mu_H$ using Hall setup is explained in Appendix A. The temperature dependent hall measurement can provide further details such as identification of the dominant mechanism for electron scattering such as the ionized impurities scattering and the grain boundary scattering.

Although the hall measurement is versatile, it is very hard measure low-mobility materials such as some intrinsic oxides or organic semiconductors. Similarly, the hall measurement is not reliable for magnetic materials such as NiO$_x$, NiCoO$_x$, that we employ in the OPV devices as HTL layers due to the small magnetic field (0.3 T) available in our commercially available hall measurement system. In those stances, we use alternative method via Seebeck measurement to measure the low-mobility and the magnetic material.

2.3.3 Optical

Transmission and reflection measurement

Optical properties of thin film, transmission (T) and reflection (R) are measured over the range of 250 nm to 2000 nm or higher using a fiber optical measurements. Light of varying wavelength from the source: Deuterium arc lamp (UV), Tungsten lamp (visible) and quartz tungsten halogen lamp (IR) are focussed into an optical
fiber, then to a small spot in film and collected in another fiber that feeds onto Ocean Optics CCD array spectrometers. Measuring transmission and reflection measurement are critical for either optimizing the transparency of the oxide, or improving the light management in in device applications. Also it allows us to calculate the plasma wavelength and optical gap. An example T, R measurement for ZnO thin film is shown in Figure 2.9. The film has high transparency in visible range, the range of interest for solar cells and LEDs. A better measure of transparency is absorption (A), which can be estimated from the transmission and reflection measurement.

\[
A(\lambda) = 1 - T(\lambda) - R(\lambda)
\]

(2.3.5)

\[
T = \frac{(1 - R)^2 e^{-\alpha t}}{1 - R^2 e^{-2\alpha t}}
\]

(2.3.6)

Here, \( t \) is the thickness, and the absorption coefficient (\( \alpha \)) is defined as \( \alpha = \frac{4\pi k}{\lambda} \), where \( k \) is the imaginary part of the complex refractive index and \( \lambda \) is the wave-
length. If $\alpha t$ is large or $R$ is small, the equation simplifies to

$$\alpha = \frac{-\ln\left(\frac{T}{(1-R)^2}\right)}{t} \quad (2.3.7)$$

Note: in a transparent thin film, first and second reflections are very hard to separate experimentally, thus the measured $r$ is $2R$.

**Optical Gap Calculations**

The photons with energy higher than the bandgap of the semiconductor are absorbed. As seen in Figure 2.9 where transmission goes to zero for $\lambda < 380$ nm due to the onset of optically induced electronic transitions. For a direct bandgap material (or indirect bandgap material at thin film limit), the absorbance measurement above can provide optical gap ($E_{optical}$) using the Tauc equation. (29) The relationship between the $E_{optical}$ and $\alpha$ is

$$\alpha = \frac{e^2(2m_e)^{\frac{3}{2}}}{Nc\hbar^2m_e^*}(h\nu - E_{optical})^{\frac{1}{2}} \quad (2.3.8)$$

where $m_e$ is the reduced carrier mass, $h$ is Plank’s constant, and $\nu$ is the photon frequency. (30) The x-intercept obtained by plotting $\alpha^2$ vs $h\nu$, and fitting the linear portion to a line is the optical bandgap.
Figure 2.10: Undoped stoichiometric state (left) and degenerately doped with displaced Fermi level, due to increasing N called Burstein-Moss shift (right).

Plasma Frequency and Burstein-Moss Shift

In a semiconductor, the free electrons in conduction band can coherently oscillate and resonate at a frequency \( \omega_{\text{plasma}} \) as a whole in response to an incident wave. \(^{30, 31}\)

\[
\omega_{\text{plasma}}^2 = \frac{Ne^2}{m^*\epsilon_0\epsilon_{\infty}}
\]

(2.3.9)

where, \( N \) is carrier concentration, \( e \) is the electron charge, \( m^* \) is effective mass, \( \epsilon_0 \) is permittivity of free space, and \( \epsilon_{\infty} \) is high frequency permittivity. Now, plugging in \( \lambda = \frac{2\pi c}{\omega} \), we get the relation,

\[
\lambda_p^2 = \frac{4\pi^2 c^2 m^*\epsilon_0\epsilon_{\infty}}{Ne^2}
\]

(2.3.10)

where, \( c \) is the speed of light. This shows that \( \lambda_p \propto N^{-1/2} \). Thus by measuring optical property \( \lambda_p \), shown in Figure 2.9, we can also estimate the carrier concentration of the thin film.
Similarly, when conduction band is filled with carriers, and the fermi level is above the conduction band edge, during optical transition the electrons have to jump from valance band to the top of the conduction band, rather than the bottom of the conduction band. (30) This effective increase in bandgap due to carriers is the Burstein-Moss shift $E_{BM}$ shown in Figure 2.10.

$$E_{optical} = E_g + E_{BM} \quad (2.3.11)$$

where, $E_g$ is the fundamental bandgap of the material and $E_{BM}$ is defined as,

$$\Delta E_{BM} = \frac{(\hbar)^2}{2m^*} (3\pi^2 N)^{\frac{2}{3}} \quad (2.3.12)$$

where $\hbar$ is the reduced Planks constant $\frac{\hbar}{2\pi}$ and $m^*$ is the effective electron mass.

### 2.4 ZnO Semiconductor Fundamentals

Zinc oxide (ZnO) discussed in this study are mostly n-type semiconductor with an ideal structure of hexagonal wurtzite. Zinc oxide and doped n-type zinc oxides have recently been studied as transparent conductive oxide (TCO) materials for organic electronic devices designed to replace indium tin oxide (ITO) contacts. (8, 9) The natural abundance of zinc and the wide bandgap ($\sim 3.3$ eV) (32) of its oxide make it an ideal candidate for applications requiring a transparent conductive oxide. Zinc oxide as a typical compound semiconductor can be made conductive both by intrinsic dopants (defects) as well as by extrinsic ones (foreign atoms). (33, 34, 35) Perfect stoichiometric ZnO at temperature where $k_bT$ is less than the
bandgap energy, is insulating due to the lack of charge carriers. Highly resistive intrinsic ZnO single crystals have been shown with very low carrier concentration in the order of $10^{13}$ /cm$^3$. ZnO thin films in our study are produced in processes that permit film formation far away from thermodynamic equilibrium, thus these films contain defects resulting from a displacement and/or removal of lattice atoms. These intrinsic defects have been linked to an increase in conductivity in the undoped oxide. (36, 37, 9). The lattice defects oxygen vacancies or zinc atoms on interstitial lattice sites can create these intrinsic donors, with the later established recently as the dominant donor. (38, 39, 9)

In both sputtering and PLD, the oxygen partial pressure and deposition rates can be carefully adjusted so as to get ZnO thin films with varying zinc to oxygen ratios. This tuning of the stoichiometry is also possible for various other metal oxides as well. Thus, depending upon the deposition condition, films can be either zinc rich or oxygen rich, which has significant impact on optical and electrical properties. Zinc metal rich films have poor transparency but relatively high conductivity and the oxygen vacancy is more likely the dominant defect present. While oxygen rich ZnO films have good transparency but they have poor electrical properties due to compensation of carrier with both zinc vacancies or oxygen interstitials present in the materials. Quantitate measurements of zinc to oxygen ratio in materials are difficult. However, various techniques such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Photoluminescence (PL), have been used to estimate the relative composition and/or track changes in stoichiometry with deposition conditions. The measurement of the electrical properties and optical properties in conjunction with deposition conditions do provide us the perhaps the most useful estimates on stoi-
chiometry and defects present in the thin film. The use of substitutional dopants can further increases the overall conductivity of zinc oxides by significantly increasing carrier density, with gallium-doped ZnO having the highest conductivity over other group III ZnO dopants. Specifically, it is known that group III dopants can be substituted into the zinc lattice sites, giving up an additional electron which causes the Fermi level to move towards the conduction band of zinc oxide, as assumed by the classic extrinsic doping mechanism: (9)

$$M_2O_3 \leftrightarrow 2M_{Zn} + 2e^- + 2O_O + \frac{1}{2}O_2 \quad (2.4.1)$$

The highest reported conductivities (~12,000 S/cm) for Group III doped ZnO are for gallium-doped ZnO (GZO). (9) The higher conductivity of GZO films relative to other Group-III doped zinc oxides has been partially attributed to the atomic and ionic radii matching of Ga and Ga$^{3+}$ to that of Zn and Zn$^{2+}$ (when compared to the radii of Al and Al$^{3+}$) and should result in minimal distortion of the ZnO lattice. (40) Furthermore, the higher electronegativity of Ga over Al suggests that GZO should have a higher stability to oxidation over aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO) counterparts, (41) which is confirmed by the improved stability of GZO versus AZO when exposed to moisture. (42, 43) The studies of oxide materials presented throughout this dissertation implicitly use film fabrication techniques discussed in the introduction to controllably and systematically tune the defect in the films with the goal of manipulating the bulk and near surface properties of the oxide films. For example the study presented in Chapter 6 implicitly involves modulating the defects and thus the electrical property N and $\mu$ in the ZnO films, with the goal of understanding the impact of properties on the charge recombination and the charge
selectivity in OPV devices. While the work in Chapter 3, bulk physical properties of GZO are optimized via modulation of defects and incorporation of Ga in ZnO lattice by manipulating the deposition conditions. We discuss in these studies the mechanism to minimize the negative ions during film growth, which can form electron killing defects. Other aspects including more in-depth discussions on role of defects at the surface of GZO thin film due to various foreign contaminants and surface treatment and their impact on surface properties of TCOs are discussed in Chapter 4.

Various other oxide semiconductors explored in this dissertation utilize the knowledge of defects and associated structure/property engineering in order to obtain thin film with the desired physical property. Even in amorphous TCOs, which will be discussed in details later: IZO in Chapter 4, ZTO in Chapter 5 and IZTO in Chapter 7, despite lack of long range ordering, the carrier generation and various other physical properties are still dictated by the same basic materials physics and chemistry although traditional definition of defects and dopants are not as clearly applicable. These amorphous TCOs also follow the same general trend where metal rich films exhibit poor transparency, while varying the oxygen partial pressure during deposition result in many orders of magnitude variation in the electrical conductivity ($\sigma$). Chapters 4, 6 and 7 will provide details on how device performances are impacted by surface passivation, surface heterogeneity, surface conductivity and various physical properties of TCOs that originate from these microscopic variations.
2.5 Organic Photovoltaic Device Physics

As shown in Figure 2.11, solar cell consist of various layers and each with different functions. In brief, an incoming light is absorbed in polymer (P3HT) and it creates an exciton. Unlike various inorganic absorber layer, in many inorganic solids the excitons are very tightly bound and do not split spontaneously. The electrostatic field or the built in field available from the difference in the work functions of the electrodes is not sufficient to split an exciton. Thus, the excitons must diffuse to donor-acceptor interface (P3HT:PCBM), where due to the electric field at the heterojunction, exciton dissociation can efficiently occur. The length the excitons travel before they recombine is called the exciton diffusion length and is on the order of only 10 nm in the P3HT:PCBM system. (10) Thus, only the 10 nm material closest to an acceptor-donor interface contribute to the photocurrent. A lot of research has been focused on understanding and engineering the morphology of the bulk-heterojunction (BHJ). The thickness of BHJ is in hundreds of nm to minimize transport losses and still maintain a good optical path. (2, 44)

Once the charge separation occurs at the junction, the electric field provided by the contacts drive the free electrons and holes towards respective electrodes. Figure 2.12 shows the representative energy level diagram for TCO/ZnO/P3HT:PCBM/HTL/Ag device, before fermi level alignment. The energy level requirements in OPV are constantly changing due to the development of high efficiency new photo-active materials. This has resulted in the need for optimized contact electrodes with good energy level alignment, so as to obtain maximum performance out of the solar cell. Various work done in this dissertation are
concentrated on engineering various transparent contacts for efficient transport and collection/injection of free charges. More details of the working principle of OPV are nicely described in the book “The physics of solar cells, by Jenny Nelson” (10) and various other papers. (6, 45, 5, 3)

2.5.1 Current Density and Voltage Measurement

The current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics of the devices both in the dark and under standard solar simulation (100 mW/cm$^2$ AM 1.5G, corrected for spectral mismatch) provide us an operational measure of the solar cell. A typical J-V curve for a solar cell device is shown in Figure 2.13. From the J-V data obtained from a solar cell, one can determine the power-conversion efficiency of converting light
into electricity. The efficiency is given by $\eta = \frac{P_{MaxOut}}{P_{In}}$, where $P_{In}$ is the incident power, and $P_{MaxOut}$ is the maximum output power of the cell. On the light curve, the point where voltage is zero, is the short circuit current ($J_{sc}$), and the point where current density if zero is called the open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$). In the figure, the diode ideality factor, or the Fill Factor (FF) is the ratio of maximum power output to the product of $V_{oc}$ and $J_{sc}$. For an ideal diode with sharp turn on in JV, the FF is 100%. Overall, efficiency ($\eta$) of the device is maximized by improving these three parameters: FF, $V_{oc}$ and $J_{sc}$. (10)

$$\eta = \frac{P_{MaxOut}}{P_{In}} = \frac{V_{oc} \times J_{sc} \times FF}{P_{In}}$$ (2.5.1)
where, $V_{oc}$ is the open circuit voltage, $J_{sc}$ is the short circuit current, and

$$FF = \frac{Area(P_{MaxOut})}{Area(V_{oc}, J_{sc})}$$

is the fill factor.

Figure 2.13: An illustration of a J-V curve for a typical OPV device.

Figure 2.14: Electric field is continuous throughout the device. Photon absorption is discontinuous.
2.5.2 Light Management in a Device

The bulk of the work in this dissertation is focused on maximizing the transparency of the oxide electrodes (TCOs) in order to obtain efficient devices. In thin film devices, the light management is critical in improving the performance. A typical OPV device with an inverted architecture is shown in Figure 2.11. Here we require both TCOs and ETL layers to have maximum transparency so that most of the incident light passes through oxide electrodes in order for maximum photons to reach the active layer. The reflection back from the metal contact can also enhance the light absorption. Or in some cases, the back electrode can be replaced with another transparent electrode, making it a semi-transparent device. A calculation based on transfer-matrix method is used to optimize the various layer thickness in order to obtain the maximum photon absorption at the active layer. Absorption profiles of various layers as a function of wavelength are shown in (Figure 2.14). Also shown in Figure 2.14 is an example electric field distribution and photon absorption at $\lambda = 500$ nm for an inverted OPV device (ITO/ZnO/P3HT:PCBM/MoOx/Ag). The electric field is continuous throughout the device following Maxwell’s equation. The photon absorption is discontinuous as layers have different absorption coefficients. Once the optimum condition for maximum absorption at the BHJ is obtained via the modeling, it is realized experimentally. The absorption profile of various layers, and the incident solar irradiation are not constant and vary with the wavelength. The relationship between $J_{sc}$ in a device and the photon flux is given by,

$$J_{sc} = q \int_{0}^{\infty} Q E(\lambda) b_s(\lambda) d\lambda$$  (2.5.2)
where, $b_\text{s} (\lambda)$ is incident photon flux, and QE ($\lambda$) is the quantum efficiency of the device. The QE is dependent upon various other factors, but it is usually limited by the fraction of incident light absorbed. There are various other considerations to maximize the QE, but few we seek are done via maximizing the transparency of TCO so that more light reaches the active layer and light engineering so that the maximum light absorption occurs at the BHJ. A semiconductor with a given band-gap ($E_g$) will only absorb photons with energy greater than $E_g$, so the absorber polymer or absorber layer semiconductor has a low band-gap so as to maximize $J_{sc}$. Similarly, there is a limit for maximum $V_{OC}$, which is always less than $E_g/q$. After factoring various losses, the maximum efficiency of a solar cell, i.e Shockley and Queisser limit (46) is given by

$$\eta = \frac{E_g \int_{E_g}^{\infty} b_\text{s}(\lambda) d\lambda}{\int_0^{\infty} \lambda b_\text{s}(\lambda) d\lambda}$$  (2.5.3)

For a single junction solar cell, with optimal bandgap of $E_g = 1.4$ eV, the theoretical limit on $\eta = 33\%$. Currently, the highest performing OPV devices have efficiencies $\eta \sim 12\%$, with lots of rooms for improvements.

### 2.5.3 Diode Ideality

Solar cells are photo-diodes. The ideality factor is another metric that is useful and is derived from the slope of the dark-JV curve. Unusually high ideality factor from a device indicates that either there are significant sources of recombination taking place inside the device and/or that the recombination is changing in
magnitude as a function of the operational condition of the device. An ideal diode
equation in the dark is defined as,

\[ I = I_o (\exp \left( \frac{qV}{nkT} \right) - 1) \]  

(2.5.4)

where \( I \) is the current through the diode, \( V \) is the voltage across the diode, \( I_o \) is the
dark saturation current, \( n \) is the ideality factor and \( T \) is the temperature in Kelvin.

And \( q \) - Elementary charge \((1.602 \times 10^{-19} \text{ C})\) and \( k \) - Boltzmann constant \((8.617 \times 10^{-5} \text{ eV/K})\). Ignoring \(-1\) in the limit \( V > 100 \text{mV} \), the equation reduces to

\[ I = I_o \exp \left( \frac{qV}{nkT} \right) \]  

(2.5.5)

Now, taking the natural log of both sides of the equation gives:

\[ \ln(I) = \ln(I_o) + \frac{q}{nkT}V \]  

(2.5.6)

This equation is in the form of \( y = mx + C \), which is the equation of a line. Thus, plotting \( y = \ln(I) \), and \( x = V \), we can get the slope \( m = \frac{q}{nkT} \), and \( C = \ln(I_o) \). In
Chapter 6, calculation of the ideality factor \( (n) \) from the above equation at \( T = 300 \text{K} \) will be denoted by \( n' \). The ideality factor \( (n) \) varies with the bias voltage. We are
usually interested at the value of \( n \) near \( V_{oc} \) so as to minimize the recombination in
the device, and improve the efficiency. Note: At high forward voltages in a dark-IV
curve, the series resistance dominates and the device is operating in injection, this
causes a large increase in the ideality factor. So in this limit, the interpretation that
the diode ideality factor provides the metrics of recombination is not as clear.
Chapter 3

Research and Development of Transparent Semiconductors

This chapter presents the study on the development of transparent electrode, gallium doped zinc oxide (GZO). This chapter contains the optimization of the bulk physical property of GZO electrode, while the next few chapters contain the studies of the surface of the electrode followed by surface modification and applications in OLED and OPV devices.

Development of a contact electrode, high conductivity gallium doped zinc oxide (GZO), was done in various phases: development from small scale to large scale, followed by device applications in both organic LEDs and OPV, finally studies on charge transport in surfaces/interface. Initial study of material exploration and optimization of various compositional parameter for application in OLEDs was done previously in our group using pulse laser deposition. (47) From small scale \(1 \times 1\) sq. inch area to larger scale deposition \(2 \times 2\) sq. inch, the initial study resulted
in development of GZO deposited using RF sputtering technique, industrially
standard for depositing thin film, was published on *Thin Solid Films*, Gorrie et
al, title “Effect of deposition distance and temperature on electrical, optical and
structural properties of radio-frequency magnetron-sputtered gallium-doped zinc
oxide. (48) Further work included deposition in larger area and application in
OLED devices, which was published on *SPIE proceeding*, D Matson et al, title:
“Development of large area transparent conducting oxides from a combinatorial
lead for organic solid state lighting”. (49)

To keep the length of this dissertation reasonably short, in this chapter we
will discuss only the latest study on GZO thin films where the dynamics of the
superimposed RF and DC power is manipulated to improve the microstructure
of the film. Next chapter contains the surface study on optimized electrode
from this chapter. The study in this chapter contains key physical insights on
improving the gallium-doped zinc oxide transparent conducting thin film, as an
indium-free electrode, and using an industry scalable sputtering technique. Films
with conductivity \( \sim 4000 \text{ S/cm} \) and transparency \( \sim 90\% \), at good deposition rates
were obtained from Earth-abundant material. These results and approach presented
in the paper is very important for community involved in device applications such
as solar cells, light emitting diodes, transparent thin film transistors and other
technologies employing transparent conducting oxides.

This text was written in 2011 and published in *Journal of Applied Physics* titled
“Radio-Frequency Superimposed Direct Current Magnetron Sputtered Ga:ZnO
Transparent Conducting Thin Films” by Ajaya K. Sigdel, Paul F Ndione, John D.
3.1 Radio-Frequency Superimposed Direct Current Magnetron Sputtered Ga:ZnO Transparent Conducting Thin Films

Abstract: The utilization of radio-frequency (RF) superimposed direct-current (DC) magnetron sputtering deposition on the properties of gallium doped ZnO (GZO) based transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) has been examined. The GZO films were deposited using 76.2 mm diameter ZnO:Ga$_2$O$_3$ (5 at % Ga vs. Zn) ceramic oxide target on heated non-alkaline glass substrates by varying total power from 60 W to 120 W in steps of 20 W and at various power ratios of RF to DC changing from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.25. The GZO thin films grown with pure DC, mixed RF and DC, and pure RF resulted in conductivities of 2200 ± 200 S/cm, 3920 ± 600 S/cm, and 3610 ± 400 S/cm respectively. X-ray diffraction showed all films have wurtzite ZnO structure with the c-axis oriented perpendicular to the substrate. The films grown with increasing RF portion of the total power resulted in the improvement of crystallographic texture with smaller full-width half maximum in chi $\chi$ and broadening of optical gap with increased carrier concentration via more efficient doping. Independent of the total sputtering power, all films grown
with 50% or higher RF power portion resulted in high mobility ($\sim 28 \pm \text{cm}^2/\text{Vs}$), consistent with observed improvements in crystallographic texture. All films showed optical transmittance of $\sim 90\%$ in the visible range.

### 3.1.1 Introduction

Development of high conductivity transparent conducting oxides (TCO) at low cost from Earth-abundant materials is of great interest for cost-effective thin film device applications, such as solar cells, (50, 51) light emitting diodes, (52, 47, 53) touch-sensitive displays, electronic paper, and transparent thin film transistors. (54, 55) TCOs based on Group III elements such as B, Al, Ga doped into zinc oxide (BZO, AZO, GZO) have been studied extensively as an alternative to indium tin oxide (ITO). (56, 57) Historically, aluminum has been the most common dopant however in contrast gallium with its atomic radius similar to zinc allows substitutional doping in the ZnO wurtzite lattice with minimal strain. In addition, gallium is less reactive and less mobile compare to Al and therefore less prone to phase separation and oxidation during film growth. (58, 59, 9)

A variety of techniques for GZO deposition have been reported in the literature, including pulsed laser deposition (PLD), (60, 61) plasma enhanced metal-organic chemical vapor deposition, (62) spray pyrolysis, (63) direct-current (DC) magnetron sputter deposition (64) and radio-frequency (RF)-magnetron sputter deposition. (65, 66) Conductivities greater than 12,000 S/cm have been reported for epitaxial GZO materials fabricated by PLD on quartz substrates. (67) In comparison, polycrystalline GZO deposited using industrially scalable
sputtering technique exhibits typical conductivities in the range of 2500-3500 S/cm for films deposited on glass or other amorphous substrates. This considerable difference in conductivity between the polycrystalline and epitaxial thin films is due in part to grain boundary scattering. (68, 69)

In this study, the impact on conductivity and structural properties of GZO films deposited using superimposition of RF and DC magnetron sputter deposition is examined. Previous studies on ITO and AZO have shown the approach of an RF + DC power results in films with high mobility and better microstructure albeit at an average of both deposition rates. (70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75) This RF + DC technique takes advantage of both power sources by combining the higher energy provided by RF and larger area uniformity provided by DC to modulate the ion density during the film deposition.

Accordingly, we have analyzed GZO films grown by systematically varying total power

\[ P_{Tot} = P_{RF} + P_{DC} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.1.1)

and at various power ratios of RF to DC,

\[ \gamma_{rf/dc} = \frac{P_{RF}}{P_{RF} + P_{DC}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.1.2)

for each total power have been analyzed. The films have optical transmittance \( \sim 90\% \) in the visible range and conductivity \( >2000 \) S/cm, with the highest conductivity exceeding 4000 S/cm. Improvement in crystallographic texture with smaller full-width half maximum in \( \chi \) and broadening of optical gap with increased
carrier concentration in accordance to Burstein-Moss theory are observed for films with increasing RF portion of the total power. Independent of \( P_{Tot} \), all films grown with \( \gamma_{rfdc} > 0.5 \) have improved mobility, which is attributed to improved crystallographic texture. We also observe a distinct change in the doping efficiency of the films with varying \( \gamma_{rfdc} \).

### 3.1.2 Experimental Details

**Thin Films Fabrication**

Films of Ga-doped zinc oxide (GZO) were deposited using a 99.99% pure, 76.2 mm diameter ZnO:Ga\(_2\)O\(_3\) (5 at% Ga vs. Zn) ceramic oxide target (Cerac, Inc.) on 50.8 mm x 50.8 mm Corning Eagle 2000 glass substrates. All films were deposited using RF magnetron sputtering at 13.56 MHz (Dressler Cesar RF power generator) superimposed onto DC magnetron sputtering (Ad-vice Energy DC Pinnacle Plus) with a conventional magnetron sputtering source (Onyx 2 MagII, Angstrom Sciences, Inc). The experimental arrangement for this approach from Advanced Energy Inc. is described in detail elsewhere. (70) We have previously reported the optimized conditions for RF sputtered GZO. (48)

For all depositions in this work, pure argon (>99.999%) was used as sputtering gas, the substrate to the target distance was 68.5 mm, the substrate temperature was 250 \(^\circ\)C and the deposition pressure was kept at 0.60 Pa. \( P_{Tot} \) was varied from 60 W to 120 W with steps of 20 W, and \( \gamma_{rfdc} \) was varied from 0 to 1 with steps of 0.25. The chamber base pressure prior to backfilling with argon was less
than $1.3 \times 10^{-4}$ Pa. Water and oxygen partial pressure during the deposition were monitored using a MKS quadrupole residual gas analyzer mass spectrometer (RGA). The partial pressure of oxygen and water content in the deposition chamber has been known to control the equilibrium of defects on the surface creating oxygen vacancies, thus influencing the number of carriers in ZnO based TCOs. (48, 76, 77, 78)

Considerable efforts were taken to keep the $O_2$ and $H_2O$ partial pressure $< 0.1\%$ of total chamber pressure with $< 10\%$ variation among various depositions. The system was equilibrated with a 10 minute burn-in period before the films were deposited onto the substrate. The deposition time was varied in order to achieve films with similar thickness ($\sim 500 \pm 100$ nm) such that the effect of the variation in crystal structure due to thickness effect is minimized. (9, 76) After the deposition, the substrates were allowed to cool to $< 100 \, ^oC$ before being removed from the chamber to minimize oxidation of the thin film surface.

### 3.1.3 Characterizations

Conductivity of the films were calculated by method of measuring the thickness with a Sloan Technologies Dektak profilometer and a J. A. Woollam M-2000 spectroscopic ellipsometer, and the sheet resistance via a linear four-point probe method. A Hall measurement system (Accent HL5500PC) was used to obtain carrier concentration, mobility and also to confirm the conductivity values obtained with the four-point probe measurements. Hall measurement data was taken using van der Pauw configuration at room temperature in a magnetic field of 0.1 T.
Structural assessments via x-ray diffraction (XRD) at the center of the films were done using a Bruker Discovery D8 with a Hi-Star area detector. Atomic force scanning probe microscopy (AFM) employed an Asylum Research MFP-3D in tapping mode with tip radius <15 nm (Tap300DLC) to obtain RMS surface roughness ($S_{\text{rms}}$) of our film. Optical properties of the films were obtained using two coupled Ocean Optics spectrometers to measure transmittance and reflectance over the range of 330-1000 nm. All optical transmission (T) data shown were normalized to the glass substrate, and the reflectance (R) measured and corrected using a reference front surface aluminum mirror.

In general, the data shown here reflect an average value obtained from a minimum of 2 depositions. Error bars represent the variation resulting from multiple films from nominally identical depositions. For higher conductivity films, a large set of more than five samples obtained from independent depositions were used to validate the results and extract the reported experimental error estimate.

### 3.1.4 Results and Discussion

Figure 3.1a shows the deposition rate ($r_{\text{dep}}$) as a function of $P_{\text{Tot}}$ and $\gamma_{\text{rfdc}}$ for the various GZO films in this study. High $r_{\text{dep}} = 0.97$ nm/s is measured for $P_{\text{Tot}} = 120$ W and $\gamma_{\text{rfdc}} = 0$ and slow $r_{\text{dep}} = 0.3$ nm/s is measured for $P_{\text{Tot}} = 60$ W and $\gamma_{\text{rfdc}} = 1$. As expected, an increase in total power results in increase in the deposition rates. Furthermore, consistent with earlier studies on RF+DC, it can be seen that the $r_{\text{dep}}$ decreases almost linearly with increasing $\gamma_{\text{rfdc}}$ at a constant total power. (74, 76, 77) Utilizing the dynamics of RF superimposed DC conditions,
Figure 3.1: (a) Deposition rates and (b) Discharge voltage for different $\gamma_{rfdc}$ from 0 to 1 and various $P_{Tot}$ of 60, 80, 100 and 120 W respectively. By varying $\gamma_{rfdc}$, similar deposition rate can be achieved at varying $P_{Tot}$. 

$$\gamma_{rfdc} = \frac{P_{RF}}{(P_{RF} + P_{DC})}$$
similar deposition rate can be achieved at varying $P_{Tot}$. For example, the dotted line in figure 1 indicating 80 W at $\gamma_{rfdc} = 0.25$, 100 W at $\gamma_{rfdc} = 0.5$ and 120 W at $\gamma_{rfdc} = 1$, all have similar deposition rates around 0.6 nm/s.

Figure 3.1(b) shows variation of the discharge voltage from -315 V to -110 V, over a range of $\gamma_{rfdc} = 0$ to 1 respectively. The variation in $\gamma_{rfdc}$ has a larger impact on the discharge voltage, compare to variation in $P_{Tot}$. This large impact of $\gamma_{rfdc}$ on discharge voltage is expected since ionization mechanisms of RF and DC magnetron sputtering are different. DC sputtering uses high voltage to maintain the discharge by secondary electron emission at the target surface due to ion bombardment. On the other hand, in RF sputtering, ionization is achieved by the oscillating electrons in the plasma, which results in lower discharge voltage. (74, 79)

Variation in growth rate and the dynamics of RF superimposed DC plays a key role in modulating structural properties of GZO thin films. Figure 3.2(a) shows integrated XRD patterns for GZO samples grown at $P_{Tot}$ of 100 W with varying $\gamma_{rfdc}$. These XRD patterns are obtained from a 2D detector image file, by integrating over the $\chi$ direction. The detector images are shown in the inset for $\gamma_{rfdc} = 0$ and 1, where x-axis is the standard $2\theta$, the y-axis is the $\chi$ and the color code representing the logarithm of x-ray intensity in counts. All the XRD measurement analyzed are from the center of the film, with very high uniformity from center to edge, see Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.2: (a) XRD peaks for GZO films grown at $P_{Tot} = 100$ W with various $\gamma_{rfdc}$ showing (002) peak characteristic of c-axis oriented zinc oxide with wurtzite structure. No Ga$_2$O$_3$ peaks are evident and inset showing 2D diffraction image files. (b) ZnO PDF (c) Ga$_2$O$_3$ PDF.
Figure 3.2(b) and 3.2(c) show the powder diffraction file (PDF) peak locations for ZnO and Ga$_2$O$_3$ respectively obtained from the International Centre for Diffraction Data (INT- 361451, INT-060503). All five films show peaks at 2\(\theta\) = 34.35 attributed to the (002) plane of wurtzite ZnO with the c-axis oriented perpendicular to the plane of the substrate. No other peaks are observed in the XRD patterns. Similar observations are seen for other films grown with varying P$_{Tot}$. This indicates Ga is substitutionally doped in the ZnO wurtzite lattice with no evidence of a separate Ga$_2$O$_3$ phase. Furthermore, we find variation in the compact bright region in the raw image, indicating various spreads in \(\chi\), due to a range of (002) orientations.

To further analyze this spread, the (002) peaks are integrated in the 2\(\theta\) direction and plotted vs \(\chi\) as shown in Figure 3.4(a). This technique is analogous to a rocking curve except that the effective rocking angle is \(\chi\) instead of \(\omega\). A highly textured film will show a small spread in \(\chi\), whereas a randomly oriented polycrystalline film will display a nearly constant intensity in \(\chi\). As shown in Figure 3.4(a), increasing the
RF component of power results in an increase in relative intensity, and a decrease in spread in $\chi$, indicating the improvement in crystallographic texture (orientation).

To further quantify this spread, the full-width half maximum (FWHM) in $\chi$ is measured. Improvement in orientation resulting in lower angle between grain boundaries will produce small FWHM in $\chi$. Figure 3.4(b) shows FWHM in $\chi$ for films grown at $P_{Tot}$ of 120 W and 100 W for various $\gamma_{rfdc}$. We see a systematic decrease in FWHM value, from 8 degrees for $P_{Tot} = 100$W and $\gamma_{rfdc} = 0$ down to 4 degrees for $P_{Tot} = 100$ W and $\gamma_{rfdc} = 1$. The films grown at pure DC ($\gamma_{rfdc} = 0$) are consistently poorer in crystallographic texture compared to films grown at pure RF ($\gamma_{rfdc} = 1$). Overall, the films grown at $\gamma_{rfdc} > 0.5$ have lower FWHM in $\chi$ and thus improved crystallinity.

This is consistent with earlier studies where films grown at $\gamma_{rfdc} > 0.5$ had lower mechanical stress due to improvement in crystallinity. (80, 76) Furthermore this improvement in structure is coincident with the reduction in the discharge voltage as $\gamma_{rfdc}$ is increased. Previous studies have shown that smaller discharge voltage decreases the bombardment of various types of energetic negative ions, which can have adverse effect on the film growth. (80) Since there is interplay between the structural and electronic properties, more detail about the impact of the structural properties will be given after the discussion of the electronic properties.

The conductivity ($\sigma$), carrier concentration (N) and mobility ($\mu$) for various films in this study obtained from Hall measurement are shown in Figure 3.5. The trend illustrates that the conductivity $\sigma$ increases with the increase of RF power.
Figure 3.4: (a) $\chi$ for $P_{Tot}$ of 100 W at various $\gamma_{rfdc}$ b) FWHM on $\chi$ for $P_{Tot}$ of 100 W and 120 W at various $\gamma_{rfdc}$. Films grown with more RF component have small FWHM.
Figure 3.5: Hall data for various $P_{Tot}$ and at varying $\gamma_{rfdc}$. Panels a, b and c respectively show $\sigma$, $N$ and $\mu$. Films grown with 50% or higher RF power portion have high $\mu$. 
component. Figure 3.5(a) shows that GZO films grown at $P_{Tot} = 120$ W have increasing $\sigma$ with increasing RF component with maximum $\sigma$ ($3610 \pm 400$ S/cm) at $\gamma_{rfdc} = 1$. However, the GZO films grown at $P_{Tot} = 100$ W have maximum $\sigma$ ($3920$ S/cm ± 600) at $\gamma_{rfdc} = 0.5$. Similarly films grown at $P_{Tot}$ of 80 W and 60 W have peak $\sigma$ at $\gamma_{rfdc} = 0.25$ and 0.5 respectively. Thus for $\gamma_{rfdc} = 0, 0.25$ and 0.5, highest conductivities are obtained at $P_{Tot}$ of 100 W, whereas for $\gamma_{rfdc} > 0.5$ highest conductivities are obtained at $P_{Tot}$ of 120 W. The maximum in conductivity is consistent with the highest deposition rate that does not negatively impact the materials microstructure and resulting doping efficiency. (81, 48, 74)

Films grown at $P_{Tot} = 100$ W, $\gamma_{rfdc} = 0.5$ have the highest $\sigma$ in this study, and have the better crystallographic texture as well. This is consistent with studies on indium doped zinc oxide using similar technique and showing the highest conductivity films deposited at 50% RF component. (74) On top of the good electrical and structural properties, the films deposited with a mixed power approach have better deposition rates compare to RF sputtering. This can provide a minimal deposition time for technological applications where a high conductivity TCO and low sheet resistance is desirable.

Figure 3.5(b) shows a clear trend in the carrier concentration with N ranging from $4.2 \times 10^{20}$ /cm$^3$ to $7.8 \times 10^{20}$ /cm$^3$. Carrier concentration increases with the inclusion of RF power. For pure RF ($\gamma_{rfdc} = 1$), the highest N of $7.8 \times 10^{20}$/cm$^3$ is obtained at $P_{Tot}$ of 120 W. Similarly, at $\gamma_{rfdc} = 0.5$, the high N of $8.3 \times 10^{20}$/cm$^3$ is obtained at $P_{Tot}$ of 100 W. This carrier concentration corresponds to a doping efficiency of 40%, whereas for pure DC ($\gamma_{rfdc} = 0$), N = $5.7 \times 10^{20}$/cm$^3$ is obtained.
Figure 3.6: RGA data showing $\sigma$ vs measured $O_2$ partial pressure in the deposition chamber.

at $P_{Tot}$ of 100 W, with doping efficiency of 35%. Film conductivities are directly correlated with crystallographic quality, number of carriers and doping efficiencies. This result is consistent with our previous work and suggests the importance of the microstructure properties in governing the films electronic properties. (48)

Variation in $\mu$ as a function of $P_{Tot}$ and $\gamma_{rfdc}$ is shown in Figure 3.5(c). Figures shows $\mu$ increases from less than 24 cm$^2$/Vs at $\gamma_{rfdc} = 0$ to average of 28 cm$^2$/Vs for $\gamma_{rfdc} > 0.5$ for all $P_{Tot}$ values. This corresponds to an increase in $\mu$ of $\sim$ 20 %. The highest $\mu$ measured in this study is $\sim$ 29.7 cm$^2$/Vs for films grown at $\gamma_{rfdc}$ of 0.5 and $P_{Tot}$ of 60 W. This high mobility value is comparable to mobility value of 30.1 cm$^2$/Vs obtained by Park et. al. for GZO films deposited on quartz substrate using pulsed-laser deposition. (67)
No significant correlations between measured partial pressure of \( \text{O}_2 \) and \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) level during deposition with the number of carriers in our GZO films were found, see Figure 3.6. The residual \( \text{O}_2 \) and \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) partial pressure during deposition may be below the threshold of influence. We therefore attribute these trends in \( \mu \) and \( N \), and thus the conductivity to differences in the microstructure of the films resulting from the dynamics of the sputtering process produced by both RF and DC power components.

The improvement in the electronic properties of GZO films due to improvement in the structure quality is further illustrated in Figure 3.7. Figure 3.7(a) shows \( \sigma \) as a function of integrated peak area normalized to thickness for GZO deposited at various \( \gamma_{rfdc} \) and at \( P_{To t} \) of 100 W and 120 W, obtained first by integrating across \( 2\theta \) to get the \( \chi \) distribution shown in Fig 3.4 and then integrating these curves in \( \chi \). From the graph, we find a direct correlation between \( \sigma \) and counts/thickness with the most intense XRD signal seen for the highest conductivity film deposited at \( P_{To t} = 100 \text{W} \) and \( \gamma_{rfdc} = 0.5 \). The figure also highlights the improvement in conductivity due to structural improvement as well as due to the improvement in the doping efficiency for higher \( \gamma_{rfdc} \) ratio. Similarly, Figure 5 (b) and (c), show \( \sigma \) and \( \mu \) respectively as a function of FWHM in \( \chi \). Figure 3.7(b) shows films with \( \sigma > 2000 \text{ S/cm} \) having \(< 8 \) degrees FWHM in \( \chi \). Consistent with this, Figure 3.7(c) shows films with \( \mu \) values \( >25 \text{ cm}^2/\text{Vs} \) having \(< 5 \) degrees FWHM in \( \chi \). This indicates the films with \( \gamma_{rfdc} > 0.5 \) have higher mobilities that are strongly correlated with improved structural quality and enhanced doping efficiency in the films.
Figure 3.7: a) Total counts/thickness of the entire 002 peak b) $\sigma$ vs FWHM $\chi$ c) $\mu$ vs FWHM $\chi$ for films grown at $P_{Tot}$ of 100 W and 120 W at various $\gamma_{r f d c}$. Films with more structural order obtained with increased RF component, resulting in high $\sigma$ and $\mu$. 
GZO film on a 2×2 inch substrate is shown in Figure 3.8. The optical spectra for transmittance (T) normalized to the glass substrate and the reflectance (R) relative to a standard Al mirror for samples grown at $P_{Tot}$ of 100 W are shown in Figure 3.9. T $\sim$ 90% in visible spectrum are seen for all samples. Similarly, the average reflectances of the samples are around 10%. We calculated the absorptance $\alpha$ = 100 - $T_{air}$ - R, where $T_{air}$ = 0.92T. All the GZO films have absorptance values consistently <5% in the visible spectrum. We find increased free carrier absorption in >900 nm range for film with high carrier concentration. We do not find any systematic reduction in T in the visible range associated with metal rich film. This indicates that even though the films are grown in pure argon, there is enough oxygen available from the oxide target for near stoichiometric crystal growth, which results in highly transparent films. Moreover, index of refraction at wavelength of 500 nm for all GZO films are around 1.9, consistent with the existing literature.
Figure 3.9: Transmittance and Reflectance data for $P_{Tot} = 100$ W. Films have $\sim 90\%$ transparency in visible spectrum. Inset showing $(\alpha \nu h)^2$ vs $h\nu$ and $E_{opt}$ ($\pm 0.02$ eV).
The inset in Figure 3.9 shows a Tauc plot of \((\alpha \hbar \nu)^2\) vs \(\hbar \nu\) for GZO samples grown at \(P_{Tot}\) of 100 W with varying \(\gamma_{rfdc}\). We have extrapolated the linear portion of this plot for \(\alpha > 1 \times 10^4\) /cm to find the effective optical gap \((E_{opt})\). There is an increase in optical gap with the increase in RF component i.e the \(P_{Tot}\) 100 W, films for \(\gamma_{rfdc} = 0, 0.5\) and 1 have \(E_{opt}\) of 3.39 ± 0.02, 3.50 ± 0.02 and 3.48 ± 0.02 eV respectively. This trend of a slight increase ∼ 0.1 eV, in \(E_{opt}\) with increasing RF component, is confirmed by spectroscopic ellipsometry measurement as well. This shift of \(E_{opt}\) is due in part to the Burstein-Moss shift (\(\Delta E\)), associated with the increase in number of carriers given by the equation

\[
\Delta E_{BM} = \frac{(h)^2}{2m^*}(3\pi^2N)^{\frac{2}{3}}
\]

(3.1.3)

where \(h\) is the reduced Planks constant \(\frac{h}{2\pi}\) and \(m^*\) is the effective electron mass. Taking \(m^*\) as 0.3 and increase in \(N = 2.0 \times 10^{20} /cm^3\) from Figure 3.5(b). The \(\Delta E\) is estimated to be around 0.09 eV, consistent with the observed shift in \(E_{opt}\). We note that while these changes in optical gap are consistent with the Burstein-Moss shift, some changes in structural property could be at play as well.

In thin films, measured surface structural properties can sometimes provide further insights on the bulk structural property such as grain size and orientation. AFM data showing surface features for GZO samples grown at \(P_{Tot}\) of 100 W with varying \(\gamma_{rfdc}\) are shown in Figure 3.10. Panel a, b, c show surface topography for the films grown at \(\gamma_{rfdc} = 1\), \(\gamma_{rfdc} = 0.5\) and \(\gamma_{rfdc} = 0\). Root mean square surface roughness (\(S_{rms}\)) of the films are 1.8 ± 0.1 nm, 1.7 ± 0.1 nm, 2.2 ± 0.1 nm and respectively. Similar surface morphologies with slight variations in
Figure 3.10: AFM image for $P_{Tot} = 100$ W: 
(a) $\gamma_{rfdc} = 1$ with $S_{rms} = 1.8$ nm 
(b) $\gamma_{rfdc} = 0.5$ with $S_{rms} = 1.7$ nm 
(c) $\gamma_{rfdc} = 0$ with $S_{rms} = 2.2$ nm. Films grown with 50% or higher RF power portion have low $S_{rms}$.

Figure 3.11: Clear correlation is observed with improvements in $\mu$ and reduced $S_{rms}$. 
$S_{rms}$ are obtained for films grown at various growth conditions. The smoothest film grown at $P_{Tot} = 60$ W, $\gamma_{rfde} = 0.5$ with $S_{rms} = 1.5 \pm 0.1$ nm has the highest mobility 29.7 cm$^2$/Vs. Although, high mobility samples grown at $\gamma_{rfde} > 0.5$ with $\mu$ above 26 cm$^2$/Vs do not have statistically significant differences in the $S_{rms}$, a clear correlation is observed with improvements in $\mu$ and reduced $S_{rms}$ as shown in Figure 3.11. This indicates a weak correlation of the surface $S_{rms}$ consistent with our earlier assessment of improvement in crystallographic texture due the dynamics of RF superimposed DC yielding high mobility films.

### 3.1.5 Conclusions

GZO films are deposited on heated glass substrates using RF superimposed with DC magnetron sputtering with varying both the RF and the DC power ratios and the total power applied to ZnO:Ga$_2$O$_3$ (5 at% Ga vs. Zn) ceramic oxide target. All the films have optical transmittance $\sim$90% in the visible range and XRD indicates that all films have wurtzite ZnO structure with the c-axis oriented perpendicular to the substrate. We find that by varying the RF portion of the total power it is possible to optimize the microstructure of the GZO films as evident in both the change in crystal structure, doping efficiency and overall film conductivity. Specifically, improvement in crystallographic texture (smaller FWHM in $\chi$) for films grown with increased RF portion of the total power are observed, consistent with changes in surface morphology as measured by AFM. We also find that all films grown with 50% or more RF power component result in high-mobility ($\sim$28 ± 1 cm$^2$/Vs) films, with observed improvements in crystallographic quality. Commensurate with these changes, we also observe that films grown with increased
RF portion of the total power have broader optical gap due to a Burstein-Moss shift resulting from the increase in carrier concentration and improved doping efficiency. Thus, the RF-superimposed-DC approach allows deposition of films with good structural, electrical and optical properties by manipulation of the microstructure of the films. This approach permits the benefits of high film quality provided by RF power and higher deposition rate provided by DC power.
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Chapter 4

Surface Studies of Transparent Semiconductors

In the previous chapter, our discussion involved understanding and improving the bulk physical properties of transparent electrode GZO. The bulk properties of thin films are important, but in a thin film device surface properties of the individual layers dominate the charge transfer. This chapter will focus on understanding the surface of electrodes. The role of various pre-treatments on poly-crystalline GZO electrode and amorphous indium zinc oxide (IZO) electrode and how they impact the surface conductivity, passivation and other physical properties will be discussed. Some of the text related to GZO pretreatment study mentioned here has already been published: “Surface composition, Work function and Electrochemical Characteristics of Gallium-doped Zinc Oxide (GZO) Semi-transparent Electrodes. Erin L. Ratcliff, Ajaya K. Sigdel, Mariola R. Macech, Kenneth Nebesny, Paul A. Lee, David S. Ginley, Neal R. Armstrong, Joseph J. Berry. Thin Solid Films, 520(17), 56525663 (2012) DOI: 10.1016/j.tsf.2012.04.038.”
4.1 Surface composition, Work function and Electrochemical Characteristics of Ga-doped ZnO (GZO) Semi-transparent Electrodes

Abstract: Gallium-doped zinc oxide (GZO) possesses the electric conductivity, thermal stability, and earth abundance to be a promising transparent conductive oxide replacement for indium tin oxide electrodes in a number of molecular electronic devices, including organic solar cells and organic light emitting diodes. The surface chemistry of GZO is complex and dominated by the hydrolysis chemistry of ZnO, which influences the work function via charge transfer and band bending caused by adsorbates. A comprehensive characterization of the surface chemical composition and electrochemical properties of GZO electrodes is presented, using both solution and surface adsorbed redox probe molecules.

The GZO surface is characterized using monochromatic X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy after the following pretreatments: (i) hydriodic acid etch, (ii) potassium hydroxide etch, (iii) RF oxygen plasma etching, and (iv) high-vacuum argon-ion sputtering. The O 1s spectra for the GZO electrodes have contributions from the stoichiometric oxide lattice, defects within the lattice, hydroxylated species, and carbonaceous impurities, with relative near-surface compositions varying with pretreatment. Solution etching procedures result in an increase of the work function and ionization potential of the GZO electrode, but yield different near surface Zn:Ga atomic ratios, which significantly influence charge transfer rates for a chemisorbed probe molecule.
The near surface chemical composition is shown to be the dominant factor in controlling surface work function and significantly influences the rate of electron transfer to both solution and tethered probe molecules.

4.1.1 Introduction

Zinc oxide and doped n-type zinc oxides have recently been studied as transparent conductive oxide (TCO) materials for organic electronic devices designed to replace indium tin oxide (ITO) contacts. The natural abundance of zinc and the wide bandgap (∼ 3.3 eV) (32) of its oxide make it an ideal candidate for applications requiring a transparent conductive oxide. Zinc oxide (ZnO) is typically thought of as an n-type semiconductor with an ideal structure of hexagonal wurtzite. Intrinsic ZnO is insulating due to the lack of charge carriers, but can contain defects resulting from a displacement and/or removal of lattice atoms; these intrinsic defects have been linked to an increase in conductivity in the undoped oxide. (36, 37, 9)

The use of substitutional dopants further increases the overall conductivity of zinc oxides by significantly increasing carrier density, with gallium-doped ZnO having the highest conductivity over other group III ZnO dopants. Specifically, it is known that group III dopants can be substituted into the zinc lattice sites, giving up an additional electron which causes the Fermi level to move towards the conduction band of zinc oxide, as assumed by the classic extrinsic doping mechanism: (9)

\[
M_2O_3 \leftrightarrow 2M_{Zn} + 2e^- + 2O_O + \frac{1}{2}O_2
\]  
(4.1.1)
The highest reported conductivities for Group III doped ZnO are for gallium-doped ZnO (GZO). (9) The higher conductivity of GZO films relative to other Group-III doped zinc oxides has been partially attributed to the atomic and ionic radii matching of Ga and Ga\(^{3+}\) to that of Zn and Zn\(^{2+}\) (when compared to the radii of Al and Al\(^{3+}\)) and should result in minimal distortion of the ZnO lattice. (40) Furthermore, the higher electronegativity of Ga over Al suggests that GZO should have a higher stability to oxidation over aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO) counterparts, (41) which is confirmed by the improved stability of GZO versus AZO when exposed to moisture. (42, 43)

Recent reports indicate that GZO has a higher conductivity than traditional ITO thin films, with conductivities as high as \(8.12 \times 10^{-5} \Omega \text{ cm}\), accompanied by excellent optical transparency > 80% in the visible, making GZO particularly appealing for TCO applications. (82, 83, 84) The potential of improved electrical, optical, and environmental stability of ZnO-based TCO electrodes has motivated the experimental demonstration of GZO electrodes as replacement TCOs for thin film and dye sensitized solar cells, (12, 85) liquid crystal displays, (86, 87) thin film transistors, (88) organic photovoltaics, (89, 90, 91, 92) and organic light emitting diodes. (47) These technological demonstrations indicate GZO is a relevant TCO material which can be produced using a variety of processing technologies including magnetron sputtering, (93) spray pyrolysis, (94) pulsed laser deposition, (67) ion plating, (95) and sol-gel deposition techniques. (96, 97)

Currently, the majority of research on GZO has focused on the bulk properties including optical transparency and conductivity. Here we present studies focused
instead on the surface characteristics of GZO in an effort to understand composition
and its impact on electronic properties at interfaces relevant to the application of
GZO in a range of optoelectronic device technologies. The surface composition
and structure of TCOs has been shown to affect key parameters that impact the per-
formance of contacts such as work function. One device technology in which work
function along with electrochemically determined charge transfer rates, appear to
be of critical importance is in organic photovoltaics (OPV). (98, 99, 100, 101)

Although similar device design considerations are relevant to other optoelec-
tronic devices, the role of the contact in OPV systems is particularly concern to the
overall device performance. (102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 15) It is known that var-
ious surface pre-treatments can significantly alter the surface composition of metal
oxides, resulting in changes in photovoltaic device performance. (100, 101, 103)
For ZnO and doped ZnO, the surface chemistry is complex because zinc oxides
are among the most easily hydrolyzed metal oxides, forming Zn(OH)$_2$ and related
oxy-hydroxides. (108) Furthermore, the hydrolysis products of zinc oxides have a
higher solubility than indium and tin oxides, which suggests that understanding and
control of the surface chemistry will be critical to optimizing the use of the mate-
rials as TCOs, especially in OPV technologies. (101, 109, 110) Multiple research
groups have shown that high surface conductivity results from the accumulation of
hydroxides on ZnO surfaces, (111, 112, 113) associated with the formation of a
shallow electron donor state and an increase in carrier concentration in the space-
charge layer via the reaction: (36, 114)

$$H + O^{2-} \rightarrow OH^- + e^-$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1.2)
Exposure of ZnO to different gases (H\textsubscript{2}, CO, O\textsubscript{2}, and CO\textsubscript{2}) have also been demonstrated to change surface conductivity and work function over time due to charge transfer and band-bending at the interfacial sites. (115) Detailed characterization of the surface composition both before and after various surface pre-treatments can therefore provide insight into the impact of doped ZnO in the formation of organic/oxide heterojunctions that must be optimized in organic optoelectronic applications and suggest possible routes to controlling the interfacial chemistry associated with charge transport.

Surface treatments of the GZO and the impact on the surface properties are studied using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and correlated directly with observed changes in work function measured by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS). Surface compositions of the GZO electrodes are correlated with changes in electrochemical charge transfer rates. These experiments are compared with recently understood pre-treatment results on commercially available ITO electrodes to provide direct technological comparison and relevance. (100, 101, 103)

4.1.2 Experimental Methods

Substrate Fabrication

Although there are multiple techniques to deposit GZO thin films, all those examined here were deposited via sputtering onto either 50.8 mm × 50.8 mm Corning Eagle 2000 glass substrates for the conductive samples or gold-coated
glass substrates for the resistive reference samples from targets (a), (c), and (d) described below. Greater than 99.99% pure single composition ceramic oxide sputter targets (Cerac Inc) were used with molar ratios of (a) ZnO 100%, (b) ZnO 97.5% : Ga$_2$O$_3$ 2.5%, (c) ZnO 67%: Ga$_2$O$_3$ 33%, and (d) Ga$_2$O$_3$ 100% and thicknesses ranging from 300 to 500 nm. The GZO film with composition (b) is the TCO under study for electrode and photovoltaic applications. The TCO sputtering depositions with target (b) employ superimposed RF at 13.56 MHz (Dressler Cerac RF power generator) and DC magnetron sputtering (Advance energy DC pinnacle plus) with a conventional magnetron sputtering source (Angstrom Sciences, Inc) in pure argon (>99.999%) atmosphere. These deposition parameters were optimized to obtain a TCO with conductivity of ~ 4500 S/cm and optical transparency of ~ 90% in the visible wavelength region. (116, 117)

The films with composition (a), (c), and (d) were selected to be used as binding energy position and peak shape references in XPS studies, and were deposited using pure RF source with the same nominal conditions. Films prepared from targets (b) and (c) had atomic ratios of ~ 95:5 and ~ 15:85 Zn:Ga respectively, as verified by XPS. The results from target (c) are significantly different than from the expected atomic ratio of the target (50%Zn:50%Ga atomic ratio). A previous report from Yan et al. proposes a surface depletion mechanism for Zn, using the same composition target as (c), yielding a Ga:Zn ratio of 2.5. (118)

Substrates were oriented parallel to the plane of the target and centered with the race-track. The films were deposited at a substrate temperature of 250 °C, with a substrate to target distance of 68.5 mm, total power density of ~ 2.2 W/cm², an
argon flow into the chamber of 20 sccm, and a total deposition pressure of 0.60 Pa. To facilitate a good thermal contact, the substrates were attached with silver paint to the stainless steel heater block and the temperature on the front surface of the substrate was measured in-situ with a physically grounded, unshielded, k-type thermocouple to allow accurate temperature measurements during the deposition. Typically, a temperature rise of approximately 25 °C is observed over the course of a deposition. The chamber base pressure prior to backfilling with argon was less than $\langle 1.3 \times 10^{-4} \rangle$ Pa. Each deposition began with a 10-minute burn-in period during which the system was allowed to reach a steady-state condition before the film deposition was started. After deposition, the substrates were allowed to cool in vacuum for until the sample surface temperature was below 100 °C before removal to ambient, in order to minimize strain due to a thermal gradient.

**Surface Pretreatments.**

Prior to use, GZO electrodes were cut from the center of the substrate, to size, and cleaned in detergent (diluted Triton X-100) followed by rinsing with deionized water. The electrodes were then successively sonicated in acetone for 10 minutes and isopropanol for 5 minutes, followed by drying in a nitrogen stream. This is referred to as the as received pretreatment in the text. Other pretreatments, described below, were performed in addition to the as received pretreatment. Electrodes pretreated with the HI etch were briefly etched using a 57% aqueous hydriodic acid solution (Aldrich) for approximately 2 seconds, followed by rinsing with purified water (>$18 \text{ M}\Omega$ resistivity and <$8 \text{ ppb}$ organic content), obtained using a Waters Milli-Q UV Plus purification system (Millipore Corp) water and
drying in a nitrogen stream. The KOH etch pretreatment etched the electrodes with 6M aqueous potassium hydroxide solution (Aldrich) for 15 seconds, followed by rinsing with filtered water and drying in a stream of nitrogen. The O\textsubscript{2} plasma treatment was accomplished by placing as received GZO electrodes into an oxygen plasma cleaner (Harrick) for 10 minutes at 60 W power dissipation and a pressure of 40.0 Pa (300 mTorr). Argon-ion sputtering was done at \( \sim 2.0 \times 10^{-5} \) Pa (1.5\times 10\(^{-7}\) Torr) for approximately 5 minutes with an acceleration voltage of 2.0 kV and a sample current of 1.5 \( \mu \)A, which was sufficient time for there to be no detectable C(1s) peak in angle resolved XPS. These samples are referred to as Ar sputtered; any shadowing effects from a possible increased roughness were not considered.

**XPS/UPS.**

XPS studies were performed with a Kratos Axis Ultra X-ray photoelectron spectrometer with a monochromatic Al K\(\alpha\) source at 1486.6 eV and a He(I) excitation source (21.2 eV) for UPS measurements. In the UPS experiments, a 9.00 V bias was applied to the sample to further enhance the collection of the lowest kinetic energy electrons. A separate UPS spectrum was measured for a sputter-etched, atomically clean gold sample before characterization of the GZO electrodes to ensure accurate values for the low and high kinetic edges relative to the Fermi edge. For XPS results, the binding energy calibration of the spectra is corrected using the procedure outlined by Powell, using the Au 4f\textsubscript{7/2} and Cu 2p\textsubscript{3/2} lines, with linearity corrected using the Cu L3VV line. (120) Prior to each pretreatment, the work function and XPS peaks were measured for the as received
electrodes, in order to ensure that there were no inconsistencies between pieces of GZO that could be misinterpreted to be due to the pretreatments. In each case, the as received GZO showed the same results as reported within the manuscript, both for XPS and UPS measurements, within the allotted ±0.1 eV error.

**Kelvin Probe Measurements**

Work function (Φ) measurements were made on using a Kelvin probe system (KP technology) using a gold (Au) probe in air. Work functions measured in mV was converted into eV using reference measurement done on gold (Au) and aluminum (Al) with Au (Φ) = -5.1 eV and Al(Φ) = -4.1 eV, respectively. Initial measurements were performed within 1 minute of surface treatment. The instrument has detection limit of ∼ 0.01 eV but there are larger errors associated with sample variations and time for measurement. The solid lines in the graph represent data points, which were recorded every 7 sec interval and markers are spaced (few minutes) for clarity.

**Electrochemistry**

For the electrochemical studies, decamethylferrocenium/decamethylferrocene (Me_{10}Fc^{+}/0), ferrocene dicarboxylic acid (Fc(COOH)_{2}), and tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAHFP) were purchased from Aldrich and used without further purification. Commercial ITO electrodes were purchased from Colorado Concept Coating, LLC, with a sheet resistance of ∼ 15 Ω/sq and a film thickness of ∼ 100 nm. The ITO was cut into 1 inch squares and cleaned in detergent
(diluted Triton X-10) followed by successive sonication in 50:50 ethanol/DI water and pure ethanol. GZO electrodes were cleaned according to the pre-treatments previously described and then immediately either (i) placed in an electrochemical cell for cyclic voltammetry measurements with 1mM Me_{10}Fc^+/-0 or (ii) placed in a solution for adsorption of Fc(COOH)$_2$. Adsorption of Fc(COOH)$_2$ onto the GZO and ITO electrodes was achieved by soaking the electrodes in a 1mM solution of Fc(COOH)$_2$ in pure ethanol for 1 hour and then rinsing with acetonitrile. (121) All electrochemical studies used a standard three electrode set-up with a CH1030A potentiostat (CH Instruments, Inc., Austin, TX) in 0.1 M TBAHFP in acetonitrile. The GZO or ITO working electrode, with an area of 0.1 cm$^2$, was placed directly across from a counter electrode of a gold foil (area = 0.76 cm$^2$), versus a Ag+ (0.01 M AgNO$_3$, 0.1 M TBAHFP, acetonitrile)/Ag reference electrode (Bioanalytical Systems). Charge transfer rates are reported for 100 mV/s scan rate.

**Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) Measurements**

An Asylum Research Molecular Force Probe (MFP-3D) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was used to determine surface morphology in tapping mode with tip radius <12nm, k = 40 N/m, f = 300kHz (Budget Sensors Inc Tap300DLC tip).

**4.1.3 XPS Studies of Different Ga:Zn Atomic Ratio Oxides**

Previous (XPS) studies of ZnO, (122) and GZO, (88) have shown at least three unique components in the O 1s core level spectra: a wurtzite lattice component
(O$_I$); a defect component (O$_{II}$); $^1$ and contamination that can be attributed to a multiple monolayer coverage of hydroxide, present as a component in the O 1s core level located at 1.3 - 2 eV higher binding energy than the lattice oxygen (O$_{III}$). There is also indication for significant contribution from surface carbonaceous species such as CO, CO$_2$, CO$_3^{2-}$, or ZnCO$_2^-$ (O$_{IV}$) that can be correlated with high binding energy components in the C 1s level spectra. (125, 122, 88, 9)

Despite these results, there is still much debate surrounding the defect structure of ZnO and its effect on carrier concentration and work function. The presence of Ga in non-substituted octahedral sites (126) has also been detected with support for both ZnGa$_2$O$_4$ (126, 127) and Ga$_2$O$_3$ domains, (128, 129, 130) suspected to lie at the grain boundaries. This is a result of the solubility limit of Ga substitution into the zinc lattice sites in ZnO, which is suggested to be as low as 2.32 wt%. (131, 127)

A series of sputter deposited oxides with different Zn:Ga ratios, in addition to the ZnO 97.5% : Ga$_2$O$_3$ 2.5% ratio typical of high conductivity GZO for TCO applications, were used to evaluate the O 1s core spectra, as measured by XPS. This study is insightful in determining to what degree the O 1s contributions are ZnO-like or if the surface chemistry is changed more dramatically with increasing Ga content. Argon sputtering was used to remove the carbon contamination from the as received oxides (O$_{IV}$).

$^1$There is some debate with regards to the origin of the defect component (O$_{II}$). Aside from defect components of the wurtzite ZnO lattice, it may be possibly related to plasmons, as reported for Sb-doped SnO$_2$ and ITO, and may also be associated with the energy loss processes due to the relaxation of the density of states near the Fermi edge, also suggested for ITO. (123, 124)
Figure 4.1: XPS results for Ga 2p, Zn 2p, and O 1s core levels for four different Zn:Ga atomic ratio oxides (100% Zn, 95%Zn:5%Ga, 15%Zn:85%Ga, and 100% Ga; from top to bottom) deposited by sputtering from a single target, with XPS data shown for as received (—) and Ar sputtered (—−) pretreatments. The O 1s spectra have been labeled with the five different O 1s components discussed in the text: O_I (ZnO wurtzite lattice), O_{II} (defect in ZnO), O_{III} (Zn(OH)_2), O_{IV} (carbonaceous species such as CO, CO_2, CO_3^{2−} etc) and O_{V} Ga_2O_3, a species not detected in the GZO electrode (95%Zn:5% Ga). ZnGa_2O_4 species discussed in previous section of the text were not detected.
Figure 4.1.3 gives the XPS results for Ga 2p, Zn 2p, and O 1s core levels for the four different oxide films of differing Zn:Ga atomic ratios (100% Zn, 95%Zn:5%Ga, 15%Zn:85%Ga, and 100% Ga) each deposited by sputtering from a single fixed composition target, with XPS data shown for as received and Ar sputtered oxides (dashed lines). The 15%:85% Zn:Ga oxide film was used to evaluate whether there were any surface effects detectable by XPS upon the inclusion of Ga₂O₃ and/or ZnGa₂O₄ within the grain boundaries, as detected by relative binding energies between the Zn 2p, Ga 2p, and O 1s peaks, given in Table 4.1. For all of the oxide films in Figure 4.1.3, the Zn 2p and Ga 2p peaks show no change in peak shape with changing Zn-to-Ga ratio or with Ar sputtering. However, there is a subtle shift in the binding energy difference between Ga 2p³/₂ and Zn 2p³/₂ for different Zn:Ga ratios, as shown in Table 4.1.

For the pure ZnO and Ga₂O₃ oxides, the difference between the Ga 2p³/₂ and Zn 2p³/₂ is 96.5 eV, which is also measured for the 15%Zn:85%Ga atomic ratio oxide film. However, because the relative binding energy difference is reported for two separate oxides (Zn 2p³/₂ from ZnO and Ga 2p³/₂ from Ga₂O₃) as opposed to a single oxide, the expected error is greater than 0.1 eV in this case. For the 95%Zn:5%Ga atomic ratio oxide, the binding energy difference between the Ga 2p³/₂ and Zn 2p³/₂ is only 96.3 (± 0.1) eV. Similar differences in binding energy between the Ga 2p³/₂ and Zn 2p³/₂ peaks have been previously reported for bulk cZnGa₂O₄ prepared by sintering mixtures of ZnO and Ga₂O₃, for which the pure stoichiometric oxide powders an energy separation of ~ 96.7 eV was found, while the ZnGa₂O₄ compound had a binding energy difference of 96.3 eV. (132)
Table 4.1: Binding energies (eV) for O 1s, Zn 2p and Ga 2p peaks in Figure 4.1.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Zn2p$_{3/2}$ (eV)</th>
<th>O1s (eV)</th>
<th>Ga2p$_{3/2}$ (eV)</th>
<th>Zn2p$_{3/2}$-O1s (eV)</th>
<th>Ga2p$_{3/2}$-O1s(eV)</th>
<th>∆2p$_{3/2}$(eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As received</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnO</td>
<td>1021.8</td>
<td>530.2$^a$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>491.6</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>531.2$^b$</td>
<td></td>
<td>490.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>532.0$^c$</td>
<td></td>
<td>489.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>532.9$^d$</td>
<td></td>
<td>488.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%Zn:5%Ga</td>
<td>1021.8</td>
<td>530.3$^a$</td>
<td>1118.1</td>
<td>491.5</td>
<td>587.8</td>
<td>96.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>531.2$^b$</td>
<td></td>
<td>490.6</td>
<td>586.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>532.0$^c$</td>
<td></td>
<td>489.8</td>
<td>586.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>532.9$^d$</td>
<td></td>
<td>488.9</td>
<td>585.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15%Zn:85%Ga</td>
<td>1021.7</td>
<td>530.8</td>
<td>1118.3</td>
<td>490.9</td>
<td>587.5</td>
<td>96.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>530.7</td>
<td>1118.3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>587.6</td>
<td>96.5$^*$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Zn2p$_{3/2}$ (eV)</th>
<th>O1s (eV)</th>
<th>Ga2p$_{3/2}$ (eV)</th>
<th>Zn2p$_{3/2}$-O1s (eV)</th>
<th>Ga2p$_{3/2}$-O1s(eV)</th>
<th>∆2p$_{3/2}$(eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ar Sputtered</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnO</td>
<td>1021.8</td>
<td>530.4$^a$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>491.4</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>531.5$^b$</td>
<td></td>
<td>490.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>532.2$^c$</td>
<td></td>
<td>489.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%Zn:5%Ga</td>
<td>1022.0</td>
<td>530.4$a$</td>
<td>1118.3</td>
<td>491.6</td>
<td>587.9</td>
<td>96.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>531.4$^b$</td>
<td></td>
<td>490.6</td>
<td>586.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>532.2$^c$</td>
<td></td>
<td>489.8</td>
<td>586.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15%Zn:85%Ga</td>
<td>1021.8</td>
<td>530.9</td>
<td>1118.3</td>
<td>490.9</td>
<td>587.4</td>
<td>96.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>530.9</td>
<td>1118.3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>587.4</td>
<td>96.5$m^*$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\Delta$ 2p$_{3/2} = $ Ga2p$_{3/2}$-Zn2p$_{3/2}$

a) Denotes the contribution from the ZnO wurtzite lattice. b) Oxygen assumed to be adjacent to defect sites ZnO discussed in the text. c) Due to Zn(OH)$_2$ (see text). d) Results from carbonaceous components on the surface. m$^*$ Calculated by using the Zn2p$_{3/2}$ peak for pure ZnO and the Ga2p$_{3/2}$ peak for pure Ga$_2$O$_3$. 
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The results presented in Figure 4.1.3 and Table 1 suggest it is unlikely that a significant segregation of the Ga$_2$O$_3$ occurs within the domains for the 95\%Zn:5\%Ga atomic ratio oxide film. This indicates that at this 5\%Ga ratio and for the RF-DC sputtered films, the Ga atoms are substitutionally replacing the Zn atoms within the wurtzite lattice, as determined within the sensitivity of the XPS measurement technique.

Unlike the metal 2p peaks, there are more significant peak shape differences in O 1s core levels that coincide with changes in Zn:Ga ratios. There is also a general decrease in peak width for Ar sputtered materials, where some surface carbon contamination species have been removed. This suggests that photoemission from the O 1s core level is extremely sensitive to local Zn:Ga ratios and surface state environments, while core metallic peaks (Zn 2p and Ga 2p) are only minimally influenced by changing metal ratios. As the Ga concentration increases within the film, the O 1s peaks shift to higher binding energy, resulting in a decrease in the Zn 2p$_{3/2}$-O1s and Ga 2p$_{3/2}$-O 1s binding energies. The O 1s peaks also broaden into a more asymmetric line shape, indicating an increasing degree of disorder within the material. Ga$_2$O$_3$ is known to be polymorphic, similar to Al$_2$O$_3$. (133) The $\beta$-form is the most prevalent crystalline phase, (134) which is monotropic and known to be thermodynamically stable at all temperatures, appearing in both monoclinic and orthorhombic systems. (135) There is little evidence within the XPS data for the formation of alternative oxides (such as GaO), but unlike ZnO, there is also no suggestion of hydrates (Ga$_2$O$_3$:xH$_2$O), hydroxyls, or defect species.
In Figure 4.1.3, the different oxygen surface species are most dramatic for the high zinc content oxides, as shown in the multi-component shoulders of the O 1s peaks. For pure ZnO, aside from the prominent peak at \( \sim 530.2 \) eV (O\(_I\)), there is a clear shoulder at \( \sim 532.0 \) eV binding energy for the O 1s, which is associated with the presence of Zn(OH)\(_2\) surface states, O\(_{III}\). This O 1s relative binding energy (with respect to the O\(^{2-}\) ions for the wurtzite lattice component O\(_I\)) has also been suggested for peroxides for transition metals. (136) However, given the rigorous treatment required for the formation of ZnO\(_2\), (137) we eliminate the possibility for significant contributions from a zinc peroxide species. While this ZnO substrate has no extrinsic substitutional dopant (i.e. Ga), we do expect the ZnO to have a number of carriers generated by intrinsic defects. Binding energy shifts are hence smaller than what would be predicted for a more stoichiometric ZnO when compared with the extrinsically doped ZnO.

For the 95\%Zn:5\%Ga atomic ratio oxide film, the O 1s peak is also broad, indicating the presence of a significant amount of defect states within the film and requiring a peak at \( 531.2 \) eV (O\(_{III}\)) in addition to the O\(_I\) and O\(_{III}\) peaks; this peak is also present to a lesser degree in the pure ZnO. It has been previously suggested that the inclusion of extrinsic doping of ZnO with Group XIII elements can result in the formation of zinc vacancies or the oxidation of the dopant metal to its corresponding oxide (Ga\(_2\)O\(_3\)), resulting in electron traps. (138, 139, 9) The O\(_{III}\) peak in ZnO and low Ga content ZnO suggests that its presence is not attributed to the formation of Ga\(_2\)O\(_3\) domains within the film consistent with the conclusions from the analysis of the metal 2p peaks (Ga 2p\(_{3/2}\) Zn 2p\(_{3/2}\)). Furthermore, high Ga content oxide films have more prominent O 1s peak at a binding energy of 530.9 eV (O\(_V\)).
which is neither associated with the defect $\text{O}_{III}$ peak nor the $\text{ZnO O}_{I}$ peak. The $\text{O 1s}$ core spectra and the resultant Ga2p$_{3/2}$ - Zn2p$_{3/2}$ binding energy differences all indicate that the defects created within the GZO films are inherent to ZnO and possibly are associated with oxygen interstitials or zinc vacancies within the film. It may be possible that with the inclusion of the Ga at low donor concentrations, the oxide has a lowered formation enthalpy for intrinsic acceptors. This would result in an increase in zinc vacancies and oxygen interstitials (37, 140) and an increase in the contribution of $\text{O}_{III}$ to the overall O 1s line shape compared to the pure ZnO film.

The results above indicate there is a four-component model that can be used to describe the O 1s spectrum for the GZO electrodes. The defect component ($\text{O}_{III}$) is not considered to be directly related to the formation of Ga$_2$O$_3$ domains within the film, but is attributed to deviations from the ZnO lattice ($\text{O}_{I}$). There are also contributions from hydroxyls chemisorbed to the surface of all of the presented ZnO-based films ($\text{O}_{III}$) and contributions from carbon contamination species ($\text{O}_{IV}$). Using this fit, we can correlate the relative coverages of surface components on the GZO electrodes exposed to various pre-treatments with changes in work function and electrochemical charge transfer kinetics.

### 4.1.4 XPS Studies As-received and Pre-treated GZO Films

In order to evaluate the influence of the near surface composition of GZO electrodes on work function and electron charge transfer rates, various pre-treatments were used to change the local surface coverage of hydroxyls/hydrates and carbonaceous surface components (CO, CO$_2$, etc.) adsorbed at the electrode
surface. We have focused these studies on the 95%Zn:5%Ga atomic ratio films because the lower Ga content GZO films were found to be best suited as TCOs for OPV and OLED applications. (47, 18)

Ar–ion sputtering is well known to remove carbonaceous impurities, and in the case of some oxides, can also remove hydroxyl groups within ultra-high vacuum. O$_2$ plasma treatment is a popular surface treatment for oxides; by bombarding the surface with O$^-$ atoms, oxygen vacancies ($V_O$) may be populated and surface adsorbates removed. An acid (HI) and base (KOH) etch were used to locally control the hydroxyl coverage, and Ga/Zn ratios at the surface. ZnO undergoes dissolution in acidic solutions and hydroxylation under basic conditions; it has been suggested that Ga$_2$O$_3$ undergoes dissolution under high pH conditions. (108)

Figure 4.1.4 gives the XPS results for the O 1s peaks for the GZO films following each pretreatment, with the left-hand panel showing the normal take off angle XPS results and the right-hand panel showing more surface sensitive XPS results at a 60$^\circ$ take off angle. Peak fitting was used to evaluate the ratio of the lattice oxide to hydroxide on the surface, which was found to vary with pretreatment conditions. All of the peaks were fit with the same model developed for ZnO above, with the minimum number of components (70% Gaussian, 30% Lorentzian) to provide a reasonable agreement between the experimental data and the resulting fit. Binding energy and peak full width half maximum values were constrained and only the heights of the different components were allowed to vary. Parameters for O 1s core fits are given in Table 4.2 along with Zn:Ga atomic percentage ratios measured for the areas of the Ga 2p$_{3/2}$ and Zn2p$_{3/2}$ peaks.
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Figure 4.2: Normal (left-hand panel) and angle (right-hand panel) resolved XPS for the O 1s core electrons of GZO exposed to different surface pretreatments. Peak fits are discussed in the text and relative areas and binding energies are given in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Binding energy (eV) and atomic percentage of total O 1s fit ($\% = \frac{O_{1s \text{peak}}}{O_{1s \text{Total}}}$) for the different pretreatments of GZO electrodes and Ga to Zn atomic percentages.

### Normal XPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pretreatment</th>
<th>As received</th>
<th>Ar sputtered</th>
<th>HI etch</th>
<th>KOH etch</th>
<th>O$_2$ plasma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eV</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>eV</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O 1s I</td>
<td>530.2</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>530.3</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>530.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O 1s II</td>
<td>531.2</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>531.3</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>531.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O 1s III</td>
<td>532.0</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>532.1</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>532.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O 1s IV</td>
<td>532.9</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>532.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>533.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga:Zn ratio</td>
<td>4.8:95.2</td>
<td>5.6:94.4</td>
<td>6.7:93.3</td>
<td>4.3:95.7</td>
<td>5.0:95.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Angle resolved XPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pretreatment</th>
<th>As received</th>
<th>Ar sputtered</th>
<th>HI etch</th>
<th>KOH etch</th>
<th>O$_2$ plasma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eV</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>eV</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O 1s I</td>
<td>530.4</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>530.3</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>530.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O 1s II</td>
<td>531.4</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>531.3</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>531.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O 1s III</td>
<td>532.2</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>532.1</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>532.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O 1s IV</td>
<td>533.1</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>532.9</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>532.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga:Zn ratio</td>
<td>4.6:95.4</td>
<td>5.7:94.3</td>
<td>6.5:93.5</td>
<td>2.2:97.8</td>
<td>4.0:96.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For all pretreatments, the difference in binding energy between the Ga2p\textsubscript{3/2} and Zn2p\textsubscript{3/2} peaks was 96.3 (± 0.1 eV). The Ar-ion sputtering treatment resulted in the lowest hydroxylated species coverage (O\textsubscript{III}) but still had residual carbon species left on the surface (O\textsubscript{IV}). The hydroxyl coverages for the as received, KOH etch, and HI etch were all comparable, within the error of the fit, while the O\textsubscript{2} plasma treatment had the highest O\textsubscript{III} and O\textsubscript{IV} peak percentage contributions, indicating these films have the highest coverages of surface adsorbates. As expected, the HI etch treatment changed the Zn:Ga ratio by etching away some of the Zn surface species. Conversely, the KOH etch increased the local surface concentration of Zn atoms relative to the Ga species in comparison to the as received electrode.

As summarized above, the differences in these surface species can directly impact surface conductivities and work functions of the material. The role of the surface adsorbate species and metal atomic compositions on work function and charge transfer rates will be discussed below.

4.1.5 UPS Studies of As-received and Pre-treated GZO Films

A very important surface property for the incorporation of TCOs in organic photovoltaics is the work function of the TCO prior to subsequent formation of the oxide/organic interface. By controlling the work function of the TCO, one can locally control thermionic emission and Schottky barrier formation for non-ohmic contacts (Metal-Insulator-Metal model) and the extent of charge transfer between the oxide and the organic layer (Integer charge transfer model). (102, 141, 142, 143) In the case of non-Fermi level pinning (non-ohmic contacts), the work function difference of the contacting electrodes can limit the open-circuit
voltage realized in an organic photovoltaic device. (102, 144) For oxides, changes in the bulk crystal structure that are propagated to the surface can yield changes in work function. The inclusion of Group XIII metals in ZnO results in a decreased work function (movement of the Fermi level toward the conduction band edge) due to the donation of excess electrons not required for bonding. However, the movement of the Fermi energy results in a lowering of the defect formation enthalpy and an increase in the local defect concentration. (9) In the case of GZO, self-compensation mechanisms can result in the formation of intrinsic acceptors, thus limiting the doping of the GZO electrodes. (9, 145, 146) But doping can also be limited by the oxidation of the dopant metal to its corresponding oxide, resulting in electron trap sites. (147, 9) Therefore, controlled doping of the oxide results in an increase in carrier density and in the case of GZO, a lowering of the work function. In contrast, increased doping beyond the solubility limit of the dopant results in electron trapping and a net decrease in overall conductivity. (9)

For oxides, the work function is extremely sensitive to the surface states of the oxide. Differences in adsorbates, surface reconstructions, and point defect densities can all result in changes in the surface work function of the oxide. (36) It is well known that local changes in concentration and orientation of dipoles in the near surface region can impact the effective work function of the material. (148) Surface dipoles can result from numerous factors including: charge transfer, mirror forces, rearrangement of the electron cloud at the surface, strong chemical interactions, interfacial states, and permanent dipoles, as detailed by a recent review by Ishii et. al. (148)
Detailed studies on the chemisorption of small gas molecules onto polar (0001) and (0001) and non-polar (1010) (1010) single crystal ZnO surfaces reveal that there are influential changes in work function depending on the dipole of the adsorbate. (115) For example, \( \text{O}_2 \) interacts weakly with all of the surfaces at temperatures between 300 and 650 K, with chemisorption occurring via charge transfer at the surface and the formation of adsorbed \( \text{O}^{2-} \). (149, 36)

This results in an upwards shift in the local vacuum level and an increase in effective work function. However, coverages are low (\( \sim 2.5 \times 10^{-4} \) monolayers) and \( \text{O}_2 \) chemisorption has been attributed predominantly to defect sites (oxygen vacancies). (36) CO was found to adsorb onto surface Zn atoms (as determined from the comparable heat of adsorption for CO on both ZnO (0001) and (0001) crystal faces) and increases the observed work function by \( \sim 0.2-0.3 \) eV. (150, 36)

The changes in photoemission spectra were attributed to the formation of both \( \text{CO}_2 \) at the oxygen vacancy sites and surface carbonate species \( \text{CO}_3^{2-} \), with the same species detected for \( \text{CO}_2 \) adsorption on ZnO (0001). (150) However, work function was shown to increase by \( \sim 0.8 \) eV for \( \text{CO}_2 \) adsorption but only 0.2 eV for CO adsorption. (150, 36) Adsorption of water is assumed to occur via its O atom at an on-top site above the Zn surface atoms and shows distinct changes to valence band O 2p structure for both polar surfaces of ZnO single crystals measured by UPS. (151) Adsorbed water is expected to dissociate to a hydroxyl with the other H bonding to the surface O ion as the H+ species. (36) The driving force for water dissociation is the stabilization of the surface O ions by the adsorbate relative to the clean surface. (36) Therefore, by combining both work function information from
Figure 4.3: Ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) measurements of GZO electrodes exposed to different surface pretreatments, as labeled in panel iii. Panel i shows the high binding energy (low kinetic energy) edge of the secondary electrons, panel ii shows the valence structure of the different pretreatments, and panel iii gives the near-Fermi edge for each pretreatment.

UPS with normal and angle resolved XPS measurements, we can develop a clearer understanding of the role of surface and bulk defect states on the changes in work function of the material.

Figure 4.1.5 shows the UPS results for the as received GZO films, as well as films exposed to the four different pretreatments: Ar-ion sputtering, O$_2$ plasma, HI etch, and KOH etch; data is plotted as binding energy with respect to (w.r.t.) the Fermi level. Figure 4.1.5 shows the corresponding energy band diagram for each of the different GZO electrodes. The different ZnO pretreatments result in unique valence band profiles, as demonstrated in the center panel of Figure 4.1.5.
The large peak at approximately 10 to 11 eV below the Fermi is associated with the filled Zn 3d band, while the valence band appears at binding energies between 4 to 8 eV. The lower binding energy (3-5 eV) is attributed to the non-bonding O 2p orbitals while bonding combinations from O 2p and Zn 4s orbitals appear at slightly higher binding energies (5 to 8 eV). (36)

ZnO has been well characterized using UPS, with evidence for differences in emission associated with different crystallographic surfaces and adsorbates. (115) The shifts in the binding energies of the valence structure correlate with changes in the ionization potential. There are two key regions that will be discussed: the first, closest to both the Fermi level and the vacuum level ($E_{\text{vac}}$) are referred to as interband or band tail states (BT). The BT states are low density of states that extend from the valence band into the gap of the TCO and result from disorder in the system, and measured at $\sim 3$ to 4 eV below the vacuum level ($E_{\text{vac}}$). The second feature is the deeper state ionization potential and is associated with the valence band maximum, as defined by the oxygen 2p of the ZnO valence band ($\text{VBM}_{O2p}$) at $\sim 7$ eV below $E_{\text{vac}}$.

The work function ($\phi$) of the GZO is measured as the energetic difference between the Fermi level ($E_F$) and $E_{\text{vac}}$. For the as received GZO, the O 2p valence structure is rather broad, spanning more than 5 eV, with little distinction between bonding and non-bonding regions. Ar sputtering appears to reduce the oxide slightly, lowering both its BT states and work function while narrowing both the Zn 3d and O 2p bands and shifting both bands to a lower binding energy by just under 2 eV (closer to the Fermi level) compared to the as received GZO. The
prominence of the Zn 3d and O 2p suggests a more homogenous oxide surface, with an energetically narrower distribution of states, with the removal of carbon contributions and a decrease in surface hydroxyls consistent with the XPS data.

A similar effect of peak narrowing and movement of the valence bands to lower binding energies is also seen following the KOH etch, but to a lesser degree than for the Ar sputtered films. For the KOH etch, however, the Zn 3d is shifted to an even lower binding energy than the Ar sputtered surface, while the O 2p valence band remains in a comparable position. This is again consistent with the XPS results shown in Figure 4.1.4. However, this base etch also yields a subtle increase in the work function and ionization potential relative to the as received GZO electrode.

By comparing the Ar sputtered and KOH surface treatments there is clear evidence of a significant change in the surface dipole. The UPS data following HI etch has a similar broad O 2p peak to the as received GZO, but has a Zn 3d peak at approximately 11 eV below the Fermi level. The XPS data in Figure 4.1.4 shows a slightly higher surface concentration of O 1s surface species (O_{III} and O_{IV}), which yields a slightly higher surface dipole and thus, only a subtle increase in both work function and BT states compared to the KOH etched film.

The O_2 plasma treatment appears to oxidize the GZO electrode and showed the largest shift in work function and ionization potential. The UPS measurements indicate a more prevalent contribution from bonding O 2p and Zn 4s orbitals, while the Zn 3d peak has a subtle shift to lower binding energy, comparable to the Ar sputtered film. From XPS, we see that the O_2 plasma treatment dramatically
changes the GZO surface, increasing both the hydroxyl (O 1s$_{III}$) and carbon (O 1s$_{IV}$) contamination peaks. This should result in an increase in work function and ionization potential, as verified by UPS and summarized in Figure 4.1.5. The increase in surface contamination is most likely due to the enhanced reactivity of the electrode upon removal from the O$_2$ plasma cleaner followed by brief exposure to ambient conditions. Future work will focus on evaluation of the effects of O$_2$ plasma treatment on the GZO electrode with and without ambient exposure.

From Figure 4.1.5, there is a general decrease in work function for all the GZO electrodes compared to ZnO, which has a reported work function ranging from 4.4 to 4.6 eV for clean single crystals. (112) This is expected from the doping strategy for Group XIII elements in ZnO. The substitution of Ga into Zn sites within the wurtzite crystal structure further n-dopes the ZnO, raising the Fermi level closer to the conduction band. However, like the ZnO counterpart, the work function of GZO is extremely sensitive to surface defects and adsorbates. From the XPS results in Figure 4.1.4, O$_2$ plasma treated GZO has the greatest coverage of hydroxyls and carbonaceous surface components.

All these surface contaminants have been reported to increase the work function for ZnO through surface dipole effects, (36) resulting in the highest work function ($\phi \sim 4.5$ eV). Ar-ion sputtered films have the least coverage of surface species, and as a result, has the lowest work function at $\sim 3.3$ eV. One may expect that by locally increasing the Ga concentration through the use of an acid etch, the effective work function may increase due to an increase in the higher work function insulating material. However, there is little difference in the work function of $\sim$
Figure 4.4: Energy band diagrams based on UPS measurements of GZO electrodes following different surface pretreatments. Work function ($\phi$) is calculated as the energy from the Fermi level (EF) to the vacuum level ($E_{\text{vac}}$). The band tail states (BT state) are representative of the near Fermi edge states ($\sim 2$ eV below the EF) and the ionization potential from the valance band $O_{2p}$ states ($VBM_{O2p}$) are fit to the O 2p edge of the GZO electrode ($\sim 3.5$ to 4 eV below EF).
6.5% Ga to 93.5% Zn surface following HI etch ($\phi \sim 3.9$ eV) compared to the $\sim 2.2$% Ga to 97.8% Zn surface following KOH etch ($\phi \sim 3.8$ eV), while both the acid and base etched surfaces have similar coverages of O 1s$_{III}$ and O 1s$_{IV}$ peaks. The results above indicate a clear correlation in the effective work function of the electrode with the coverages of surface components and may play a critical role in charge transfer rates for organic photovoltaics.

This suggests that in order to effectively incorporate GZO electrodes in organic photovoltaics, there is a need to control the surface composition of the electrode as well as tune bulk properties. The stabilities of the work functions with regard to pretreatments were also evaluated by Kelvin probe to measure the change in work function of the electrode with respect to time. Figure 4.1.5 gives the change in work function with time, as recorded every seven seconds; the $\Delta\phi$ is referenced with respect to the initial time measurement. From the plots in Figure 4.1.5, it is clear that all pretreatments are not equal with respect to time. The $O_2$-plasma treatment shows a sharp decrease in work function ($\Delta\phi \sim -0.2$) within the first $1 \times 10^3$ seconds (15 minutes), indicating a high reactivity of the surface with ambient species. The acid etch was found to be the most stable with respect to time, with little change in the work function with respect to time.
Figure 4.5: Change in work function ($\Delta \phi$) with respect to time for each of the different pretreatments, as measured by Kelvin probe, for GZO electrodes. Markers are spaced for clarity.

4.1.6 Electrochemical Activities of As-received and Pre-treated GZO Electrodes

The electrochemical reactivity of adsorbed probe molecules on TCO surfaces can be used to understand further how changes in near-surface composition can impact electrical properties, and charge transfer rates at an organic/oxide heterojunction which may be relevant for OPV devices. (101) Tables 4.3 and 4.4 present the results for electrochemical charge transfer rate measurements for the different pretreatments, using the redox probe $\text{Me}_{10}\text{Fc}^{+}/0$ which undergoes simple, outer-sphere one-electron oxidation/reduction (Table 4.3), and a chemisorbed redox probe $\text{Fc(COOH)}_2$ (Table 4.4). Also given in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 are the cyclic voltammogram peak separation used to estimate the charge transfer rates
Table 4.3: Electrochemical response for Me$_{10}$Fc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrode</th>
<th>$\Delta$ Ep (mV)</th>
<th>$k_{s,\text{apparent}}$ (cm/s) x 10$^3$</th>
<th>Relative OH conc.*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As received</td>
<td>140 (± 4)</td>
<td>3.7 (± 0.2)</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI etch</td>
<td>190 (± 6)</td>
<td>2.1 (± 0.2)</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOH etch</td>
<td>190 (± 8)</td>
<td>2.1 (± 0.3)</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O$_2$ plasma</td>
<td>&gt;800</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO (as received)</td>
<td>120 (±3)</td>
<td>5.3 (±0.3)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>102 (±2)</td>
<td>8.1 (±0.5)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OI speak III/O (1s)Total in Figure 4.1.4 and Table 4.2.

$k_{\text{apparent}}$, the surface coverages achieved for adsorbed Fc(COOH)$_2$ on GZO, and the relative hydroxyl coverages and metal ratios estimated from XPS for the different pretreatments. For both sets of redox probes, charge transfer rates for as received ITO electrodes are included for comparison.

The influence of pretreatments on ITO electrodes has been summarized elsewhere. (101, 103, 100) All voltammetric measurements were collected at 100 $mV/s$ in 0.1 M TBAHFP in acetonitrile. Me$_{10}$Fc$^+/0$ was chosen as a redox probe to study charge transfer reactions at the GZO electrode surfaces because it has been found to be a superior redox probe in studying solvent effects on the thermodynamics of charge transfer rates. (152) Electron transfer rates were estimated using the Nicholson method, (153) with a diffusion coefficient for Me$_{10}$Fc$^+/0$ of 1.8 $\times$ 10$^{-5}$ cm$^2$/s (154) in 1 mM Me$_{10}$Fc$^+/0$ and 0.1 M TBAHFP in acetonitrile at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. Figure 5, all pretreatments for the GZO electrodes have lower current densities (Appendix) and slower rates of electron transfer ($k_{\text{apparent}},$ cm/s) than ITO for Me$_{10}$Fc$^+/0$, as indicated by the larger peak separations (Ep).
It is interesting to note that by changing the local surface concentration of Zn:Ga with the KOH etch (increase the zinc concentration) and the HI etch (increases the gallium concentration), there is little difference in charge transfer rates. From Table 4.3, the outer sphere charge transfer rates correlate loosely with the relative hydroxyl and carbonaceous concentration on the surface; the higher the concentration of hydroxyls and carbonaceous species (O$_{III}$ and O$_{IV}$), the less the probe molecule is able to interact with the electrode. This is due to the large steric hindrance of the methyl groups on the ferrocene molecule and the solvent sphere surrounding the probe molecule, which minimize the degree of interaction with the electrode, reducing charge transfer rates. Hydroxide coverages for as received ITO electrodes have been previously reported to be $\sim$ 25%. (101) The correlation with surface species coverage and the lack of impact with Zn:Ga ratio changes suggests that the surface species have a more blocking role on the rate of charge transfer and that the Zn:Ga ratio is less important for an outer sphere electron transfer reactions.

AFM measurements for each of the pretreated electrodes show no statistical difference in roughness between the as received, base-etched, and O$_2$-plasma treated electrodes (RMS $\sim$ 2 nm) is shown in Figure 4.6. There was a slightly larger
Figure 4.6: AFM images of the GZO electrodes post treatment (a) as received: 1.8 ± 0.2 nm (b) O₂-plasma treated: 1.9 ± 0.2 nm, (c) base etched: 2.4 ± 0.2 nm and (d) acid etched: 3.0 ± 0.4 nm.

Surface roughness for the acid-etched electrode (RMS ~ 3 nm). An enhancement in roughness is expected to increase the overall surface area of the electrode, resulting in an increase in overall current density. No statistically different current density was observed, suggesting that the subtle increase in roughness is not impacting the performance of the electrode. Therefore, it is concluded that the pretreatments, as described, do not significantly alter the surface morphologies. For ITO electrodes, it has previously been shown that chemisorbed ferrocenes can be used to probe the changes in electrochemical activity of the surfaces as a function of pretreatment, which show dependence on the surface composition of the ITO film. (155)

Surface composition influences both the coverages and electron transfer rates, but a more systematic study with respect to surface hydroxyls suggests little
correlation between hydroxyl surface coverage and charge transfer rates (101) and a more direct correlation with the local concentration of Sn sites. (100) Table 4.4 gives the corresponding coverages and charge transfer rates ($k_{\text{apparent}}$, s$^{-1}$) for tethered Fc(COOH)$_2$ monolayers on GZO electrodes with respect to different pretreatments and for a commercial ITO electrode at a scan rate of 100 mV/s in 0.1 M TBAHFP in acetonitrile (cyclic voltammograms given in the Appendix). All coverages are less than a single monolayer, with a close packed monolayer having a coverage of $\sim 4 \times 10^{-10}$ mol/cm$^2$. (121) Electron transfer rates were calculated using the Laviron method, (156) with redox potentials measured at the midpoint of the cyclic voltammogram.

In the case of a tethered carboxylic acid, coverages are greater than the ITO commercial electrode and appear to be independent of relative hydroxyl coverages on the surface of the electrode. Charge transfer rates are also independent of both hydroxyl and monolayer coverages, with the highest rate of charge transfer being for the O$_2$ plasma treated GZO electrode. Increasing the local surface concentration of gallium (by HI etch) yields comparable monolayer coverages to other pretreatments, but has the lowest rate of electron transfer. This suggests the gallium sites are acting to reduce the rate of charge transfer at the surface. Increasing the zinc oxide and zinc hydroxide concentrations at the surface shows an increase in charge transfer rates (in the following order, from lowest to highest: HI etched, to as received, and to KOH etched). The increase in charge transfer rates suggests that the zinc sites have a prominent role in charge transfer rates at the surface.
The results of the studies of tethered electrochemical redox probes suggest that in order for GZO electrodes to be a viable alternative to ITO electrodes without the use of additional charge transport layers, a direct interaction with the GZO surface is required for subsequent organic layers, most likely through bonding. We suspect that the carboxylic acid from the Fc(COOH)$_2$ slowly etches the hydrolyzed zinc oxide species at the near surface region and thereby increases the fractional area that is truly electroactive; an analogous phenomenon has been proposed for ITO electrodes. (157) Thus, we see an enhanced rate of electron transfer from the inner sphere, tethered redox probe molecule Fc(COOH)$_2$ when compared to the charge transfer rates for the solution outer sphere redox probe Me$_{10}$Fc + /0.

### 4.1.7 Conclusions

From this work, we observe generally that the electronic charge transfer properties of GZO are not radically different from ITO materials, but that the role of the surface states for ZnO based TCOs is vital for understanding the charge transfer rates that are relevant to organic device systems. This appears to be of particular importance in organic photovoltaics, in which efficient charge transfer is critical for device performance. This work demonstrates that inclusion of a substitutional dopant, Ga, to form a GZO electrode, results in a complex surface chemistry different from the already rich chemistry of ZnO generated by, lattice defects, as well as products resulting from reaction with ambient surroundings, all of which can be manipulated through different surface pretreatments. The products, derived from hydrolysis and carbonaceous species that dominate changes in surface work function of the GZO electrode, can be altered, potentially in
advantageous ways, to influence energetic barrier-controlled charge transfer rates in organic photovoltaics. Specifically through manipulation of the surface dipole generated by the local electron cloud of the substrate and adsorbates, the work functions for the GZO electrode can be varied from as low as 3.3 eV for Ar-ion sputtered electrodes and as high as 4.5 eV for O₂ plasma etched surfaces. The coverage of hydroxyls at the surface of the GZO electrodes is demonstrated to be directly linked to a reduction of the measured outer sphere charge transfer rates, where by systematically increasing hydroxyl surface coverage, charge transfer rates are found to decrease. In contrast, for inner sphere, tethered species, charge transfer rates were found to be independent of the hydroxyl surface coverage but well correlated to changes in the surface Zn:Ga ratios, suggesting that for a GZO electrode in a device such as an OPV, lower Ga surface content may be more favorable. Despite, these clear results the underling mechanism and hence routes to manipulate these properties remains unclear: the hydroxyls may be acting purely as an electron blocking layer to a probe molecule undergoing outer sphere electron transfer, or the induced dipole at the surface may result in a local change in electric field directly at the electrode surface which alters the rates of electron transfer.

Future work will focus on the systematic modification of the GZO electrode surface with different linkage groups in a further effort to understand the role of surface states on the charge transfer rates of GZO electrodes for organic optoelectronic applications through observed changes in wettability, redox activity and surface work function upon modification.
4.2 Effect of Surface Pretreatment on Surface Passivation on Amorphous Indium Zinc Oxide (IZO)

Abstract: Indium Zinc Oxide (IZO) electrodes show promise as replacement transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) for indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes due to more resilient mechanical properties, amorphous phase with lack of grain boundaries providing superior water vapor transmission rate and high mobilities ($\mu$), and deposition in room temperature allowing it to be incorporated in flexible substrates. The incorporation of amorphous IZO thin film into devices have not been straightforward due to complex surface chemistry of $\text{In}_2\text{O}_3$/ZnO and the surface conductivity and work function are variable due to charge transfer and band bending caused by adsorbates. In order to fully understand the role of these electrodes for organic photovoltaic applications, it is necessary to understand the near-surface composition correlated with the electrical and electrochemical properties of IZO electrodes after various pretreatment conditions. IZO films with Zn:In atomic ratios of (20:80 ZnO:$\text{In}_2\text{O}_3$) were prepared by magnetron RF superimposed DC sputtering. The surface is characterized using monochromatic X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) with respect to the following surface pretreatments: i) KOH etch, ii) RF oxygen plasma etching, iii) UV ozone and iv) high-vacuum argon-ion sputtering. Elemental peak fitting was used to evaluate the ratio of the stoichiometric oxides to hydroxides on the surface, which was found to vary depending on the pretreatment conditions. KOH etching, $\text{O}_2$ plasma and UV ozone increase the work function and ionization potential of the IZO ele-
trode by \( \sim 0.1 \) to \( 0.3 \) eV, but result in different near surface compositions of the metal atoms. Where as high-vacuum argon-ion sputtering resulted in lower work function and ionization potential. Small variations in atomic In:Zn ratios are found to have little impact on the work function of the electrode, but significantly influence inner sphere charge transfer rates. KOH etch yielded the surface with similar In:Zn ratio as the bulk, and had least amount of carbonaceous impurities as well. It had the highest rate of electron transfer rate as measured by cyclic voltammetry, and low turn on voltage and ohmic contact measured by conductive AFM.

4.2.1 Introduction

Currently, most of the solar cell devices employ poly-crystalline ITO as transparent electrode. (158) Poly-crystalline TCOs such as ITO, AZO, GZO, FTO have good conductivity (\( \sigma \)) due to large number of carriers. However, amorphous oxides with lack of grain boundaries have demonstrated superior water vapor transmission rate (159) and high mobilities (\( \mu \)) compare to poly-crystalline oxides, which can be a critical factor for some device application. (160) Plus, amorphous TCOs such as IZO, IGZO (161) have more resilient mechanical properties, and can be deposited at room temperature thus making them attractive for incorporation into flexible electronics. (162, 163, 164) These applications as well as others in which a flexible form factor is desirable have already generated a considerable amount of effort on amorphous InZnO, ZnSnO and related material systems by our research group as well as others. (165, 166, 167)

Organic Photovoltaic Devices (OPV) show a great promise in solving our rising energy demands due to the potential for low material cost, lightweight with high
flexibility, (168) and have been shown to be compatible for roll to roll processing. (169) OPV devices using low work function metals such as Ca/Al in standard geometry do provide good electrode for electron collection, but bigger problem using low work-function metal electrode is with formation of non-conductive metal oxide due to oxidation resulting in rapid device failure. (13, 170) Recently, using low work-function, air stable, conductive metal oxides such as ZnO, (170) TiO$_2$, ZTO (167), in combination with other TCOs and standalone AZO (22), IZO (171) as an electron collecting electrode has been on the rise. (172, 173) One of the key hurdle in increasing overall device performance is poor charge collection at the oxide/inorganic interface.

Amorphous phase IZO has good transparency (>90\%) and conductivity $\sim 3000$ S/cm, (174) shallow work-function (4.2 eV to 4.6 eV) and can be deposited at room temperature on flexible substrates, (74, 175) thus making it a good candidate in organic photovoltaics (OPVs) for electrode to provide matching energy alignment of interest. With mobilities $>100$ cm$^2$/Vs, amorphous IZO has been incorporated very well in thin film transistors (176, 177) as well as various other solar cells. (178) Amorphous IZO thin film can be fabricated in room temperature, and allows better option of incorporating it in flexible substrates for organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices, but only handful of studies are reported with IZO as transparent electrode in OPV. This lack in enthusiasm on IZO incorporation in OPV device study may be due to poor understanding of TCO/organic interface.

Majority of research on OPV with standard architecture, despite various problems, (179) still employ acidic PEDOT:PSS as hole transport layer, which
unfortunately is incompatible with IZO or ZnO based TCOs. That problem may be mitigated with use of various oxide semiconductors (NiOx (25, 180), MoOx (26), CoZnO (20), CoNiO (17)) function as hole transport layer. Since these oxide layers for surface modification have to be ultra thin, depositing them in ITO with poor electrical heterogeneity with surface roughness rms > 3 nm has been tricky (100). IZO or amorphous TCOs in general may be a better alternative with smooth rms roughness (∼ 0.2 nm).

A lot of research has been focused on optimizing IZO especially the bulk properties including electronic and optical properties. Good electrical property, especially the high electron mobility in IZO, amorphous TCOs in general, is thought to arise from the direct spatial overlap of the large spherical s-orbitals which make the conduction band. (163, 181) In TFTs, amorphous TCOs are known to have higher contact resistance. (182, 183) Amorphous materials are harder to model using DFT hence, and further research may be needed to fully understand some of these theories.

Earlier work on ITO (100) and GZO (184) have shown the role of surface composition as a key parameters that impacts the performance of contacts such as work function. Here, we have focused on studies focused on similar surface characterization of IZO, in an effort to understand the interface of amorphous TCO which is relevant to the application of IZO in a range of opto-electronic technologies. The incorporation of amorphous IZO into OPV devices has not been straight forward due to complex surface chemistry of In₂O₃/ZnO. In order to fully understand the role of these electrodes for organic photovoltaic applications, in this
work we have studied the near-surface composition correlated with the electrical and electrochemical properties of IZO electrodes after various pretreatment conditions. The surface is characterized using monochromatic X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) with respect to the following surface pretreatments: KOH etch, RF oxygen plasma etching, UV ozone and high-vacuum argon-ion sputtering. In this study, IZO surface has been characterized both before and after various surface pre-treatments. We find the impact of pretreatment and changes in interfacial chemistry critical in improving the electrochemical charge transport.

4.2.2 Experimental Methods

Oxide Deposition

Four-inch diameter \( \text{In}_2\text{O}_3\)-ZnO (80:20 wt\%) ceramic sputtering targets was used to deposit thin films by mixed RF and DC magnetron co-sputtering for a fixed time of 10 minutes. A total power of 150 W with ratios of 50\% RF to 50\% DC was employed. (73, 74, 116) The films were sputtered in 4.5 mTorr total pressure of mixed argon and 0.5\% oxygen. A MKS mass flow controller maintained gas flow of argon at 14.4 sccm and allowed for various \( \text{O}_2 \) flow rates\((\sim 0.02 \text{ sccm})\) in order to maintain 0.5\% ratio of \( \text{O}_2/(\text{O}_2+\text{Ar}) \). Two-inch by two-inch Corning Eagle 2000 glass was used for the substrate in all depositions. Prior to deposition, the substrate glass was cleaned in detergent (diluted Triton X-100) followed by ringing with deionized water. Sonicated in acetone for 5 min and isopropanol for 5 min, followed by drying in nitrogen stream. Finally, substrates were cleaned in
a Novascan PSD-UVT ozone decontamination system for five minutes at 120°C. The chamber was pumped down with a rough vacuum and turbo vacuum to base pressures of $10^{-7}$ Torr to $10^{-6}$ Torr prior to depositions. All depositions were done at ambient temperature. Process Eye Professional MKS Easy View software was used to monitor the amount of argon, oxygen, atomic oxygen, and water in the chamber during depositions.

**Thin film measurement**

Thin film characterization has been described previously in previous sections. (116, 184) Similarly, conductive AFM (C-AFM) measurement was done using Asylum Research MFP-3D system with Orca mode using Pt/Cr coated tip with tip radius <15nm, $k = 2$ N/m, $\omega = 70$ kHz (Olympus AC240TS Electric) at 100mV bias. The C-AFM system has a current detection limit of 1 pA to 20 nA. The tip (+ bias) to sample surface (ground) was 100mV. Optical properties of the films were obtained using two coupled Ocean Optics spectrometers to measure transmittance and reflectance over the range of 330-1000 nm.

*Surface Pretreatments, XPS/UPS and Electrochemistry: See previous section.*

**4.2.3 Optical and Structural Properties**

The IZO substrates under study are $\sim 400$ nm thick. The films had conductivity ($\sigma$) = 2500 $\pm$ 200 S/cm, carrier concentration ($N$) = $3.5 \times 10^{20}$ /cm$^3$ and mobility($\mu$) = 42 cm$^2$/Vs. We did not find any significant differences in bulk electrical properties due to surface treatment. Transmission normalized to glass
substrate and reflection measured and corrected for front Al mirror for as received sample is shown in Figure 4.7. The IZO film had good transparency $\sim 90\%$ in visible and $\sim 10\%$ reflectance. Figure 4.8 shows 2D detector images of IZO thin film on left and ITO thin film on right. In the image, x-axis is the standard $2\theta$, the y-axis is the $\chi$ and the color code represents the x-ray intensity. Polycrystalline ITO XRD is shown as a reference, where various sharp diffraction peak lines can be seen. The IZO thin films have broad amorphous hump, indicating largely amorphous phase. No $\text{In}_2\text{O}_3$ or ZnO diffraction peaks are absorbed.
4.2.4 XPS and UPS Studies As-received and Pre-treated IZO Films

The surface chemistry of the amorphous IZO electrode with respect to different pretreatments was characterized using XPS. Figure 4.9 gives the O 1s core level spectrum for the four different pretreatments for high tilt angle (60°); the less surface sensitive normal tilt angle XPS is given in the SI section. The O 1s spectrum for each pretreatment was fit to a four component model. The lowest binding energy component, O₁, is associated with stoichiometric indium oxide (In₂O₃). O₁I is accredited to local defects at the surface typically ascribed to oxygen vacancies. These oxygen vacancies act as donor states, contributing electrons to the conduction band. O₁II is assigned to surface hydroxyls associated with either In(OH)₃ or InOOH species and O₁IV is due to carbonaceous species or surface water physisorbed to the surface. Table 4.5 provides the relative binding energies and percentages for each fit component, as well as relative Zn:In and Zn:In:O ratios.
From Figure 4.10, it is evident that the pretreatments produce unique surface features. The as received electrode has the highest concentration of oxygen vacancy defects ($O_{II}$) and hydroxyls ($O_{III}$) at the surface, relative to the $In_2O_3$ peak ($O_I$). Treating the electrode with a base etch produces the most stoichiometric surface, with the highest contribution from the $In_2O_3$ peak ($O_I$), implying that at high pH, there is a kinetic barrier to the hydrolysis products of the oxide. There is also an increase in the surface concentration of Zn to In upon base treatment; the increased presence of Zn at the surface may be influencing the local hydration energy. In fact, the hydrolysis constant ($K_{H_2O}$) for $Zn^{2+}$ is larger than for $In^{3+}$, where $K_{H_2O}$ is defined as the equilibrium constant for the reaction of a metal cation ($M^{2n+}$) with water:

$$M^{2n+} + H_2O \leftrightarrow M(OH)^{(2n-1)+} + H^+ \quad (4.2.1)$$

This is due in part to the larger ionic radius of indium (see C.F. Baes and R. E. Mesmer: The Hydrolysis of Cations 1976 and page 45-47 of Chemical Dissolution of Oxides). Etching the IZO surface with either an ozone or an $O_2$-plasma treatment results in an increase in the relative stoichiometric to defect ration ($O_I$ to $O_{II}$) while also increasing the local hydroxyl coverage. Both of these pretreatments bombard the surface with highly reactive oxygen, so it is not surprising that defect components are reduced. The increase in surface hydroxyls is predicted to be due to the reaction of the new surface with ambient surroundings.

Previous reports on the surface chemistry of transparent conductive oxides have determined that electrochemical charge transfer rates are directly dependent upon the local surface chemistry. For a given redox couple, the oxide extracts electrons
Figure 4.9: Normal (left-hand panel) and angle (right-hand panel) resolved XPS for the O 1s core electrons of IZO exposed to different surface pretreatments. Peak fits are discussed in the text and relative areas and binding energies are given in Table 4.5
Table 4.5: Normal and angle resolved XPS for the O 1s core electrons of IZO exposed to different surface pretreatments showing relative binding energies and percentages for each fit component, as well as relative Zn:In and Zn:In:O ratios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal XPS</th>
<th>As received</th>
<th>KOH etch</th>
<th>Ozone</th>
<th>O$_2$ plasma etch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O 1s component</td>
<td>eV</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>eV</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In$_2$O$_3$ (O$_I$)</td>
<td>529.6</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>529.6</td>
<td>60.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect (O$_{II}$)</td>
<td>530.7</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>530.7</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroxyl (O$_{III}$)</td>
<td>531.6</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>531.7</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon/Water (O$_{IV}$)</td>
<td>532.8</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>532.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn:In ratio</td>
<td>17.4:82.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>17.7:82.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn:In:O ratio</td>
<td>4.1:19.7:76.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.4:25.0:69.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angle resolved XPS</th>
<th>As received</th>
<th>KOH etch</th>
<th>Ozone</th>
<th>O$_2$ plasma etch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O 1s component</td>
<td>eV</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>eV</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In$_2$O$_3$ (O$_I$)</td>
<td>529.5</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>529.6</td>
<td>50.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect (O$_{II}$)</td>
<td>530.6</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>530.7</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroxyl (O$_{III}$)</td>
<td>531.6</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>531.7</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon/Water (O$_{IV}$)</td>
<td>532.7</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>532.9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn:In ratio</td>
<td>9.3:90.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.8:84.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn:In:O ratio</td>
<td>2.0:19.8:78.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.6:24.4:71.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
from the HOMO level of the probe molecule (oxidation) in the increasing forward bias direction and injects electrons into the empty state in the reverse bias direction (reduction). Changes in the local surface chemistry of the oxide can alter the local kinetic rate of charge transfer. Solution phase electrochemistry was used as a simple model and starting point for the much more complex interfacial electron transfer between the oxide and the organic in an organic photovoltaic. Table 2 gives the peak separation, and electron transfer rates for the different pretreatments for a solution phase redox probe decamethyl ferrocene. The results can be directly correlated with the surface species of the electrode given in the XPS results give in Figure 4.9.

As the near-surface concentration of the hydroxyls and carbonaceous species decreases, the electron transfer rate is increased. Specifically, the as received electrode, which has the highest relative concentration of hydroxyls (O_{III}) and carbonaceous species (O_{IV}), has an immeasurable charge transfer rate, due to a very large peak to peak separation. Conversely, the base etched electrode was shown to have the lowest relative concentration of hydroxyls and carbonaceous species and highest rate of electron transfer to the solution redox probe. In oxide chemistry, hydrolysis products are commonly less compact than the stoichiometric oxides. Furthermore, hydroxyls are capable of participating in extensive hydrogen bonding; the presence of hydroxyls on the surface often propagates into extensive double layers.

This implies that the surface of the as received electrode has the largest double layer, which is essentially impenetrable to the redox probe while the double layer
of the base-etched electrode is assumed to be the thinnest. A schematic of the proposed double layer is given in Figure 4.10 for each of the different pretreated electrodes.

Figure 4.10: Schematic of the double layer for (a) the base etch and (b) the as received IZO electrode

In OPVs, the charge transfer rate at the interface between a TCO and the photoactive layer can be related to the tunneling barrier or boundary layer, which is dependent on the difference in electric potential (work function) of the two materials. The thickness of the boundary layer, or the width of the electric field, is dependent upon both the dielectric constant of the materials and the density of donors at the surface. Therefore, local perturbations in the surface chemistry of the TCO are expected to act as local donors or acceptors and affect the rectification of the interface. Furthermore, the effective width of the double layer in the electrochemical experiment is expected to be related to the effective boundary layer thickness.

We first evaluated the change in φ and ionization potential of the TCO with the four different surface pretreatments and an in situ Ar⁺ sputtered sample, void of
Figure 4.11: Ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) measurements of IZO electrodes exposed to different surface pretreatments

Figure 4.12: Energy band diagrams based on UPS measurements of IZO electrodes following different surface pretreatments. Work function ($\phi$) is calculated as the energy from the Fermi level ($E_F$) to the vacuum level ($E_{vac}$)
hydroxyls and adventitious carbon (XPS of Ar$^+$ sputtered IZO is not presented).

Figure 4.11 shows the resultant UPS spectra, with the high binding energy showing local vacuum level shifts (panel i) and the low binding energy line shape relevant to valence band structure (panels ii and iii). In panel ii, contributions from can be detected from the O$_{2p}$ (4-7 eV below the Fermi), the In 5d ($\sim$ 15 eV below the Fermi). Surface Zn 3d line shapes ($\sim$ 10 - 12 eV below the Fermi level) are also observed, with the feature most prominent for the base etched sample, which was found to have the highest near-surface concentration of Zn relative to In.

Consistent with amorphous materials, there is an extension of density of states beyond the O$_{2p}$ edge into the band gap (4-7 eV below the Fermi level, panel iii). The width of this density of states varies with surface pretreatment, indicative of changes in the near-surface composition discussed in the XPS section. For example, the as received sample, which had the highest relative concentration of oxygen vacancies (O$_{\text{II}}$) has the largest fraction of tailing states within the gap while the base etch, having the lowest relative fraction of defects, has the the smallest fraction of mid gap states. This is consistent with self-compensation mechanisms for intrinsic doping of oxides; increasing the donor concentration near the conduction band lowers the enthalpy of formation for acceptor states near the valence band. Figure 4.12 gives the inferred energy level diagrams from the UPS spectra in Figure 4.11.
4.2.5 Kelvin probe and Conductive AFM Studies of As-received and Pre-treated IZO Films

The changes in work function ($\Delta \phi$) with respect to time for each of the different pretreatment, as measured by kelvin probe, for IZO electrode is shown in Figure 4.13. The markers are spaced for clarity. From the graph, we find $\geq 1$ eV increase in $\phi$ for O$_2$ plasma initially and it decays over time. Similar increase in $\phi$ and subsequent decay has been seen in other oxide semiconductor systems, such as n-type MoO$_x$ (26) and p-type NiO$_x$ (25). Interestingly, O$_2$ plasma treated IZO surface, when treated further with acetone, IPA followed by N$_2$ dry, had very stable $\phi$. Similarly, UV Ozone film showed similar initial increase $\geq 0.5$ eV. Where as the KOH etch sample showed slight decrease $0.1$ eV in $\phi$ over time. Ar sputtering data is not available.

Current voltage measurement done via conductive AFM for various surface treated IZO films is shown in Figure 4.14. Measurement setup is also shown in Figure 4.14. In this setup, the bulk resistance of the thin film is assumed negligible due to geometric factor of the setup and very low resistance of the film. As received IZO have very high turn on voltage $>1.8$ V. O$_2$ plasma followed by UV ozone treatment had turn on voltage $1$ V $\pm 0.5$ and $0.5 \pm 0.2$ V respectively. Finally, KOH etch etch yielded the least contact resistance with almost an ohmic behavior. Full current map of 2 $\mu$ sq area obtained from Conductive AFM for as received and KOH etch IZO films at +2V and -2V bias is shown in Figure 4.15. Here, white pixel indicates higher current flow via the tip. We find KOH etch has better CAFM data in both +2V and -2V bias. This matches with our earlier assessment that KOH
etch yields surface with composition similar to the bulk composition, with least amount of carbonaceous impurities, with good electrical transport.

4.2.6 Electrochemical Reactivities of As-received and Pre-treated IZO Electrodes

Electrochemical reactivities of as-received and pre-treated IZO electrodes study was discussed extensively for GZO electrode in previous section. Here, Tables 4.6 and 4.7 present the results for electrochemical charge transfer rate measurements for the different pretreatments, using the redox probe Me10Fc+/0 which undergoes simple, outer-sphere one-electron oxidation/reduction (Table 4.6), and a chemisorbed redox probe Fc(COOH)$_2$ (Table 4.7). Also given in Tables 4.6 and 4.7 are the cyclic voltammogram peak separation used to estimate the charge
Figure 4.14: Current voltage measurement done by Conductive AFM on IZO electrodes with various surface pretreatments.

Figure 4.15: Conductive AFM for as received and KOH etch IZO films at +2V and -2V bias.
Table 4.6: Electrochemical response of Me10Fc

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrode</th>
<th>Δ Ep (mV)</th>
<th>Redox potential (V vs Ag/Ag+)</th>
<th>Electron transfer rate (K&lt;sub&gt;s,apparent&lt;/sub&gt; (cm/s)×10&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As received</td>
<td>N/A*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt; plasma</td>
<td>169 (± 1)</td>
<td>0.40 (± 0.01)</td>
<td>0.77 (± 0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOH</td>
<td>89 (± 1)</td>
<td>0.42 (± 0.01)</td>
<td>3.9 (± 0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ozone</td>
<td>157 (± 1)</td>
<td>0.41 (± 0.01)</td>
<td>0.91 (± 0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO control</td>
<td>100 (± 1)</td>
<td>0.42 (± 0.01)</td>
<td>2.8 (± 0.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* oxidation peak was not clear

Table 4.7: Electrochemical response of Fc(COOH)<sub>2</sub>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Δ Ep (mV)</th>
<th>Γx10⁻¹⁰ (mols/cm²)</th>
<th>Redox potential (V vs Ag/Ag+)</th>
<th>e⁻ transfer rate (/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As received</td>
<td>162 ± 1</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.44 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt; plasma</td>
<td>176 ± 6</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.36 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOH</td>
<td>128 ± 2</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.9</td>
<td>0.43 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ozone</td>
<td>95 ± 2</td>
<td>2.8 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.39 ± 0.02</td>
<td>1.06 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

transfer rates (k<sub>apparent</sub>), the surface coverages achieved for adsorbed Fc(COOH)<sub>2</sub> on GZO. The data shows that KOH yields good outer-sphere electron transfer rate ∼ 3.9 cm/s compare to other treatment and even better than ITO control ∼ 2.8 cm/s. This is consistent with other measurements discussed previously showing KOH etch results in good surface with least amount of carbonaceous species. The study on electrochemical reactivity of adsorbed probe molecules on TCO surfaces suggests that changes in near-surface composition can impact electrical properties, and charge transfer rates at an organic/oxide heterojunction which may be relevant for OPV devices. (101)
4.2.7 Conclusions

With the recent advances in flexible electronics, amorphous Indium Zinc Oxide (IZO) transparent electrodes with good bulk physical properties such as resilient mechanical properties, super smooth with amorphous phase with lack of grain boundaries providing superior water vapor transmission rate and high mobilities ($\mu$), and deposition in room temperature allowing it to be incorporated in plastic substrates show great promises as replacement transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) for indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes. However, the incorporation of amorphous IZO thin film into devices have not been straightforward due to complex surface chemistry of $\text{In}_2\text{O}_3/\text{ZnO}$ and due to varying surface passivation and changes in work function due to charge transfer and band bending caused by adsorbates. In this work, we have looked into understanding the surface transport properties which are critical for thin film device application. From this work, we observe that surface pretreatment can modify and in some cases improve the surface electrical properties of IZO thin film. The surface of a-IZO seems to be prone to surface passivation and formation of defects readily, much more different than poly-crystalline GZO or ITO counterpart, possibly hindering the charge transport at the surface. So appropriate selection of surface pretreatment, such as KOH etch in our case can yield the surface with least amount of carbonaceous species, while retaining the indium to zinc ratio of the bulk, yielding the surface with good electrical transport. Thus, the knowledge gain here can provide further understanding and possibly better application of amorphous TCOs in organic opto-electronics device applications.
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Chapter 5

Efficient Hole Injection in OLEDs
using Zinc Tin Oxide (ZTO)

Understanding the charge transfer characteristics at the oxide/organic interface will be pivotal for the development and improvement of both organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) and organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices. As discussed in the introduction, we consume more than 20% of our energy resources for lighting. This chapter presents study on the research and the development of deep work-function zinc tin oxide (ZTO) interfacial layer electrode ($\sim 5.2$ eV) for improving hole injection and the performance of blue OLEDs.

As discussed in previous Chapter 4, surface property such as $\phi$ varying with time due to impurities and changes in metal to oxide stoichiometry at the surface, impacting the electric properties of oxide semiconductors. In this study we are seeking bit more stable material and more reproducible method to provide the tunability in $\phi$ needed for good energy alignment for efficient device performance.
Some of the results presented in this chapter were part of ROI in 2009. A related study, which is partly discussed in this text, on OLED devices employing large area GZO electrode was published on *SPIE proceeding*, D Matson et al, title: “Development of large area transparent conducting oxides from a combinatorial lead for organic solid state lighting.” (49, 53) Also, the subsequent studies presented in Chapter 7 on IZTO materials can be credited to some of the results found on this chapter.

In this study heterostructured electrodes were created by pairing TCO materials (ITO and GZO) engineered for transparency and conductivity in concert with a deep work-function functional oxide interfacial layer (ZTO) optimized for charge injection and stability with organic active-layers. Initial optimization of optical and electrical property of ZTO films were done by depositing film on glass, with changing O$_2$ partial pressure and substrate temperature (Ts) in a PLD system. Both ITO and GZO were modified by depositing varying thickness (5 to 20 nm) of ZTO. The heterostructured electrode, TCOs with ZTO interfacial layer, has the bulk opto-electronic property of the TCO such as transparency, conductivity with surface properties dominated by the interfacial layer namely the work-function of the ZTO functional oxide. Both ITO $\sim$4.8 eV and GZO $\sim$4.6 eV showed increase in $\phi$ up to 5.4 eV with ZTO interfacial film. Blue OLEDs were fabricated with ITO or GZO (400 nm)/ZTO/TAPC(35nm)/TCTA(5 nm)/mCP:6%Flrpic(15 nm)/PO15(50 nm)/LiF (1nm) /Al (100 nm) architecture with varying ZTO thickness. The best performing device with 10 nm ZTO on ITO, which exhibited an operational voltage of 4.23 ± 0.01 V, an external quantum efficiency of 16%, and a power efficiency of 32 lm/W at 800 Cd/m$^2$. The modified TCO yielded blue OLEDs with power
efficiency at high brightness superior to that achieved using commercial ITO. Similarly, ZTO on GZO, an indium free electrode, resulted in comparable performance to a ITO standard. This demonstrates that the interfacial modification is a viable technique to provide optimal anode performance, including conductivity, charge injection, stability and ultimately the power conversion efficiency in organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs).

5.1 Introduction to Blue Phosphorescent OLEDs

A schematic cross section of an OLED is shown in Figure 5.1. In this basic structure, which is common to standard bottom-emitting OLEDs, charges (electrons or holes) are injected from the cathode or anode into the electron or hole transport layer (ETL/HTL), respectively. The electrons in the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the ETL and holes in the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the HTL to form excitons in the emissive layer, where the excitons recombine in the emitter to produce photons. Phosphorescent molecular dopants are of particular interest because of their potential to reach internal quantum efficiencies of nearly 100%. This efficiency results from spin-orbit coupling in these systems, which facilitates radiative recombination in the dopant. Although the efficiency of the emission process is high, the overall power efficiency of the OLED is limited by the electronic properties within each layer, as well as at each interface.

Currently, indium tin oxide (ITO) is the most commonly used commercial material for optoelectronic TCO applications including OLEDs for displays, liquid crystal displays (LCDs), solar panels etc. OLEDs employing alternative anodes
such as indium zinc oxide (IZO) and substitutionally doped zinc oxide variants have been reported in the literature. (185, 186) In addition, amorphous TCOs, which are more stable and have higher quality in terms of optical and surface roughness than traditional materials such as indium tin oxide (ITO), are sought so that they could be incorporated in flexible devices. However, because of historic precedence and commercial availability, ITO remains the dominant TCO for OLED device studies targeting new organic light emitting materials. One of the primary factor for choosing zinc based electrode as an alternative to ITO, is high natural abundance of zinc, see figure 1.5. Lighting consumes 22% of the electricity used in the United States.

Typically material for these anode applications uses an In:Sn ratio of 10:1. It is known that ITO has interfacial charge transport problems and is chemically unstable in organic device applications. (11) Despite its ubiquity, ITO and other indium containing TCOs are less than ideal anodes for high-efficiency, low-cost organic solid state lighting (OSSL). Specific shortcomings of ITO include its increased cost because of the high price of indium, a fixed work function of \( \approx 4.7 \) eV, and the mobile indium ions, which have been demonstrated to migrate into the
active material in devices adversely affecting performance. The instability in the electrode surface chemistry can also adversely affect injection efficiency and device lifetime. Currently, one of the remaining challenges in realizing efficient white OLEDs is the development of stable, high-efficiency, long-lived blue OLEDs. Of particular interest is the deep HOMO of the HTL to achieve efficient hole injection at the anode and low device operating voltages, the anode must be well matched energetically to the HTL. The general approach is analogous to the use of organic hole or electron injection layers to match the HOMO or LUMO of the organic side of the organic-inorganic interface to facilitate efficient charge transfer and minimize interfacial resistance.

Figure 5.2: a) TCO materials (ITO and GZO) engineered for transparency and conductivity in concert with a deep work-function functional oxide interfacial layer (ZTO). Figure not drawn to scale. b) The barrier height between the HTL anode has to be matched energetically to HOMO of organic side.
Some modification of the ITO work function is possible via surface treatments such as O$_2$ and CF$_4$ plasma treatments resulting in modest enhancement of current injection. (187) These types of simple surface modifications are often metastable and do not provide the desired level of control or change in work function to truly optimize the TCO/organic interface. The surface morphology of ITO is also less than ideal for OLED devices with asperities (spikes) on the ITO surface, commonly resulting in failure via electrical shorting. (188) The combination of these deficiencies make the pursuit of more appropriate TCO systems critical for bottom-emitting OSSL to be a viable technology.

In this study heterostructured electrodes were created by pairing TCO materials (ITO and GZO) engineered for transparency and conductivity in concert with a deep work-function functional oxide interfacial layer (ZTO) optimized for charge injection and stability with organic overlayers, see Figure 5.2. Studies using this type of approach to band engineering have been demonstrated some time ago at the HTL and ETL anode/cathode interface by Choulis et al. in phosphorescent based OLEDs using a TFB layer. (189) The use of engineered organic hole injection layers (HILs) or tuned HTLs to match the work function of commercial ITO has been one approach, with companies such as Plextronics demonstrating the ability to alter the work function of organic HTL to improve device efficiency.

The work we intend to pursue in this study transitions this organic approach pioneered by Dr. Franky So and others from the organic/organic interfaces in the active region of the devices to the organic/TCO contacting interface. (190, 191) Thus, using heterostructure of TCOs and functional material, we seek to optimize
all of the necessary properties of the interface between the active layer in the OLED and the contact to maximize light output (i.e. TCO transparency), charge injection, and stability. The multicomponent system formed by separating the interface and bulk properties of the electrode using multilayer structures can be easier to optimized compare to single-component electrode, thus allowing for higher performance devices.

(Note: OPV device study discussed in next chapters and some previous OLED device study, (49) show that work function (\(\phi\)) optimization, while important, is not a sufficient condition to guarantee good charge collection (OPV) or injection (OLED), as the interfacial chemistry may dominate the charge transfer process.)

5.2 Experimental

5.2.1 PLD Depositions

The ZTO samples were deposited on glass substrate or TCOs by PLD. ITO was obtained commercially (Colorado Concepts Coating Inc), and GZO was fabricated using RF sputtering with recipes described in previous chapters. (119, 116) The PLD system used has a base pressure of \(<1.0 \times 10^{-6}\) torr and employs a KrF laser operating at 242 nm. The substrate to target distance was held constant at \(\sim 4\) cm. The target material consist of 99.9\% pure ZnSnO\(_3\) oxide target. (Target Materials Inc) For these experiments, a pulse energy of 300 mJ was used to deliver an energy density to the target of approximately 0.76 J/cm\(^2\) after optical losses.
The substrate temperature and chamber atmosphere were varied between 25 to 400°C. The partial pressure of oxygen $P_{O_2}$, was varied from $3.0 \times 10^{-3}$ torr to $5.6 \times 10^{-2}$ torr respectively, by varying the flow rate of 99.999% $O_2$ gas that was introduced into the chamber using MKS mass flow controllers. The starting point for various deposition parameters which were optimized further for this material system and experiment, were obtained from previous study on OLED with GZO films of differing Ga composition done using the same PLD setup. (47)

*Characterization:* See previous chapters on GZO. (119, 116)

### 5.2.2 OLEDs Fabrication and Measurement

OLED studies were completed in collaboration with Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL). Details about fabrication tools and measurement on devices can be found elsewhere. (53, 49, 192) In short, TCO substrates (GZO films or reference commercial ITO, both on glass) were cleaned by sonication in a sequential series of solvents, including a dilute Tergitol solution, de-ionized water, trichloroethane, acetone, and 2-propanol. The substrates were then dried with flowing nitrogen. As a final cleaning step before device fabrication, the substrates were treated with UV ozone (UVO-Cleaner, Jelight Co., Inc.) at 15 mW/cm$^2$ for 15 min. The substrates were then loaded into a nitrogen glove box ($< 1$ ppm $H_2O$, $< 1.5$ ppm $O_2$) coupled to a multichamber vacuum deposition system. Organic layers were sequentially deposited onto the oxide-coated substrates by thermal evaporation from tantalum boats in a high vacuum chamber with a base pressure below $3 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr. Cathodes were defined by thermally depositing a 1 nm thick
layer of LiF immediately followed by a 100 nm thick layer of Al through a shadow mask with 1 mm diameter circular openings. A quartz crystal oscillator was used to monitor the thicknesses of the films, which were calibrated ex situ using ellipsometry. The deposited stack of oxide, organic and metal layers is depicted as ITO or GZO / ZTO /35 nm 1,1-bis [(di-4- tolylamino) phenyl] cyclohexane (TAPC)/ 5 nm 4,4',4”- tris (carbazol-9-yl) triphenylamine (TCTA)/ 15 nm 1,3-bis (9-carbazolyl) benzene (mCP): 6 % iridium (III) bis [(4,6-difluorophenyl) -pyridinato - N,C2’] picolinate (FIrpic) /50 nm 2,8-bis (diphenylphosphoryl) dibenzothiophene (PO15) /1nm LiF /100 nm Al.

Here the TAPC and TCTA constitute the hole-transport layer (HTL). The emissive layer (EML) is composed of host mCP doped with a blue phosphor FIrpic. The hole blocking/electron-transporting layer is comprised of PO15. Optical and electrical characteristics of the devices were determined in air, with electrical contact made via a tungsten probe tip on the TCO anode and a 0.002 in. diameter gold wire directly probing the Al cathode. Current-voltage characteristics were measured with an Agilent Technologies 4155B semiconductor parameter analyzer. The light output was detected using a 1 cm² Si photodetector placed behind the OLED, and the device brightness was directly measured using a Newport multifunction optical meter. No corrections were made for light wave guided in the organic thin films or the substrate.
Table 5.1: O₂ and temperature variation study on ZTO (~375 nm) film on glass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P (torr)</th>
<th>O₂ (sccm)</th>
<th>Ts</th>
<th>φ (eV)</th>
<th>(Ω/sq)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.60 × 10⁻²</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.80 × 10⁻²</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.7 × 10⁴⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.40 × 10⁻²</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1.3 × 10⁷⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 × 10⁻²</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.00 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>7.5 × 10⁵⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.00 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.60 × 10⁻²</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>6.8 × 10⁴⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.60 × 10⁻²</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>7.4 × 10²⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.80 × 10⁻²</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>2.5 × 10⁶⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.40 × 10⁻²</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1.8 × 10⁷⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.40 × 10⁻²</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>1.3 × 10⁴⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.40 × 10⁻²</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>3.5 × 10²⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.40 × 10⁻²</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>1.5 × 10³⁺</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* To resistive to measure.

5.3 Results: ZTO Varying O₂ Partial Pressure and Substrate Temperature (Ts)

Zinc Tin Oxide (ZnSnO₃) is an n-type oxide with higher or deeper work function compared to ITO. Table 5.2.2 shows various ZTO thin films with φ ranging from 4.5 eV to 5.3 eV. (Note: Kelvin probe measurement may not be accurate for high resistivity samples). The data shows that work function is tunable. At room temperature, changing oxygen flow and deposition pressure displayed a change of more than 4 order of magnitude in the sheet resistance for similar thickness films, see table 5.2.2.

Films grown at excess O₂ or low O₂ resulted in very resistive samples. Thermal energy was required for carrier generation in the film, as we find increasing the
substrate temperature resulted in films with higher $\sigma$ or lower resistivity. The sample with lowest sheet resistance of $\approx 350$ $\Omega/$sq ($\sigma = 77$ S/cm) was obtained at PLD deposition condition as follow: Laser pulse energy= 300 mJ, rate= 5 Hz, $O_2$ pressure= $1.40 \times 10^{-2}$ torr, oxygen flow = 106 sccm and substrate temperature = 300 $^\circ$C. All the ZTO films on glass substrate were largely amorphous with $S_{rms} < 1$ nm as measured by XRD and AFM shown in Figure 5.3.

![Figure 5.3](image_url)

Figure 5.3: (a) X-ray diffraction 2D detector image file and (b) Surface topography of ZTO film on glass.

Amorphous TCOs, which are more stable and have higher quality in terms of optical and surface roughness than traditional materials such as indium tin oxide (ITO), are sought so that they could be incorporated in flexible devices. ZTO films with best conductivity of $\sigma = 77$ S/cm, also has $\phi = 5.2$ eV, but it is not good enough for standalone TCO applications requiring threshold electrical conductivity of $\sigma = 1000$ S/cm, with reasonable optical transparency. In comparison, Ga doped ZnO deposited via PLD can have $\sigma$ as high as 12,000 S/cm. (67)
Table 5.2: TCO (ITO or GZO) modified with various thickness ZTO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t (nm)</th>
<th>$\phi$ (eV)</th>
<th>ITO</th>
<th>+ZTO ((\Omega/\text{sq}))</th>
<th>$S_{\text{rms}}$ (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td>&gt;2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>13.94</td>
<td>12.01</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>15.20</td>
<td>12.17</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>12.76</td>
<td>11.36</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>13.11</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t (nm)</th>
<th>$\phi$ (eV)</th>
<th>GZO</th>
<th>+ZTO ((\Omega/\text{sq}))</th>
<th>$S_{\text{rms}}$ (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Deposition: 300 mJ, 5hz, $O_2$ pressure = $1.40 \times 10^{-2}$ torr, $T_s = 300 ^\circ C$.

5.4 Results: ZTO and TCO (ITO, GZO) Heterostructure

It was not possible to obtain the ZTO films with low sheet resistance or $\sigma > 1000$ S/cm. [One of the motivation for studying IZTO, which has higher electrical conductivity discussed in Chapter 7] Instead ZTO with varying thickness (5 to 20 nm) were deposited on top of already conductive TCOs such as ITO and GZO. In this way, the multicomponent system can be formed allowing to separate the interface and bulk properties of the electrode using multilayer structures. The ZTO interface layer films were deposited at the same condition that resulted in high conductivity film in Table 5.2.2.

The physical properties ($\phi$, sheet resistance, surface roughness) of various thickness of ZTO on top of both ITO and GZO is shown in Table 5.2. The data
in Table 5.2 shows that the composite structure has slightly lower sheet resistance after ZTO modification. This is expected due to lowering of sheet resistance as electrical conductivity of two films are added in parallel. Moreover, both ITO and GZO films undergo annealing at 300 °C during ZTO film deposition. Vacuum annealing is known to improve the electrical property of various TCOs. (9) Moreover, ITO ∼ 4.8 eV and GZO ∼ 4.6 eV films showed increase in φ up to 5.4 eV with ZTO interfacial film on top. Note: the φ via kelvin probe is susceptible to variation in measured standard and lots of other factor but measurement accuracy usually improves when conductive TCO provides the efficient electrical ground.

Surface morphologies obtained using AFM showed slight variations in $S_{\text{rms}}$ for films grown with varying ZTO thickness, see last column of Table 5.2. We find loose trend of decrease in $S_{\text{rms}}$ for increasing ZTO thickness. ZTO film is amorphous and results in a flattening of the surface of the ITO or GZO substrate.

The optical spectra for transmittance (T) normalized to the glass substrate and the reflectance (R) relative to a standard Al mirror for ITO films modified with various thickness ZTO are shown in Figure 5.4. T ∼ 90% in visible spectrum are seen for all samples. Similarly, the average reflectances of the samples are around 10%. We find some, very small systematic reduction in transparency with increasing ZTO thickness in the visible range.
Figure 5.4: Transmission and reflection of ITO with varying ZTO thickness. Some loss in transparency seen for thicker ZTO film.

5.5 Results: OLEDs Studies with ZTO

The device study on the heterostructured electrode, TCOs with varying thickness ZTO interfacial layer, which has bulk opto-electronic property (both transparency, conductivity) of the TCO and interfacial properties namely the work-function of functional oxide ZTO are shown in Table 5.3. The performance EQE and Lm/W measured at 13 mA/cm\(^2\) or at 800 Cd/m\(^2\) of both ZTO/ITO and ZTO/GZO combination had maximum at around 10 nm of interfacial ZTO layer. The observed $\phi$ at 20 nm or 5 nm ZTO modification are higher than at 10 nm, but do not result in higher performance. The poor performance at 5 nm ZTO modification could be associated with non conformal coverage. While the poor performance at 20 nm ZTO modification is associated with increase in series resistance of the device, as ZTO has poor bulk electrical property.
Thus the data in Table 5.3 show the validity of this approach using zinc tin oxide (ZTO) in combination with various TCOs, including ITO. As shown in Figure 5.5, improved performance for the ZTO/ITO system compared to commercial ITO was observed. These results are very promising however, ultimate device performance and stability as well as electrode tunability and scalability remain unknown.

Similarly, we find that the performance of GZO/ZTO, which had slightly higher $\phi$ compare to ITO/ZTO counterpart, do not yield an efficient devices. This matches with our previous assessment where we find that the macroscopic work function does not uniquely determine charge injection efficiency. That work was illustrated in a comparative study of N,N'diphenyl-N,N'-bis(1-naphthol)1,1’-biphenyl-4,4’diamine (NPD)/tris (8-hydroxyquinolinolato) aluminum (Alq3)
Table 5.3: OLED: TCO (ITO or GZO) modified with various thickness ZTO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t (nm)</th>
<th>φ (eV)</th>
<th>ITO (Ω/sq)</th>
<th>+ZTO (Ω/sq)</th>
<th>S\textsubscript{rms} (nm)</th>
<th>V (Volts)</th>
<th>EQE %</th>
<th>lm/W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|       |       |           |             |                 |          |       |      |
|       |       |           |             |                 |          |       |      |
|       |       |           |             |                 |          |       |      |
|       |       |           |             |                 |          |       |      |

|       |       |           |             |                 |          |       |      |
|       |       |           |             |                 |          |       |      |
|       |       |           |             |                 |          |       |      |
|       |       |           |             |                 |          |       |      |

|       |       |           |             |                 |          |       |      |
|       |       |           |             |                 |          |       |      |
|       |       |           |             |                 |          |       |      |
|       |       |           |             |                 |          |       |      |

Device: ITO/TAPC(350)/TCTA(50)/mCP:6\%Flrpic(150)/PO15(500)/LiF/Al

PLD deposition parameters for ZTO films: Energy = 300 mJ, rate = 5 Hz, O\textsubscript{2} partial pressure = 1.40 \times 10\textsuperscript{02} torr, T\textsubscript{s} = 300 °C.
OLEDs fabricated on anodes of indium tin oxide (ITO) and gallium doped zinc oxide (GZO). (47, 49) The measured work function of ITO was found to be 4.7 eV, whereas GZO was measured at 4.6 eV. While the 100 meV lower work function of the GZO should have impaired the hole injection efficiency into the NPD, the operating voltage of the GZO samples was slightly lower. With an operating voltage for a fixed current density of 10 mA/cm², the ITO samples were measured at 8.1 V compared to 6.9 V for the best GZO doping levels. These results indicate that the interfacial chemistry may be dominating the charge injection process.
5.6 Conclusion

In this study heterostructured electrodes were created by pairing TCO materials (ITO and GZO) engineered for transparency and conductivity in concert with a deep work-function functional oxide interfacial layer (ZTO) optimized for charge injection and stability with organic overlayers. The heterostructured electrode, TCOs with ZTO interfacial layer, has bulk opto-electronic property such as transparency, conductivity of the TCO and interfacial properties namely the work-function of functional oxide ZTO. Both ITO $\sim 4.8$ eV and GZO $\sim 4.6$ eV showed increase in $\phi$ up to $\sim 5.4$ eV with ZTO interfacial film on top. The respective blue OLEDs were fabricated with ITO or GZO (400 nm) /ZTO /TAPC (35nm) /TCTA (5 nm) /mCP:6%FIrpic (15 nm) /PO15 (50 nm) /LiF (1nm) /Al (100 nm) architecture with varying ZTO thickness. The modified TCOs with better energy alignment between oxide fermi level and HOMO of organics yielded blue OLEDs with power efficiency at high brightness superior to that achieved using commercial ITO. Similarly, ZTO/GZO combination, indium free electrode yielded comparable performance to ITO standard. Thus the interfacial modification is a viable technique to provide optimal anode performance, including conductivity, charge injection, stability and ultimately power conversion efficiency in organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs).
Chapter 6

Impact of Oxide Property on Devices
- BHJ OPV Devices

The knowledge of oxide structure, morphology, band positions, various bulk and surface physical properties discussed in earlier chapters will be discussed in this chapter as it pertains to application in OPV devices. Historically, development of transparent electrodes for PV devices was focused on maximizing the conductivity and transparency. However, other design criteria have taken precedence, since interface modification of these electrodes either chemically or by deposition of thin layer of oxides, polymers or molecules have shown to yield improved contacts for specific device architectures. This chapter presents study on mostly n-type semiconductors based on ZnO oxide for investigating the functional mechanisms within OPV devices and a possible pathway towards air-stable high efficiency devices. Various studies on ZnO based TCOs such as GZO, AZO, IZO, IZTO are functioning either as the stand alone electrode or as an electron transport layer in a polymer/fullerene based heterojunction will be discussed.
The organic BHJ architectures based on photo-active polymers combined in an intimate blend with fullerene based acceptors has demonstrate internal quantum efficiencies approaching unity. However, in these devices as the BHJ has no net macroscopic electric field the contacts must be judiciously chosen to enable charge collection. In the standard architecture holes are collected thought the transparent contact facilitated by a deep work function hole transport layer such as PEDOT:PSS, MoOx or NiOx, while electrons are collected through a low work function metal cathode such as Ca/Al, which is one of the primary sources of device degradation in ambient conditions. By swapping the polarity of these devices via selection of different anode and cathode components to create what is commonly referred to as an inverted device architecture, in which the flow of carrier is reversed by choosing a low work function oxide electron transport layer (ETL) such as (TiO2) or more commonly ZnO paired with a deeper work function metal anode such as Ag. This inversion results in a device which has been demonstrated as air stable for thousands of hours buy several research groups. However, despite the potential appeal of the inverted organic solar cell there remains aspect of the device performance which can be improved and who’s physical origins remain unclear.
6.1 Various Zinc-Based TCOs with and without Electron Selective Layer in Inverted Organic Photovoltaics

**Abstract**: A study of organic photovoltaics (OPVs) demonstrating the ability to use a ZnO electron transport layer (ETL) to improve the devices fabricated on a variety of zinc-based transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) electrodes: gallium-doped zinc oxide, aluminum-doped zinc oxide, and amorphous indium zinc oxide, is presented. All investigated TCOs exhibit ideal bulk optoelectronic properties for OPV applications. A large contrast in OPV device performance with and without the ZnO ETL are observed, demonstrating the critical role of interfacial layers to improve device performance. This also demonstrates that an appropriate choice of ETL permits efficient device performance independent of the underlying electrode properties, thus enabling the application of low-cost alternative electrodes for OPV applications.

6.1.1 Introduction

Organic photovoltaics (OPV) are an attractive technology that offers the potential for a low cost alternative to commercial PVs due in part to low temperature, high throughput, roll-to-roll manufacturing. (3, 193) Currently the most widely used transparent conductive oxide (TCO) electrode in OPV is tin-doped indium oxide (ITO), due to its high optical transparency, electrical conductivity and availability. (194) However, ITO has a number of drawbacks: high cost due to scarcity of indium, and performance constraints imposed in flexible and/or low
temperature processing desirable for OPV. To circumvent these problems a variety of alternative TCOs and metal grid transparent contacts have been demonstrated in OPV systems. (195, 196, 197) Despite the numerous demonstrations, a clear study of the critical role of the contact layer and its influence on device performance across different electrode material is absent.

In this work, we report on a comparison study of several TCO materials including gallium-doped ZnO (GZO), aluminum-doped ZnO (AZO), and amorphous indium zinc oxide (IZO) in OPV devices. TCOs based on the wide band gap semiconductor zinc oxide (ZnO) are attractive alternative materials that can possibly function as electrodes in OPVs with properties more suited with OPV technology. ZnO is abundant and inexpensive, and while it is relatively resistive trivalent n-type dopants can be incorporated into its wurtzite lattice to drastically improve the conductivity while still maintaining high transparency in the visible spectrum. (9)

We investigate the influence of the TCOs and the role of an ZnO electron transport layer (ETL) on the optoelectronic and device performance characteristics of inverted OPV cells. The TCO materials chosen possess attractive features besides high transparency and conductivity such as being earth abundant (< 5%) in GZO (119, 116) and AZO (22) or, in the case of IZO, low-temperature processing compatibility for flexible PV applications despite still containing a significant fraction of indium (87% In$_2$O$_3$ and 13% ZnO by weight). (198) It is found that, when paired with a suitable ZnO-based ETL, that the excellent optoelectronic properties of these TCOs lead to high performance OPV devices equivalent to
those with ITO electrodes. In the absence of the ETL, however, the differences in surface properties of the TCO materials results in dramatically different OPV performance.

### 6.1.2 Experimental

All TCOs in this study were magnetron sputtered on glass substrates (Corning Eagle 2000). Details of the instrumentation, set up and deposition procedure is discussed previously: GZO (119, 116), IZO (198), AZO (Arkama Inc) and ITO (Thin Film Device). For optical, electrical, structural characterization as well as OPV devices fabrication, the TCO films were patterned by photolithography, cleaned by sonication in acetone and isopropanol, followed by a 20-minute ultraviolet-ozone (UV-O₃) treatment prior to use. Optical transmission was measured with an Ocean Optics spectrometer, sheet resistance measurements with a four-point probe and Keithley 2000 multimeter, work function measurements in air on a KP Technologies Kelvin probe with gold and aluminum reference standards, and X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements with a Bruker Discovery 08 with a Hi-Star area detector.

For the organic active layer, bulk heterojunction (BHJ) of poly (3-hexylthiophene) :[6,6]-phenyl C60 butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT:PC60BM shown in Figure 6.1) films were deposited from 1:1 P3HT:PC60BM by weight dichlorobenzene solutions according to previous reports. (23, 199) The P3HT:PC60BM films were deposited either directly on the TCO films or on TCO films covered with a ZnO electron transport layer deposited from a diethyl
zinc solution according to a previous report. On top of the BHJ films, a hole transport layer (HTL) film of Plexcore OC XA-1871 was deposited in air followed by annealing at 110°C for 10 minutes in a N₂-filled glove box. The PV devices were completed by thermal deposition of 100 nm Ag electrodes with an area of 11 mm² via a shadow mask at a base pressure of ~ 3 \times 10^{-8} \text{Torr}. As a reference, a similar OPV device with commercially available patterned ITO on glass (Thin Film Devices) is used. Current-Voltage measurements of PV devices under a 100 mW/cm² illumination intensity (supplied by a tungsten halogen lamp and monitored with Hamamatsu Si photodiodes equipped with a KG5 filters) were carried out with a Keithley 236 source-measuring unit in an N₂ atmosphere. A 5.1 mm² aperture was used during testing to ensure consistent and accurate illuminated device areas.

6.1.3 Results and Discussion

The structural properties of ITO, IZO, GZO and AZO characterized by XRD are shown in Figure 6.2. Two-dimensional XRD plots show that IZO is largely
amorphous with distinct diffraction peak, rather a broad hump (Figure 6.2a), ITO and AZO are polycrystalline with sharp diffraction patterns (Figure 6.2c and 6.2d), while GZO is highly oriented with a very defined diffraction spot (Figure 6.2b). The detail analysis of XRD patterns and how it relates to crystallographic structure and orientation was discussed extensively in previous chapters. The role of the TCO structure and composition on OPV devices has not been widely investigated and the large differences observed between these TCOs can be useful in gaining a greater understanding of their importance on device performance, if any.

In this comparison study, the thicknesses of the TCO films were optimized to obtain films with similar optical transparencies since differences in light transmission are known to lead to changes in charge carrier generation in OPV devices and influence the open circuit voltage ($V_{OC}$), short circuit current ($J_{SC}$) and fill factor (FF). All TCO films exhibit > 80% optical transmission throughout nearly the entire visible and near IR regions comparable to ITO (Figure 6.3). The electrical transport properties of IZO, GZO, and AZO were also observed to be comparable to that of ITO. Some variation in sheet resistance is due to difference in electrical conductivity ($\sigma$) of the films which is intrinsic material property. The sheet resistance ($R_{sheet}$) of IZO, GZO, and AZO are listed in Table 6.1 and are observed to be slightly larger than that of ITO. These differences, in part, can be attributed to thickness differences between films and in practice can be altered to reduce their $R_{sheet}$ and obtained closer values to ITO, with corresponding changes in transmission characteristics.
Figure 6.2: XRD measurements of (a) IZO, (b) GZO, (c) AZO, and (d) ITO.

Table 6.1: Physical properties of TCO films with and without ZnO layer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No ZnO</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>with ZnO</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_{sheet}$ (Ω/sq)</td>
<td>$\phi$ (eV±0.1)</td>
<td>$\phi_{UV-O_2}$ (eV±0.1)</td>
<td>$S_{rms}$ (nm)</td>
<td>$S_{rms}$ (nm)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZO</td>
<td>26.3±1.9</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3.65±0.24</td>
<td>1.83±0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZO</td>
<td>15.2±1.6</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>3.48±0.17</td>
<td>1.79±0.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IZO</td>
<td>12.3±0.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.24±0.02</td>
<td>2.15±0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO</td>
<td>9.8±0.5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2.10±0.22</td>
<td>1.15±0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>&lt; 0.2</td>
<td>1.74±0.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The work function ($\phi$) of IZO, GZO, and AZO (Table 6.1) were also found to be comparable to ITO after UV-O$_3$ treatment ($\sim 4.9$ eV). However, prior to the UV-O$_3$ treatment the work function of IZO, GZO, and AZO ($\sim 4.2$ eV) were observed to be significantly lower than that of ITO (4.7 eV) and closer to the value of intrinsic ZnO films (4.2 eV). (9) A UV-O$_3$ treatment is believed to increase the work function of ITO (or other TCOs) by removing organic surface contaminants and increasing oxygen content of the surface. (201, 184)

A similar phenomenon may be occurring in these ZnO-based TCO films. Also in Table 6.1, surface roughness $S_{rms}$ of TCOs, and with ZnO on top is shown. These $S_{rms}$ values were obtained from AFM surface topography measurement, with example AZO and AZO with ZnO on top shown in Figure 6.4a and 6.4b respectively. From the figure and table, we find that effect of depositing ZnO on
top of TCOs result in decrease in $S_{rms}$ for ITO, AZO and GZO. However, there is increase in IZO $S_{rms}$ after ZnO modification. All the TCOs with ZnO on top had similar surface topography features like shown in Figure 6.4 b, suggesting that final surface roughness after ZnO ETL layer is independent of underneath substrate. This normalization of surface roughness could be a key reason why all the TCOs with ZnO on top had similar PV performance as discussed below. The hole transport layer oxides such as NiOx, MoOx are <10 nm thick so they tend to take the surface roughness of the underneath substrate, while PEDOT:PSS organic HTL are thicker ($\sim$ 40 nm) and yield flatter surfaces. (26, 18). Although not shown here, we do expect ZnO modification to result in similar chemical interaction and similar charge transfer to occur at organic/oxide interface.

Figure 6.4: Surface topography of (a) AZO and (b) AZO with ZnO layer.

To evaluate the performance of OPV devices on untreated IZO, AZO, and GZO electrodes, P3HT:PC60BM BHJ devices with an inverted architecture were fabricated. (202, 171) The J-V data from the TCO/P3HT:PC60BM/HTL/Ag devices are shown in Figure 6.5a. We observe large differences in J-V characteristics between devices that are believed to arise from the differences in the
TCO electronic, structural, and surface properties. All devices exhibit poor PV behavior with low fill factors (< 40%). Poor diode behavior is also observed in dark J-V measurements with poor rectification ratios of < 150 at ±1V (Figure 6.5 b). The poor PV behavior observed is contrary to the excellent PV behavior previously reported in IZO devices. (171) This discrepancy is possibly due to and an indication of a strong dependence of the device performance on the TCO properties in devices with a similar architecture.

Figure 6.5: J-V plots under light (a) and dark (b) of TCO/P3HT:PCBM/HTL/Ag and TCO/ZnO/P3HT:PCBM/Ag devices with ITO, IZO, GZO and AZO TCO bottom electrodes.

The low fill factors and poor PV behavior in bare TCO devices arise predominately from the presence of double diodes (s-kinks) that are indicative of recombination at this contact in the devices. (203, 107, 204) A possible cause for significant recombination in the devices under investigation is poor electron collection properties of the TCOs such as energetic barriers, poor charge selectivity, and/or generation of weak built-in electric fields. Undesirable vertical phase segregation in the BHJ layer can also lead to poor device performance in part due to charge accumu-
Table 6.2: Photovoltaic parameters of devices with various TCOs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( R_{\text{series}} ) (( \Omega ))</th>
<th>( V_{\text{oc}} ) (mV)</th>
<th>( J_{\text{sc}} ) (mA/cm(^2))</th>
<th>FF (%)</th>
<th>PCE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ITO</td>
<td>22.1±0.7</td>
<td>548±1</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>64.4±0.1</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IZO</td>
<td>24.5±1.2</td>
<td>549±1</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>64.7±0.3</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZO</td>
<td>18.6±3.0</td>
<td>541±5</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>61.6±2.8</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZO</td>
<td>48.0±1.5</td>
<td>545±2</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>62.8±0.5</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Standard deviations in \( J_{\text{sc}} \) < 0.2 mA/cm\(^2\) and PCE < 0.1%.

Determination and increase recombination. (44) Determining the exact origin for the J-V behavior observed is not within the scope of this work. However, as demonstrated in the following section, the disappearance of the double diode behavior when the TCO contact properties are decoupled from the BHJ layers point to the TCO/BHJ interface as a critical aspect in device performance.

OPV devices commonly utilized ETL and HTL layers between the electrodes and BHJ in an attempt to improve device performance. (102) Figure 6.5a and 6.5b also show the light and dark J-V plots of TCO/ZnO/P3HT:PC60BM/HTL/Ag devices in which a thin high resistivity (100 nm film has sheet resistance > 1×10\(^8\) \( \Omega \)/sq) ZnO film was deposited as an ETL between the TCO and BHJ. Solution processed ZnO is commonly used as an ETL in inverted OPV devices due to a combination of relatively low carrier concentration (\( \sim 10^{17} \) cm\(^{-3}\)) (68), high electron mobility, and favorable conduction and valence band positions (4.2 eV and 7.4 eV respectively). (9) This results in a contact with a work function well suited for electron collection and a deep valence band position for hole blocking. A dramatic improvement in PV behavior is observed by the insertion of a ZnO ETL in all devices measured (Figure 6.5) with minor differences in PV performance.
between devices (Table 6.2) and much improved rectification in the dark diodes ($\sim 1.1 \times 10^3$ at $\pm 1$ V). The nearly identical $J_{SC}$ of $\sim 10.2$ mA/cm$^2$ in all devices is consistent with the efforts to fabricate TCO films with similar optical transmissions as discussed above.

However, the differences in $R_{sheet}$ obtained are believed to result in slightly lower fill factors ($\sim 62\%$ versus $\sim 64\%$) and higher series resistance ($\sim 48 \Omega$ versus $\sim 22 \Omega$) particularly in AZO devices (Table 6.1) due to their higher $R_{sheet}$ values ($26.3\pm0.19 \Omega$/sq versus $9.8\pm0.5 \Omega$/sq). Overall, similar and high PCEs ($> 3.3\%$) are measured in IZO, GZO, and AZO devices comparable to similarly fabricated ITO devices (PCE $\sim 3.5\%$) and those previously reported by others. (170, 205, 206)

This is despite differences in optoelectronic, structural, and contact properties of the TCOs. The great improvement in these devices emphasizes the importance of an ETL or interfacial contact layer to assist in the decoupling of the TCO contact properties from the device performances. This therefore permits the optimization of the performance in OPV devices, where the TCO electrode has electronic and/or structural/surface properties that inhibit efficient electrical contact to the photoactive layer.

### 6.1.4 Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated that sputtered IZO, GZO, and AZO films can be fabricated with attractive optoelectronic properties and function as excellent TCO electrodes in OPV devices when employing a solution processed ZnO ETL.
This control of the interfacial electronics using the ZnO ETL demonstrates the ability to effectively decouple the interface and surface properties of the TCOs from the organic active layer. This approach and demonstration of the equivalent device performance between these alternative TCOs, with comparable optoelectronic properties to ITO, demonstrate that their ability to function effectively as alternative OPV electrodes is largely dictated by the ETL contact layer. This demonstration provides a template for the use of electrodes with attractive features such as low precious element content or improved mechanical properties.
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6.2 Modulation of Mobility and Carrier Concentration in ZnO Electrode for Efficient Charge Collection in OPV

**Abstract:** The role of ZnO as a selective interlayer for organic photovoltaic systems has long been recognized. Here we present a detailed study of the role of the physical properties of the thin ZnO layers on the performance of inverted architecture bulk heterojunction organic photovoltaics. Specifically, we have employed the flexibility of ZnO system to modulate the mobility $\mu$ and the carrier concentration $N$ to alter the performance of the device. This data provides an experimental foundation for the design rules needed for optimizing the ETL (and HTL) contact with the organic active layer materials. ZnO films were prepared via sputtering with varying oxygen partial pressure during film growth in order to obtain the films with $\mu$ ranging from $\sim 0.3$ to $\sim 30$ cm$^2$/Vs and $N$ ranging from $\sim 1 \times 10^{16}$ to $\sim 1 \times 10^{21}$ /cm$^3$. These layers are integrated with both p3HT:PCBM and (data not shown: PCDTBT:PCBM) absorbers. We present an analysis of the resulting devices as a function of the physical properties of the ZnO layers. We find that variations in performance are primarily controlled by electronic properties of the ZnO layer. Both mobility and $N$ are interlinked, and can vary with photo-doping. Thus, we found diode ideality factor ($n$) obtained via dark JV measurement and comparing with $\mu/N$ a good indicator for evaluating the performance of solar cells. From our analysis, we find maximizing the $\mu$ and minimizing $N$ required for ETL performance.
6.2.1 Introduction

Use of low work function metals such as Ca/Al in standard geometry do provide good electrode for electron collection, but bigger problem using low work-function metal electrode is with formation of non-conductive metal oxide due to oxidation resulting in rapid device failure. (13, 170, 173) Hence, using low work-function, air stable, conductive metal oxides such as ZnO as a electron collecting electrode has been on the rise.

Various reports on ZnO thin film deposited via techniques such as atomic layer deposition, sputtering and solution-processed ZnO has been shown to perform as electron transport layer (ETL) layer in literature. (202, 13, 170, 173) But variation in performance, along with a variety of other issues such as formation of double diode in the absence of UV-light, can cause problems in the resulting devices. (179, 207, 208, 202) Since, ZnO thin film deposited via different technique have vastly different bulk and surface physical properties, including the structure, morphology and related electronic properties. (209, 210, 39, 9)

Here we present a systematic study in which the key electronic properties (e.g. $\mu$ and N) of ZnO are systematically manipulated to determine to what extent these properties are responsible for the sigmoidal or double-diode phenomena and hence the performance of the devices are missing. Maximizing the conductivity via increase in both $\mu$ and N, while maintaining a good optical transparency is critical to maximize the TCO Figure of merit. The increase in bulk conductivity helps in charge transport in parallel to the thin film to minimize the series resistance.
In typical device architectures. In ZnO based TCO systems, higher mobility film can be obtained by improving the microstructure, and improved crystallographic texture, (116) where as addition of dopants such as Al, B, Ga or intrinsic defects such as oxygen vacancies generated in the deposition process increases the carrier concentration. Similar techniques for optimization of electrical conductivity in TCOs, can be applied to modulate the physical properties of the ETL layers. However the requirements for the ETL is distinct from the typical TCO function and therefore the TOC figures of merit (17), specifically the ETL layers need to have charge transport and tailored selectivity in direction perpendicular to the plane of thin film or at the oxide/organic interface.

In standard architecture devices, employing oxide semi-conductor MoOx, VoOx, NiOx as hole transport layers, due to poor conductivity or due to poor optical properties, selective contacts are made very thin. (19, 26, 211, 212) But in inverted devices, where oxide semi-conductor does electron collection, ZnO with $E_g > 3.2$ eV, has good optical properties, and electrical properties which are tunable as a function of deposition resulting in less variation thickness variation once above a threshold value have very small impact on device performance. i.e loss in $J_{sc}$ by employing thicker film, or impact in $R_s$ is minimum. Due to columnar growth, differences in microstructure and the influence of substrate, variation in thickness results in changes in both structural and electronic property of the thin film. (9) Previous studies on ZnO thin film grown with varying thickness via ALD, Cheun et al has shown that critical thickness of 10 nm is required to obtain a good working device. (202) The study also showed that ZnO films ranging from 10 nm to 100 nm resulted in similar device performances. As stated above, the problem of in-efficient
charge collection due to poor understanding of interface and/or bulk property of oxide electrode exists at several other oxide-organic interfaces as well. Transparent metal oxides such as titanium dioxide (TiO$_2$) (102), Indium Zinc Oxide (IZO) (171) and few others seem to suffer the similar fate with limited success. But, immense literature on ZnO (9), plus the stability of devices in air (170) allows us to systematically probe the problem with various scientific tools. (213) The use hall voltage measurement technique to accurately measure mobility and carrier concentration in ZnO allows us, in contrast to NiO and NiCoOx HTL systems where these measurements are obscured due to complex magnetic properties of the materials, to pin-pointing influence of basic physical property of this oxide system on charge transport in the resulting devices. Moreover while the interfacial physics and chemistry likely result in variations dependent on the details of the organic/oxide interface the larger charge transport issues explored here provide insight into device physics and requirements of other charge collecting electrode.

In this work, ZnO films with varying mobility and carrier concentration were prepared via sputtering with varying oxygen partial pressure during film growth in order to obtain the films with $\mu$ ranging from $\sim 0.3$ to $\sim 30$ cm$^2$/Vs and N ranging from $\sim 1 \times 10^{16}$ to $\sim 1 \times 10^{21}$ /cm$^3$. We examined the physical properties of the ZnO layers and correlate their performance in inverted OPV geometry ITO/ZnO/P3HT:PCBM/PEDOT:PSS/Ag devices. We find improvement in device performance can be achieved by maximizing the mobility and minimizing the number of carriers ($\sim 10^{18}$ to $\sim 10^{16}$ /cm$^3$) in ZnO electron transport layer, with preferable energy level alignment with the organic counterpart. The results from the sputtered films were then compared to various techniques such as atomic layer
deposition and commonly used solution-processed ZnO, providing addition insight on the impact of the films micro structure on the device performance.

6.2.2 Experimental

ZnO films of varying opto-electronic properties were prepared in one of three ways: Sputtering, Solution Spin Cast, Atomic Layer Deposition.

_Sputtering:_ ZnO was deposited via sputtering depositions with 2 inch diameter 99.99% ZnO ceramic target or 99.99% Zn metal target using DC magnetron sputtering (Advance energy DC pinnacle plus) with a conventional magnetron sputtering source (Angstrom Sciences, Inc.). Partial pressure of oxygen in the deposition chamber was varied with respect to Argon (> 99.999%) in order to yield ZnO films with varying physical properties.

_Solution Spin Cast:_ Diethyl zinc decomposition (DEZ): 1 part dilute diethyl zinc (15% in toluene) was added to 2 parts tetrahydrofuran (THF) and the solution was spin-coated onto the ITO substrates (4000 rpm, 60 seconds). Films were left to dry at room temperature in air for 15 minutes, then annealed at 120°C for 10 minutes. These were rinsed in DI water and ethanol and dried on a hot plate at 120°C for 5 minutes.

_Atomic Layer Deposition:_ See reference (22). _Thin Film Characterization:_ Described in previous chapters.
Device Fabrication: Prepatterned ITO covered glass substrates were cleaned by sonication in acetone and isopropyl alcohol for 5-10 minutes each and rinsed with a stream of nitrogen. Substrates were cleaned of organic material using an oxygen plasma device for 5 minutes at a power of 150 watts (Technics). ZnO interlayer was deposited via various techniques described before. A 1:1 by weight solution of P3HT (Rieke Metals Inc.) and PCBM (Nano-C) in anhydrous dichlorobenzene (1 mL for every 40 mg of material, Aldrich) was allowed to stir overnight at 80°C. The test and control substrates were placed in a nitrogen glove box (<5 ppm O₂, <5 ppm H₂O) and spin cast with the solution at a spin rate of 600 RPM.

Substrates were placed in a covered Petri dish while still wet and left to slow dry in the glove box for 90 minutes (reference). Oxygen plasma treatment of the active layer was performed at a power of 45 watts for 0.2 min. After plasma treatment, substrates were immediately spin cast with two layers of PEDOT:PSS (Clevios PVP Al 4083) at a rate of 4000 RPM in air and annealed at 120°C for 10 minutes. Samples underwent thermal evaporation through a shadow mask with 100 nm silver at a rate of 2 Å/s in an Angstrom Engineering metal evaporator at a pressure of 10⁻⁷ torr, yielding a device area of 0.11 cm².

Device measurement and characterization: Samples were characterized for J-V behavior using light emitted from a tungsten halogen lamp (ELH) with a system controlled with a LabVIEW interface. Efficiencies were calculated by the following equation:

\[ \eta = \frac{FF \times V_{OC} \times J_{SC}}{LI} \]

(6.2.1)
where FF is fill factor, VOC is open circuit voltage, JSC is short circuit current, and LI is light intensity. Two silicon photodiodes equipped with a KG5 filter (Hamamatsu) were used to determine a light intensity of 100 mW/cm² and a spectral mismatch factor of 1.0. A 420 nm cutoff filter was used for elimination of light emanating from the bulb in the UV range. Samples were light-soaked with UV light for 3 minutes and 15 minutes under the tungsten halogen lamp and for 30 seconds under an XT10 xenon solar simulator.

6.2.3 Results and Discussion

ZnO electrical properties changes due to photo-doping. Figure 6.6a shows the changes in series resistance of the ZnO thin film in the presence of UV light and in recovery. Figure 6.6b shows the changes in work-function ($\phi$) in with UV-light and off. Some of this work-function changes can be attributed to changes in fermi level as more carrier are present in film with changes in surface defects resulting in Burstein Moss shift. Figure 6.7c, showing changes in Dark JV with initial UV dosing and finally changes device performance is seen in Figure 6.7d. Several reports have shown that device performance changes/ improves with light soaking, which can be hard to pinpoint if various physical properties of ZnO film are changing simultaneously. (202) In order to understand if $\mu$ and N had any effect on diode performance, proper way would be to first understand the diode characteristics in dark, where one would expect both $\mu$ and N be constant.

The ZnO thin film deposited via different technique have vastly different properties, especially the structure, morphology and electronic properties. Analysis
of the physical properties of the ZnO layers with their respective OPV device performance can be crucial for understanding the design rules needed for designing the good ETL or any charge selective electrode in OPV device. Primarily, the energy level mostly the band gap and fermi level are dependent on material property and can vary vastly within the same thin film. Due to limitation of our hall measurement system, or poor electronic property of thin ZnO film, we could only measure $\mu$ and N of films above 10 nm. There were some variation in $\mu$ and N of the film with increasing thickness. The $\mu$ varied from 5 cm$^2$/Vs for 10 nm film to 20 cm$^2$/Vs for 50 nm ZnO film. Changes in thickness had less effect on N, with various films around N of $\sim 6 \times 10^{19}$ /cm$^3$.

It was necessary to establish in this device architecture, a good PV device which has good efficiency in light also has a low ideality factor or good diode characteristics in dark. This was the basis for rest of the study where $\mu$ and N can be varied to understand its impact on device performance. Figure 6.8a shows the thickness study on ZnO, with the known electrical properties. We found a good
working devices, also had good diode characteristics as measured in dark, and matches with the existing literature. (202) Especially devices with good FF and η had a lower diode ideality factor n’. The analysis also indicated that smaller number near Voc (Figure 6.8b). So due to measurement convenience, as well as to compare the devices with solution processed ZnO as ETL layer standard, we have fixed the thickness of our ZnO thin film around 40 nm, above the critical thickness.

Accordingly, we have systematically varied oxygen partial pressure during film growth, and obtained films with varying μ and N. The physical properties of the ZnO layers with their respective OPV device performance, mainly the ideality factor derived from dark JV was analyzed. From the Figure 6.11, we see variations in performance are primarily controlled by electronic properties of the ZnO layer. In Figure 6.11a, we do not see clear correlation between μ and n. Some systematic trend were absorbed for devices with changes in N, as seen in Figure 6.11b. We find
Figure 6.8: a) Dark JV for devices with ZnO ETL with varying thickness (b) n-prime analysis for same sets of devices. Low ideality near $V_{oc}$ yields good device performance.

diode ideality increases with increasing N, especially beyond $10^{19} / \text{cm}^3$ devices were marred with massive recombination and hence the high diode ideality.

Some representative Light JV curves for both Zn metal rich condition and O$_2$ rich conditions are shown in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.9 respectively. Thus, explained earlier that depending upon the deposition condition, films can be either zinc rich or oxygen rich, which has significant impact on optical and electrical properties. Zinc metal rich films have poor transparency but relatively high conductivity and the oxygen vacancy is more likely the dominant defect present. Due to poor transparency in this condition, loss in $J_{sc}$ is observed in as shown in Figure 6.9. While on the other end, oxygen rich ZnO films have good transparency but they have poor electrical properties due to compensation of carrier with both zinc vacancies or oxygen interstitials present in the materials. As seen in Figure 6.9, formation of a double diode, and poor performance is observed at this condition.
Figure 6.9: Light JV for devices with ZnO ETL via sputtering with metallic target, Zn rich condition

Figure 6.10: Light JV for devices with ZnO ETL via sputtering with metallic target, O₂ rich condition
Figure 6.11: Diode ideality at $V_{oc}$ as a function of (a) Mobility $\mu$ (with color code as N) (b) N (with color code as $\mu$)

Figure 6.12: Diode ideality at $V_{oc}$ as a function of $\mu/N$
In a thin film both $\mu$ and N are interlinked physical parameters, as it is very hard to modulate one without changing the other. A diode ideality factor (n) obtained via dark JV measurement and comparing with $\mu/N$ (see Figure 6.12) a good indicator for evaluating the performance of solar cells. From the Figure 6.12 we find the range of $\mu/N = \sim 1 \times 10^{-16}$ to $\sim 1 \times 10^{-19}$ result in good ETL performance. Mainly, we find maximizing the $\mu$ and minimizing N up to $\sim 1 \times 10^{17}$ /cm$^3$ required for ETL performance.

6.2.4 Conclusions

The role of optoelectronic and structural properties of undoped and degenerately doped ZnO thin on the performance of inverted architecture bulk heterojunction organic phovoltaics as an selective contact has been examined. The flexibility of ZnO system allowed us to modulate various opto-electronic property mainly mobility $\mu$ and the carrier concentration N to examine optimizing the ETL (and HTL) contact layers. Analysis of the physical properties of the ZnO layers with their respective OPV device performance is discussed. Variations in performance are primarily controlled by electronic properties of the ZnO layer.

Both mobility and N are interlinked, and can vary with photodoping. Thus, we found diode ideality factor (n) obtained via dark JV measurement and comparing with $\mu/N$ a good indicator for evaluating the performance of solar cells. Thus for good working device, along with appropriate energy level matching, ETL performance is further contingent upon maximizing the $\mu$ and minimizing the N.
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Chapter 7

Next Generation Tailored TCO:

Indium Zinc Tin Oxide

Use of amorphous ZTO interfacial transport layer for hole injection in OLED instigated a study so see if energy level matching using ZTO allows for efficient hole collection in standard architecture OPV devices. While the increase in work function of the ZTO compare to ITO should have facilitated the hole collection efficiency in OPV devices, the resulting JV curve showed almost no photocurrent. We wanted to understand why a-ZTO failed so badly. Was it due to amorphous nature of the material with very different electronic property or is it something to do with some interfacial chemistry that dominates the charge transport? We wanted a similar system that would have deeper workfunction and could potentially exist in both crystalline and amorphous phases. In addition it had to have better chemical stability compare to ITO and ZTO. The quaternary oxide system, Indium Zinc Tin Oxide (IZTO), served that purpose. This material system in crystalline phase is used by OLED community for similar motivation as ZTO we discussed in previous
chapter. In this chapter we look into if IZTO films with same composition can exist in either amorphous or crystalline phase with deep(high) work function and low sheet resistance or $\sigma > 1000$ S/cm so that we could potentially utilize them in device applications. This system also allows for fixed compositional comparison on a TCO system to investigate effect of charge transport (hole collection in this case) as a function of crystallinity. This work is complementary to the other work we have done to on low work-function IZO (not included here, manuscript in preparation) where we investigate electron collection as a function of crystallinity.

The following section is based on TCO research and development aspects. Some IZTO based OPV device relevant data are also discussed at the end.

### 7.1 Introduction

Crystalline and amorphous transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) based on indium, zinc and tin are of general interest in a range of optoelectronic systems such as transparent thin film transistors (55, 214, 215) light emitting diodes (47) photovoltaics (170) and other emerging technologies. Crystalline TCOs such as ITO, AZO, GZO, FTO can have better conductivity ($\sigma$) compare to amorphous TCOs. However, amorphous TCOs such as IZO, IGZO have more resilient mechanical properties, and low surface roughness making them attractive for incorporation into flexible electronics. (175, 163) Also amorphous oxides with lack of grain boundaries have demonstrated superior reduced water vapor transmission rates and high mobilities ($\mu$) compared to poly-crystalline TCOs, a critical factor
for some device application. (216, 159, 217) These possible applications in which a flexible form factor is desirable have already generated a considerable amount of effort on amorphous InZnO, ZnSnO and related material systems. (174, 177, 218)

Compared to the industry standard ITO based TCOs, IZTO materials have deeper work-function ranging from 5.0 eV to 6.1 eV. (219, 220, 221, 222) The deeper work function, is of particular interest in organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) for an efficient hole injection (223, 224) while other technologies, such as organic photovoltaics (OPVs) and other thin photovoltaic PV technologies, have similar although slightly different considerations that make deep work function electrode to provide matching energy alignment of interest. (225, 19, 15)

Recent research efforts on IZTO were driven by the OLED communities focus on doping crystalline ITO with small amount of ZnO to make a deep work-function crystalline IZTO (c-IZTO) films. (226) Reports on amorphous IZTO (a-IZTO) films have shown that on flexible substrate, such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET), good mechanical durability is exhibited as compared to ITO. (227, 228, 72, 229) A variety of techniques for IZTO deposition have been reported in the literature with indium content as low as 40% to as high as 90%. Some of the techniques actively being researched include magnetron RF and DC sputtering (219, 230, 231) and various solution processing routes. (232, 233)

TCOs based on the IZTO ternary compound with the ability to remain conductive in either the crystalline or amorphous phase from a fixed composition oxide target via magnetron sputtering is significant for many potential applications.
Recently, using a fixed composition target of In$_{0.5}$Zn$_{0.25}$Sn$_{0.25}$O$_x$, which is known to exist in single phase in subsolidous phase space, (234, 235, 236) Cleva W Ow-Yang et al reported amorphous IZTO films deposited via a DC sputtering process with $\sigma$ as high as 1250 S/cm. (231) However the ability to tune or control the properties was not investigated.

In this paper, we demonstrate the structural tunability of the sputtered films from this target composition can range from poly-crystalline to amorphous IZTO films by control of the RF sputter deposition parameters. The substrate temperature ($T_s$) in conjunction with both process gas pressure ($P_s$) and RF power density ($\rho_{rf}$) are critical in controlling crystallinity, conductivity ($\sigma$) and work function ($\phi$). The films deposited at higher temperature of 250 °C have more efficient carrier generation resulting in high conductivity films, but amorphous films (mixed phase) deposited at high temperature suffered some degree of phase segregation. Higher temperature deposited films show increase in optical gap due to a Burstein-Moss shift resulting from the increase in carrier concentration. Highest $\sigma$ to date for this composition poly-crystalline and amorphous films were 2260 ± 30 S/cm and 1470 ± 20 S/cm respectively. The c-IZTO films have lower $\mu \sim 30$ cm$^2$/Vs and higher number of carriers, where as a-IZTO films have larger $\mu \sim 38$ cm$^2$/Vs with low number of carriers. Films have work-function ranging from 5.2 ±0.1 eV to 5.6 ±0.1 eV as measured by kelvin probe. For c-IZTO, increase in electron carrier concentration resulted in decrease in work-function, whereas as a-IZTO follows the opposite trend. Further examination of surface using c-AFM showed poor electrical transport for a-IZTO.
7.2 Materials and Methods

Films were deposited on 50.8 mm × 50.8 mm Corning Eagle 2000 glass substrate using RF magnetron sputtering source at 13.56 MHz (Dressler Cesar RF power generator Angstrom Sciences, Inc) with pure argon (99.999%) as the sputtering process gas. The sputter source was 50.8 mm diameter Zn:In:Sn ceramic oxide target (99.99% pure, Cerac Inc) with a atomic ratio of 1:2:1. The substrate to the target distance, which has been shown to influence the electrical properties of TCO was maintained at 64 mm for all depositions. The experimental details of substrate preparation, mounting procedures and temperature measurements during deposition were described previously. (48, 116) The deposition chamber had base pressure of <1.3×10⁻⁴ Pa and for all depositions, the substrate was baked at 250°C for 0.5 hours prior to deposition, and equilibrated to desired deposition temperature. For each deposition the plasma was allowed 10 minutes of a burn-in period to equilibrate. All the films were grown for 25 minutes resulting in films with thickness range of 400 ± 150 nm. The films grown at elevated temperatures were cooled down to <100°C in the evacuated deposition chamber before removal in order to minimize oxidation and thermal stress due to rapid cooling of the films.

Structural analysis employed X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns using a Bruker Discovery 08 with a large area detector, and on a Rigaku Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer both using Cu-Kα radiation with λ = 1.54 Å. An Asylum Research Molecular Force Probe (MFP-3D) Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was used to determine surface morphology in tapping mode with tip radius <12 nm, k = 40 N/m, ω = 300 kHz (Budget Sensors Inc Tap300DLC tip).
electron microscopy (TEM) cross-section samples were prepared using a FEI Nova 200 focused ion beam workstation. The thinned TEM cross-section samples were examined at 300 kV in a FEI Tecnai 30 high resolution TEM fitted with a super-twin objective lens capable of a TEM point resolution of 0.20 nm.

The conductivity for the films was calculated using the approach of measuring the thickness (a Sloan Technologies Dektak profilometer and a J. A. Woollam M-2000 spectroscopic ellipsometer) and then the sheet resistance with a four-point probe. A Hall measurement system (Accent HL5500PC) was used to obtain carrier concentration, mobility and also to confirm the conductivity values obtained with the four-point probe measurements. Hall data was taken using a van der Pauw configuration at room temperature in a magnetic field of 0.3 T. Work-function ($\phi$) of oxygen plasma cleaned sample was measured using a kelvin probe system (KP technology) using a gold (Au) probe. Work-function measured in mV was converted into eV using reference measurement done on gold (Au) and aluminum (Al) with Au($\phi$) = 4.8 eV and Al($\phi$) = 4.1 eV respectively.

Optical properties of the films were obtained using two coupled Ocean Optics spectrometers to measure transmittance and reflectance over the range of 330-1000 nm. All optical transmission (T) data shown were normalized to the glass substrate and the reflectance (R).
7.3 Results and Discussion

Through experimental design, i.e., deposition conditions in RF sputtering system, we are able to control the structure of the resultant thin films to be either a-IZTO or c-IZTO. Specifically we have found that the three controlled variables, $P$, $\rho_s$, $T_s$, all influence the kinetics of film growth in different ways. Discussion of each individual variable as it relates to structural variation in IZTO films is as follows.

The substrate temperature ($T_s$) has a prominent effect on the crystallinity of the resultant IZTO films. The XRD patterns of films grown at various $\rho_{rf}$, $P$ and $T_s = 250^\circ C$, $150^\circ C$ and $25^\circ C$ are shown in Figure 7.1a, Figure 7.1b, and Figure 7.1c respectively. These XRD patterns are obtained from 2D detector image file, by integrating over the $\chi$ direction, and normalized to both the thickness of the films and time. The films grown at $T_s$ of $150^\circ C$ and $250^\circ C$ have sharp XRD peaks, indicative of the presence of a crystalline phase. Moreover, films grown at different $P$ and $\rho_{rf}$ show variation in normalized counts, indicating difference in degree of crystallinity. Whereas all films grown at $T_s = 25^\circ C$, Figure 7.1c, for all $P$ and $\rho_{rf}$ are largely amorphous as indicated by broad hump in XRD spectra.

Upon closer inspection of the XRD peaks seen for crystalline films in Figure 7.1a and Figure 7.1b the peaks with with $2\theta$ values of 30.5, 35, 51 are attributed to the (222), (400) and (440) planes of the bixbyite $\text{In}_2\text{O}_3$ structure, as identified by the International Center for Diffraction Data PDF# 06-0416 shown in Figure 7.1d. Since the XRD peaks in c-IZTO films match only with $\text{In}_2\text{O}_3$, but not with
Figure 7.1: (XRD of films grown at $\rho_{rf} = 3$ W/cm$^2$ with varying deposition pressure (4.0 Pa, 2.0 Pa, 0.6 Pa) with $T_s$ at a) 250 °C b) 150 °C c) 25 °C (d)/(e)/(f) showing PDF for In$_2$O$_3$ / ZnO/SnO$_2$. 
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any ZnO or SnO$_2$ PDF lines (Figure 7.1e and Figure 7.1f), this indicates the crystalline portion of the films have the In$_2$O$_3$ bixbyite lattice. Thus the growth temperature is critical in modulating the structure, since the films grown at higher $T_s$ show presence of a crystalline, a mixed or an amorphous phase, whereas room temperature deposition only yielded the amorphous phase.

In contrast to $T_s$ the effect of deposition pressure (P) has a more subtle impact on modulating crystallinity in the IZTO films. XRD peaks of films grown at $T_s = 250^\circ$C, $\rho_{rf} = 3$ W/cm$^2$ as a function of P as seen in Figure 7.1a. The varying normalized intensity indicates changes in degree of poly-crystallinity in both XRD and AFM data. The XRD data in Figure 7.1a shows a gradual increase from 0.35, 0.58 to 0.60 in full width half maximum, FWHM, which is related to the crystallite sizes in the 222 peak values for samples grown at 4.0 Pa, 2.0 Pa and 0.6 Pa respectively. Plus, the gradual decrease in normalized peak intensity for the films grown at lower pressure suggests shorter correlation lengths and lower crystal fraction.

These XRD results probing the bulk structural properties are consistent with surface morphology investigated by the AFM, Figure 7.2. The height and phase images shown in Figure 7.2a and 7.2b respectively are for the sample grown at P = 4.0 Pa, $T_s = 250^\circ$C and $\rho_{rf} = 3$ W/cm$^2$. The phase image highlighting the grain boundaries indicates the film has small grains as seen from the surface. Similarly, Figure 7.2c and Figure 7.2d show film grown at P = 2.0 Pa, $T_s = 250^\circ$C and $\rho_{rf} = 3$ W/cm$^2$ and this film shows much clear grain boundary in phase image and bigger crystallites as seen from the surface. The film grown at P = 0.6 Pa, $T_s = 250^\circ$C and
Figure 7.2: AFM height image (left) and phase image (right) for samples grown at
$P = 4.0 \text{ Pa (a,b) 2.0 Pa (c,d) 0.6 Pa (e,f)}$ at $T_s = 250^\circ \text{C}$ and $\rho_{rf} = 3 \text{ W/cm}^2$ constant.
$\rho_{rf} = 3 \text{ W/cm}^2$ is shown in Figure 7.2e and Figure 7.2f. These films show reduced peak intensity in XRD, and no grain boundaries as measured in AFM. Overall the IZTO films root mean square surface roughnesses ranges from 1.5 nm- 2 nm for crystalline films to as low as 0.2 nm for amorphous films.

Similar observations are seen for other films grown at $150^\circ \text{C}$ with the films grown 4.0 Pa showing signs of grain formation, whereas no grains are seen for 0.6 Pa. Since all films grown at $T_s = 25^\circ \text{C}$ are amorphous, no such observation about change in grain sizes are seen. The films grown at varying $\rho_{rf}$ result in modulating IZTO film crystallinity as well. At high $T_s$ of $250^\circ \text{C}$, a decrease in $\rho_{rf}$ from 3.0 W/cm$^2$ to 2.5 W/cm$^2$ to 2.0 W/cm$^2$ results in films with smaller crystal fractions, or largely amorphous depending upon other deposition conditions, Figure 7.2. For films grown at $P = 0.6 \text{ Pa, } T = 250^\circ \text{C}$, a small crystalline fraction as indicated by XRD is obtained at $\rho_{rf} = 3.0 \text{ W/cm}^2$, but at lower $\rho_{rf}$ no XRD peak is observed indicating a largely amorphous phase. Similarly, at $P = 4.0 \text{ Pa, } T_s = 250^\circ \text{C}$, decreasing $\rho_{rf}$ from 3 W/cm$^2$ to 2 W/cm$^2$ result in In$_2$O$_3$ peaks in the XRD becoming less pronounced at lower $\rho_{rf}$ as seen in Figure 7.2.

AFM surface topographies on these films indicate the films grown at lower power density have smaller RMS roughness. The films grown at $T_s = 250^\circ \text{C}$, $P = 4.0 \text{ Pa}$ and at various $\rho_{rf}$ of 2.0 W/cm$^2$, 2.5 W/cm$^2$ and 3.0 W/cm$^2$ have RMS surface roughness 0.6 nm, 0.7 nm and 1.0 nm respectively. Thus, changes in $\rho_{rf}$ while keeping the other two variables, $T_s$ and $P$ constant, results in a change in grain sizes and/or surface roughness in c-IZTO films. However, the variation of $\rho_{rf}$ alone has only a modest effect on modulating the crystallinity as compared to $T_s$. 
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The energy available to the ions appears, unsurprisingly as the key factor at modulating structure. High temperature \( > 150^\circ\text{C} \), high \( \rho_{rf} > 2.5 \text{ W/cm}^2 \) and \( P > 10\text{ mT} \) result in c-IZTO films. Whereas lower deposition temperature along with low \( \rho_{rf} \) is necessary to obtain a-IZTO films. It is, however, possible to obtain a-IZTO at higher temperature of 150°C and 250°C at \( \rho_{rf} < 2.5 \text{ W/cm}^2 \) or low \( P = 0.6 \text{ Pa} \).

The cross-sectional TEM image and AFM image respectively are shown in Figure 7.3a and Figure 7.3b respectively for a-IZTO grown at \( T_s = 250^\circ\text{C}, \rho_{rf} = 2.5 \text{ W/cm}^2 \) and \( P = 0.6 \text{ Pa} \). These a-IZTO films grown at high temperature suffer some degree of phase separation. The c-TEM image in Figure 7.3a shows triangular phase separated columns originating from base of the film and increasing...
in width. This notion of phase-separated domains is further corroborated by the AFM image of these films, showing circular rings indicating phase separated crystalline domains with indication of grain boundaries in a largely amorphous film. Loose estimations of these phase-separated domain makes them about 5-10% of total film volume.

The cross-sectional TEM images with different magnification for a-IZTO grown at \( T_s = 32^\circ\text{C} \) are shown in Figure 7.3c and Figure 7.3d with a corresponding diffraction ring pattern shown in Figure 7.3e. All films grown at room temperature show no such phase-separated domains in both TEM and AFM.

Structural variations especially amorphous to crystalline transition in IZTO films controlled by variable deposition parameters have direct impact on electrical properties of the films. The conductivity (\( \sigma \)), carrier concentration (\( N \)) and mobility (\( \mu \)) respectively are shown in Figure 7.4a, 7.4b and 7.4c for IZTO films grown at \( \rho_{rf} = 2 \text{ W/cm}^2, 2.5 \text{ W/cm}^2 \) and 3 W/cm\(^2\) (color intensity) at varying \( P = 0.6 \text{ Pa and 4.0 Pa} \) (symbols) plotted as a function of varying \( T_s = 250^\circ\text{C}, 150^\circ\text{C} \) and \( 25^\circ\text{C} \). IZTO films grown at \( 25^\circ\text{C} \) and \( 150^\circ\text{C} \), irrespective of other variables had \( \sigma \) of 100 S/cm to 900 S/cm. Whereas films grown at higher temperature of \( 250^\circ\text{C} \) have conductivities >1000 S/cm. The films grown at \( 250^\circ\text{C} \) have twice as many carriers compared to those grown at \( 150^\circ\text{C} \) and \( 25^\circ\text{C} \).

The trend highlights an increase in carrier concentration via efficient carrier generation primarily responsible for the increase in \( \sigma \). These results suggest that thermal energy is critical for efficient carrier generation and highly conductive
Figure 7.4: (a) $\sigma$, (b) $N$, (c) $\mu$ as a function of $T_s$, for films grown at various $\rho_{rf}$ and $P$ of 4.0 Pa and 0.6 Pa. Films grown at high $T_s = 250^\circ C$ have high $\sigma$ due to increased number of carriers.
IZTO films. Unfortunately, there does not appear to be a clear trend in mobility as a function of deposition temperature, Figure 7.4c, however, it is apparent that films which are largely amorphous and deposited at low temperature/pressure, have higher mobility compare to mixed phase or poly-crystalline ones. Since crystalline TCOs are limited by grain boundary scattering, we expect similar mechanisms in the polycrystalline c-IZTO films to be responsible for the lower $\mu$ compared to a-IZTO films.

The films with the best electrical properties are produced from deposition conditions of $\rho_{rf} = 2.0$ W/cm$^2$, $P = 0.6$ Pa and $T_s = 250^\circ$C resulting in $\sigma = 1920$ S/cm, $N = 3.6 \times 10^{20}$ /cm$^3$ and $\mu = 33$ cm$^2$/Vs, as shown in Figure 7.4. The highest conductivity for an a-IZTO film in our study is deposited at $\rho_{rf} = 2.5$ W/cm$^2$, $P = 0.6$ Pa and $T_s = 250^\circ$C with a $\sigma = 1720$ S/cm, $N = 3 \times 10^{20}$ /cm$^3$, $\mu = 35.8$ cm$^2$/Vs. The maximum $\mu$ of 38 cm$^2$/Vs is observed in an a-IZTO sample grown at 0.6 Pa, 3 W/cm$^2$, 150$^\circ$C values well matched with the literature values for DC sputtered a-IZTO films. (231)

The electrical properties of films grown with varying deposition pressure and $T_s = 250^\circ$C and $\rho_{rf} = 3$ W/cm$^2$ as illustrated in Figure 7.2 are shown in Figure 7.5. The film grown at 2.0 Pa has $\sigma = 2200 \pm 100$ S/cm, the highest conductivity for c-IZTO film in our study. This film has $N = 4.9 \times 10^{20}$ /cm$^3$, $\mu = 30$ cm$^2$/Vs. Both $\mu$ and $N$ decrease when pressure increases from $P = 2.0$ Pa to $P = 4.0$ Pa, hence the reduced $\sigma$. Films grown below 1.0 Pa suffer losses in $N$, but increase in $\mu$, resulting in overall decrease in $\sigma$. This trend in electrical property correlates nicely with underlying structural property. The films grown at $T_s = 250^\circ$C, $\rho_{rf} = 
3 W/cm² and P > 1.0 Pa, have varying normalized intensity, as well as FWHM in XRD spectrum, indicating changes in crystalline nature and grain sizes. The films with biggest grain sizes yielded highest mobility, as one would expect from grain boundary scattering in polycrystalline films. Similarly, the films grown at lower deposition pressure < 1.0 Pa are largely amorphous, show no presence of crystalline phase hence better mobility. The film at 0.6 Pa has the highest $\mu$ of 35 cm²/Vs in this Figure 7.5c. This increase in mobility with drop of carriers, for the films grown at $T_s = 250 ^\circ$C and P < 1.0 Pa is related to structural changes as films transition from high poly-crystallinity into films with less measurable crystal component to mostly amorphous structure as previously described (Figure 7.1 and 7.2).
Figure 7.6: Transmittance (T) and Reflectance (R) for high conductivity c-IZTO and a-IZTO, and one at room temperature. Higher temperature deposition yields better transmittance, with 250 °C film showing $T > 80\%$ in visible spectrum. Inset shows Tauc plot of $(\alpha h\nu)^2$ vs $h\nu$ indicating increased optical gap as well for high temperature deposition film.
The transmittance (T) normalized to the glass substrate and the reflectance (R) relative to a standard Al mirror for high conductivity crystalline and amorphous films and room temperature deposition film are shown in Figure 7.6. Overall the trend is that IZTO the films grown at higher temperature of 250 °C, show T > 80% in visible spectrum. Whereas films grown at lower temperature have T < 80%. The average reflectance of the samples are around 15%. All films with thickness < 200 nm, have better transmittance ~ 90%, consistent with the literature. (231)

The absorption spectrum for each sample calculated from the transmittance and reflectance data using

\[ T = (1 - R)e^{-\alpha \times d} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.3.1)

where \( \alpha \) represents the absorption and \( d \) the thickness. All the films grown at higher temperature of 250 °C had lower \( \alpha \) in 2.5 eV to 3.1 eV range compare to films deposited at 25 °C and 150 °C. The inset in Figure 7.6 shows Tauc plot of \((\alpha h\nu)^2\) vs \( h\nu \) for IZTO films. The linear portion of the resulting plot for \( \alpha > 1 \times 10^4 \) /cm was extrapolated to find the effective optical gap \((E_{opt})\). There is an increase \( \sim 0.2 \) eV in optical gap for both amorphous and poly-crystalline films deposited at higher temperature. This trend of a slight increase of \( \sim 0.2 \) eV, in \( E_{opt} \) with increasing deposition temperature is confirmed by spectroscopic ellipsometry measurement. This shift of \( E_{opt} \) is due in part due to the Burstein-Moss shift \((\Delta E)\), associated with the increase in number of carriers given by the equation

\[ \Delta E_{BM} = \frac{(h)^2}{2m^*}(3\pi^2N)^{\frac{2}{3}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.3.2)
Figure 7.7: a, b shows $\phi$ and $\mu$ as a function of $\sigma$ for films grown at $T_s = 250^\circ C$, $150^\circ C$ and $25^\circ C$ respectively.

where $\hbar$ is the reduced Planks constant $\frac{\hbar}{2\pi}$ and $m^*$ is the effective electron mass.

Using equation 7.3.2, taking $m^*$ as 0.3 and the increase in $N = 4.0 \times 10^{20} /\text{cm}^3$ from Figure 7.4b, $\Delta E_{BM}$ is estimated to be around 0.15 eV, consistent with the observed shift in $E_{opt}$. We note that changes in structural property may also impact changes in absorbed optical gap and impact the accuracy of these estimates.

For opto-electronic applications, another important physical property of a film is work-function ($\phi$). Modulation of $\phi$ allows improved energy alignment
necessary for either charge extraction or injection in a range of optoelectronic systems. Mobility ($\mu$) and work-function ($\phi$) measured using kelvin probe as a function of $\sigma$ are shown in Figure 7.7a and 7.7b respectively. Color code is the combination of normalized XRD peak intensity and AFM surface roughness in order to provide better clarity between amorphous to poly-crystalline transition. The data shown in Figure 7.7a reinforces the conclusion that films deposition at lower pressure results in amorphous phase, and result in low to high mobility compare to crystalline c-IZTO films that have $\mu$ relatively constant between 20 cm$^2$/Vs to 30 cm$^2$/Vs with $\sigma$ proportional to N. Thus, increases in conductivity in c-IZTO are mainly due to an increase in carrier generation. While in a-IZTO carrier density remains relatively constant between $0.5 \times 10^{20}$/cm$^3$ to $2 \times 10^{20}$/cm$^3$ with $\mu$ proportional to $\sigma$, indicating the increase in conductivity in a-IZTO is mainly due to the modest increase in mobility.

The mixed phase IZTO materials have $\sigma$ again proportional to N, with little change in $\mu$ like c-IZTO, but $\phi$ increases with $\sigma$ like the a-IZTO films. Both amorphous and crystalline IZTO films have some tunability in $\phi$ as seen in Figure 7.7b with $\phi$ ranging from 5.2 eV to 5.6 eV. This is consistent with the values reported in literature for other that for IZTO a trend of lower $\phi$ with increasing $\sigma$ for c-IZTO is observed. This matches with our conclusion that increase in $\sigma$ in c-IZTO is mostly due to increase in number of carriers, and which results in increase in fermi level, hence lower work function. (225) For a-IZTO increasing $\sigma$ results in increase in $\phi$. This difference may be due to the difference in conduction mechanism and/or band structure differences in both types of films. (181)
Figure 7.8: Height topography with corresponding C-AFM data of reference ITO sample (a,b), c-IZTO (c,d) and a-IZTO (e,f). Both c-IZTO and a-IZTO had similar work-function ($\phi$), but very different heterogeneity in the surface. Panel (g, h) show JV data indicating the difference between white and dark pixel in the C-AFM data.
To understand this variation in $\phi$, we further investigated these films using other surface sensitive conductive AFM. Surface conductivity both parallel and perpendicular to the surface of TCOs are critical in various opto-electronic devices applications. For example, a uniformly conductive and smooth contact is desired in OLED applications to ensure very thin layer of polymer (<100 nm) is conformal to prevent shorts. (237) Similarly, in OPV devices TCOs are typically modified by a carrier transport layer in order to make the surface electronically active and/or selective before the organic layers are deposited. (100)

The height topography images with corresponding C-AFM data of a reference ITO sample, both c-IZTO and a-IZTO with similar work-function and similar bulk $\sigma$ is shown in Figure 7.8. Panel a and b are reference measurement done on colorado concept ITO. In the C-AFM setup, a Pt/Ir tip acts as a metal probe with IZTO film as a doped semi conductor to ground. If we consider the difference in $\phi$ between metal tip and semi-conductor IZTO as barrier height, and IZTO passivated surface defect states forming an thin insulating layer, as barrier thickness (tunneling distance), we can view this setup as metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) junction. In this case, we expect difference in current flowing through the junction to be controlled mainly due to difference in thickness of insulating layer, as both IZTO films have similar $\phi$ resulting in similar barrier height.

A small bias of 100mV was applied between sample and tip. The white and dark areas represent the ohmic contact and the diode contact as seen in Figure 7.8g and Figure 7.8h respectively. In the ohmic region, small bias voltage of $\geq$20 mV resulted in maximum current detection limit of 20 nA. The c-IZTO has larger
areas, in an excess of 90\%, that formed ohmic contact with the tip as can be seen in Figure 7.8d similar to ITO data in Figure 7.8 b. In contrast a-IZTO formed mostly diode contact as seen in Figure 7.8f. Regions displaying diode behavior yield very low current, usually in pA regime even at high bias of ± 1.5 V. Also, in Figure 7.8e and 7.8f, we see some circular domains in height topography due to phase separated crystalline domains as seen in cross sectional TEM (not shown) that had better c-AFM response than the surrounding flat areas.

These results suggest that an amorphous IZTO film surface is more susceptible to passivation/defect states resulting in a more insulating surface layer compared to the crystalline IZTO film surface. We expect some differences in magnitude of current due to differences in tip contact area, given that the amorphous samples are flat with surface roughness < 0.2 nm whereas crystalline sample have surface roughness of 1- 2 nm. However, the substantial difference in current-voltage characteristics, especially the large difference in turn on voltage in current-voltage curve seems to indicate that a-IZTO, like some other amorphous TCOs (e.g. a-IZO) we have investigated where it was observed that surface defects hinder charge transport.41 This electronic passivation of the surface could be due to presence of excessive oxygen and/or water, as IZTO films grown in excessive oxygen environment tend to be insulating in nature. (174, 231) Additional investigations of the nature of these surface defects, as well as a surface treatment method to enable charge transport at these surfaces is ongoing.
Figure 7.9: IZTO/P3HT:PCBM/Ca/Al devices on films shown in Figure 7.2

Figure 7.10: IZTO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PCBM/Ag devices on films shown in Figure 7.2
7.4 OPV Device Study on Indium Zinc Tin Oxide Thin Film

To evaluate the performance of OPV devices on untreated IZTO electrodes, P3HT:PC60BM BHJ devices with an standard architecture were fabricated. The J-V data from the TCO/P3HT:PC60BM/Ca/Al devices are shown in Figure 7.9. We observe large differences in J-V characteristics between devices that are believed to arise from the differences in the TCO electronic, structural, and surface properties. All devices exhibit poor PV behavior with low fill factors (\(< 40\%\)). However as demonstrated in the Figure 7.10, the disappearance of the double diode behavior when the TCO contacts is modified by PEDOT:PSS hole transport layer organic ink suggests that surface passivation (amorphous phase) not a problem with proper device engineering.

7.5 Conclusions

Amorphous and crystalline thin films of Indium-Zinc-Tin-Oxide (a-IZTO/c-IZTO) are deposited using radio frequency magnetron sputtering using a fixed composition \(\text{In}_{0.5}\text{Zn}_{0.25}\text{Sn}_{0.25}\text{O}_x\) target. The substrate temperature \(T_s\) in conjunction with both process gas pressure \((P_s)\) and RF power density \(\rho_{r.f.}\) applied to target are critical for controlling crystallinity, conductivity \((\sigma)\) and work function \((\phi)\) of thin film. As a result of these physical properties we demonstrated that a fixed composition target resulted in single composition Indium-Zinc-Tin- Oxide (IZTO) produced films relevant to traditional TCO applications but with varying
structural properties. These benefits of varying morphology coupled to tunability of the work-function are of interest for both scientific studies and the technological application.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

The main contributions of this work in the development of transparent oxide semiconductors from Earth-abundant materials for cost-effective thin film device applications, such as solar cells, light emitting diodes and various other opto-electronic applications are summarized here. In this thesis various milestones were achieved pertaining to optimizing and investigating the bulk, the surface and/or interface physical properties of oxides and understand those changes in physical properties on the device performance.

The optimization of an transparent electrode, especially the bulk opto-electronic property is typically based on improving two properties: optical transparency and electrical conductivity. In this dissertation, I have presented studies on material systems In$_2$O$_3$, SnO$_2$ and ZnO combinations and/or doping of these materials with elements such as Al, Ga, In in the pursuit of obtaining electrodes with optimized bulk physical properties. The improvement in bulk properties of TCOs are complicated because various physical properties are inter-dependent. For example,
various oxide materials we have investigated have the index of refraction around 1.9 around $\lambda = 500$ nm. Therefore, our ability to optimize and manipulate the transparency in these oxide systems is fairly limited. Some of the work done here involved maximizing the conductivity ($\sigma = N \times e \times \mu$) of TCOs such that higher transparency can be obtained via employing thinner films. In this dissertation, both approaches to optimize conductivity: increase in carrier concentration ($N$) or increase in mobility ($\mu$), were demonstrated on two different class of next generation TCO material systems.

A significant milestone from this thesis is the development of poly-crystalline gallium doped zinc oxide GZO (95% ZnO) from Earth abundant material, with physical properties as good as commercially available ITO (90% $\text{In}_2\text{O}_3$), which is the industry standard in transparent electrode application. The work related to this bulk physical property optimization of poly-crystalline TCO discussed in Chapter 3, shows the use of RF superimposed DC sputtering technique in the development of GZO with $\sigma > 4000$ S/cm, $T > 90\%$ using large scale sputtering. Although small scale deposition of GZO via pulse laser deposition had been previously shown to have significantly better electronic and optical properties, the contribution of this thesis is in the improvement in mobility via the improvement on the crystallographic structure, the micro-structure, and the improvement in doping efficiency in GZO using a process more directly relevant to electrodes for large area applications.

For next generation solar cells application, not only the transparency and the electrical conductivity need to be optimum, but also various other bulk properties such as robust mechanical properties and compatibility with plastic substrates
come under consideration. Also, presented in this thesis are the various studies on amorphous TCOs with robust mechanical properties that can be deposited on a flexible substrate at room temperature. In Chapter 5 and Chapter 7, both Zinc Tin Oxide and Indium Zinc Tin Oxide systems were shown to have improved carrier generations via optimizing deposition parameters, showing improvement of bulk electrical conductivity in relatively unknown amorphous TCO systems.

Implementation of oxide electrodes on opto-electronics devices such as organic light emitting diodes (OLED) and organic photovoltaic (OPV) involve using them in a layer by layer approach with surface of oxide electrodes in contact with other organic and/or inorganic semiconductors. Various studies presented in this thesis demonstrates the problem of inefficient charge collection/injection in opto-electronic devices due to poor understanding of interface properties of oxide electrodes. The detail study on the surface of GZO and IZO presented in Chapter 4, showed that surface of TCOs had different chemistry compare to the bulk due to absorbates and contaminates, yielding poor electrical heterogeneity and transport at the surface.

Similarly, the surface studies present here demonstrates that various interface or surface properties of TCOs such as the surface conductivity, the work function, can change with time due to chemical interaction with ambient or various surface treatment, which can positively or negatively impacting surface transport properties. One of the significant outcome of this thesis is in the providing insight as to the role of bulk structural properties and their influence on the surface passivation and surface charge transport in various TCOs systems. Various
studies explained here show that amorphous TCOs have greater affinity towards surface defects and passivation with relatively poor surface electrical properties, thus require more stringent/careful interface management during device fabrication.

This brings to a bigger question this thesis seeks to elucidate. If everything points towards the surface of a TCO being a problem in a particular application, can you de-couple or independently tune interface/surface properties of TCOs without changing the bulk? If so, then how do changes in these properties impact the opto-electronic device performance. The study on zinc tin oxide (ZTO) presented in Chapter 5 demonstrates that it is possible to create a hereto-structured electrode, where one can independently manage the bulk and the surface properties of a TCO. The study shows that a new electrode can be constructed that has the bulk physical properties namely good transparency and good electrical conductivity of one system (ITO and GZO) coupled with the optimum surface properties namely work function, surface roughness, chemical stability of an another system (ZTO). Using this approach, we were able to successfully demonstrate that efficient transport of charges from external circuit to the junction can be done by one electrode optimized for bulk electrical transport and transparency, while a thin interfacial layer of a material with tailored surface property provides better compatibility, and energy alignment such that it minimizes the injection barriers associated with hole injection in OLED devices. The successful application of ZTO/ITO and ZTO/GZO heterostructured electrode to obtain high efficiency blue OLEDs was a significant milestone when the study was conducted in 2009, and it paved the path for parallel approach studies on charge collections in OPV devices.
The lesson learned in optimization of oxide physical properties for charge injection in OLED studies were reexamined and implemented to understand charge collections in photovoltaic devices. Interestingly, high conductivity and deep work-functions n-type materials ZTO and IZTO both yielded poor hole collections in standard OPV devices, while fairly insulating MoOx with deeper work-function seems to work perfectly fine for the hole collections. Ideally, we would like p-type oxides to harvest the holes and the n-type oxides collects the electrons. Currently, the bulk conductivity of p-type transparent electrodes ($\sigma \sim 500$ S/cm) are orders of magnitude inferior to n-type counter part ($>12,000$ S/cm), hence p-type TCOs can not function as standalone transparent electrodes to harvest holes. Some of the work completed during this thesis (although not discussed) involved development and successful use of interfacial layer of p-type oxides such as NiOx, Co-Ni-Ox, CoZnOx combined with ITO, GZO, IZO electrodes optimized for bulk properties. Similarly, ZnO and TiO$_2$ were previously shown to provide the energy level alignment necessary for electron collection in bulk-hetrojunction OPV devices. The results presented in Chapter 6 and 7, where various amorphous and poly-crystalline TCOs optimized for bulk properties yield efficient devices if employed with proper functional layers: ZnO (Chapter 6) or PEDOT:PSS (Chapter 7), confirming the validity of this approach of independently tuning bulk properties of one system, with surface properties of another.

During the initial phases of these studies, there were no concrete design rules or guidelines for what physical properties are necessary for good electron (or hole) selectivity in OPV devices. ZnO layers deposited via solution methods as discussed in introduction worked, but there were still outstanding issues such poor
performance with double diode behavior seemed to disappear when activated by UV light. The study presented in modulation of both bulk and surface property of oxide in this thesis are instrumental in providing insights on the device physics in the development of charge selective transport layer. The study on ZnO as electron transport layer in Chapter 6 showed that, insulating \((N<10^{16} \text{ /cm}^3)\) and very conductive \((N>10^{19} \text{ /cm}^3)\) ETL layers yield poor device performance. The high conductivity ZnO films are either metallic with poor optical properties and or degenerately doped with significant numbers of defects and/or carriers in the near surface regions of the oxide, of which result in an interface with poor selectivity and ultimately poor device performance. The highly resistive oxygen rich ZnO films, in contrast, have poor electrical properties, which are shown to perform poorly for election collection.

These observations of poor performance for highly resistive ZnO, or highly conductive ZnO can explain the reason why TCOs in general, and the amorphous TCOs (ZTO, IZO, IZTO) that are prone to chemical instability and surface passivation result in poor device performance when used as standalone electrodes in OPV devices. This raises a question to ponder: Will the next generation electrodes the graphenes or carbon-nano tubes with high carrier concentration provide interface with good charge collection properties in OPV without the use of these functional oxide layers? The inverse of this questions is also significantly, with some of the studies in this thesis reversing the question of much are the surface properties that are needed for electron collections (or charge transport at the interface) in OPV dictated by bulk physical properties of the same material?
List of some desirable physical property in ETL layer for BHJ OPV devices
(Note: these rules are based on ZnO, 10 - 100 nm electron transport layers some of
which may be applicable to thin transport layers (e.g. SAMs or HTL layer)

1. High transparency

2. High electrical mobility > the active layer

3. Low N with clean gap, so that defects or mid gap states do not dictate the
charge collection, selectivity or recombinations

4. Chemical stability, or favorable chemistry. For example, Oxidation of Ag in
inverted device yields better performing devices

5. Conformal and uniform electrical heterogeneity

6. Barrier height management or appropriate energy levels

7. Stability of various physical properties under illumination
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Appendix A

Electrical Measurements

A.1 Resistivity - van der Pauw’s method

The experimental method for resistivity measurement using van der Pauw’s method is shown in Figure A-1.

The resistivity is then given by:

\[ \rho = \frac{\pi t}{2 \ln(2)} \left[ \frac{V_{43}}{I_{12}} + \frac{V_{23}}{I_{14}} \right] \cdot F \cdot Q \tag{A-1} \]

where \( t \) is the thickness of the film, \( Q = \frac{V_{43}I_{14}}{I_{12}V_{23}} \) or its reciprocal, whichever is greater than 1 and \( F \) is a correction factor for geometrical asymmetry. For \( Q < 10 \), following approximation can be made, \( F = 1 - 0.34657A - 0.09236A^2 \), where \( A = \frac{Q-1}{Q+1} \).

Hall measurement done in room temperature provides \( \mu \), \( N \), and carrier type of a semi-conductor.
A.2 Derivations for Drift Mobility

In a sample, shown in Figure A-2, where both negative and positive charge carriers present, then concentration of electron and holes are \( n \) and \( p \) respectively. Mobilities are \( \mu_e \) and \( \mu_h \). For electron, the relation between the electric field and the drift velocity is

\[
V_e = \mu_e E
\]  

(A-1)

where, \( \mu_e \) is drift mobility, and \( V_e \) is the drift velocity.

If a single charge \( q \) (electron or hole) moves with velocity \( v \) in the presence of an electric field \( E \) and a magnetic field \( B \), then it will experience a force

\[
F = q[E + (v \times B)]
\]  

(A-2)
When both electrons and holes are present in a sample, both experience a Lorentz force in the same direction. Suppose that $V_{ey}$ and $V_{hy}$ are the drift velocity in -y and +y direction respectively due to the electric field. At equilibrium, net current in y-axis is zero.

$$J_y = J_n + J_h = enV_{ey} + epV_{hy} = 0 \quad (A-3)$$

$$nV_{ey} = -pV_{hy} \quad (A-4)$$

So the holes are drifting in opposite direction to $E_y$. The voltage associated with $E_y$ is known as the Hall voltage $V_H$. Now the net force from both electrostatic and magnetic force experienced by holes and electrons is
\[ \bar{F}_{hy} = eE_y - eV_{hx}B_z \quad (A-5a) \]
\[ \bar{F}_{ey} = -eE_y - eV_{ex}B_z \quad (A-5b) \]

where, \( V_{hx} \) and \( V_{ex} \) are drift velocity along x-axis. Now,

\[ \bar{F}_{hy} = \frac{eV_{hy}}{\mu_h} \quad (A-6a) \]
\[ -\bar{F}_{ey} = \frac{eV_{ey}}{\mu_e} \quad (A-6b) \]

Plugging equation A-6b into equation A-5b, we get

\[ \frac{eV_{hy}}{\mu_h} = eE_y - eV_{hx}B_z \quad (A-7a) \]
\[ \frac{eV_{ey}}{\mu_e} = eE_y + eV_{ex}B_z \quad (A-7b) \]

substituting, \( V_{hx} = \mu_h E_x, V_{ex} = \mu_e E_x \), we get

\[ \frac{V_{hy}}{\mu_h} = E_y - e\mu_h E_x B_z \quad (A-8a) \]
\[ \frac{V_{ey}}{\mu_e} = E_y + eV_{ex}B_z \quad (A-8b) \]

Using the relation in equation A-4, we get

\[ p\mu_h [E_y - e\mu_h E_x B_z] = -n\mu_e [E_y + eV_{ex}B_z] \quad (A-9a) \]
\[ E_y [p\mu_h + n\mu_e] = B_z E_x [p\mu_h^2 - n\mu_e^2] \quad (A-9b) \]
Now along x-axis,

\[ J_x = e p V_{hx} + e n V_{ex} = e E_x [p \mu_n + n \mu_e] \]  

(A-10)

using equation A-10 and substituting for \( E_x \) in equation A-9b, we get

\[ E_y = \frac{B_z I_x [p \mu_h^2 - n \mu_e^2]}{e [p \mu_n + n \mu_e]^2} = B_z I_x R_H \]  

(A-11)

Thus, the Hall coefficient \( R_H \) in the drift velocity approximation is

\[ R_H = \frac{[p \mu_h^2 - n \mu_e^2]}{e [p \mu_n + n \mu_e]^2} \]  

(A-12)

or

\[ R_H = \frac{[p - nb^2]}{e [p + nb^2]} \]  

(A-13)

where, \( b = \frac{\mu_e}{\mu_h} \). Hall coefficient depends on the drift mobility ratio and the concentrations of holes and electrons. For \( p > nb^2 \), \( R_H \) will be positive and for \( p < nb^2 \), it will be negative.

In a n-type system like ZnO, and various other TCOs, where conductivity is dominated by mobility of electrons in the conduction band. The relation simplifies to

\[ R_H = -\frac{r}{n e} \]  

(A-14)

Where, \( r \) is the scattering rate which depends on the scattering mechanism which dominates. \( r \) (\( \sim 1.18 \) for acoustic phonon scattering and \( \sim 1.93 \) for ionized impurities scattering) can be measured using temperature dependence mobility measurement, and usually range between 1 and 2. Note: the mobility measured by Hall is
related to drift mobility in the film by \( \mu_H = r \times \mu_{\text{drift}} \), where the Hall scattering \( r = \frac{\langle \tau^2 \rangle}{\langle \tau \rangle^2} \), and \( \tau \) is the relaxation time of a scattering events. For most of our TCOs thin film measurements, we assumed \( r = 1 \).
Appendix B

List of symbols and acronyms

- OPV - Organic photovoltaics
- OLED - Organic Light Emitting Diode
- ITO - Indium tin oxide
- IZO - Indium zinc oxide
- ZTO - Zinc tin oxide
- IZTO - Indium zinc tin oxide
- ZnO - Zinc oxide
- GZO - Gallium doped zinc oxide
- AZO - Aluminium doped zinc oxide
- TiO2 - Titanium dioxide
- NiOx - Nickel oxide
- MoOx - Molybdenum Oxide
- NiCoO - Nickel cobalt oxide
- ZnCoO - Zinc cobalt oxide
- ZnNiCoO- Zinc nickel cobalt oxide
- Cu2O - Copper (I) oxide
- PLD - Pulsed laser deposition
- CVD - Chemical vapor deposition
- HOMO - Highest occupied molecular orbital
- LUMO - Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
- TEM - Transmission electron microscopy
- SEM - Scanning electron microscopy
- AFM - Atomic force microscopy
- C-AFM - Conductive mode Atomic force microscopy
- UV-Vis - Ultraviolet-visible absorption spectroscopy
- J-V - Current density vs. voltage
- PL - Photoluminescence
- NEXAFS - Near Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure spectroscopy
• PM-IRRAS- Polarization Modulation Infrared Reflection Adsorption Spectroscopy

• QE - Quantum efficiency

• EQE - External quantum efficiency

• $V_{OC}$ - Open circuit potential

• $J_{SC}$ - Short circuit current

• F.F. - Fill factor

• $\eta$ - Power conversion efficiency

• $\phi$ - Work function

• $\epsilon_0$ - Permittivity of free space ($8.854 \times 10^{-14} \text{ F/cm}$)

• $\epsilon$ - Permittivity of a medium, also listed as $\epsilon_s$

• q - Elementary charge ($1.602 \times 10^{-19} \text{ C}$)

• k - Boltzmann constant ($8.617 \times 10^{-5} \text{ eV/K}$)

• $\mu$ - Charge carrier mobility ($\text{cm}^2/\text{Vs}$)

• $\sigma$ - Conductivity ($\text{S/cm}$)

• N - Carrier concentration

• n - electron density in the conduction band

• p - hole density in the valence band
• L - Charge carrier diffusion length

• Sun - Unit of illumination intensity corresponding to 1000 W/m² in the spectrum

• P3HT - poly(3-hexylthiophene)

• PCBM - phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester

• PEDOT:PSS - poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate)
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